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ABSTRACT 
This publication is an historical and statistical study of the population 
of Missouri. The advance of the frontier across America is pictured as the 
last and greatest mass movement in the persistent westward migration aris-
ing in the Caspian Sea region, and the settlement of Missouri is represented 
as an episode in this westward population drive. The historic position which 
Missouri held for fifty years as the "point of the wedge" in the westward ad-
vance is mentioned. Five main waves of population in Missouri are dis-
tinguished. The emphasis of the study is the relative status of the farmer 
class in the distribution and the changes of population. A large amount of 
census data and many graphic interpretations are used in exploring the 
sour·ces, movements, characteristics, and present composition of the popula-
tion. The place which Missouri occupies among the states with respect to a 
number of significant population characteristics is featured . An important 
aspect of the study, in accord with the original purpose, has been the dis-
covery or definition of a number of population problems of particular inter-
est to the farmer. 
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THE POPULATION OF MISSOURI 
A General Survey of Its Sources, Changes, and Present 
Composition>*" 
HENRY J. BURT 
PRELIMINARY STATEMENT 
Significance of the Study.-The affairs of a modern state or 
nation could not be administered ·without the aid of accurate data 
concerning its population> Nearly every question of government 
is a problem of population, and it turns upon the numerical status, 
the trends, or the characteristics of the population groups involved. 
Within the state each institution relies in a similar way upon 
a knowledge of population to understand its own scope, its problem 
of reaching its constituency, its relationship to other agencies, and 
its probable future development. 
In American life our larger institutions cut across class lines, 
as in the case of tile public school system, yet class interests are 
fairly well defined and are of growing importance. This is espe-
cially true of the three major classes, the urban, the village (rural-
nonfarm), and the farm (rural-farm). The fortunes of these classes, 
like the policies of institutions, depend up'pn a knowledge of 
comparative population data. And while such knowledge is use-
ful to each major class, it is indispensable in the adjustment 
of tax burdens, the distribution of public services, and in other mat-
ters of social policy. In the section called "Composition, Charac-
teristics, and Distribution of the Population in 1930," the fact:=; are 
organized with particular reference to the major classes. 
In the light of these remarks the data here presented should 
prove of value to state and county administrators, city and town 
officials, public school executives, county agricultural agents, farm-
(~rs' organizations, and a large number of private organizations and 
private citizens who take an active interest in the public welfare. 
This is the first of a proposed series of population studies in the 
rural life of Missouri. In this initial study the general develop-
ment of the state's population is traced in order to show the place 
of the farmer class in the total situation. This approach emphasizes 
the view that the problems confronting farmers arise chiefly out of 
their relationships to other classes. A by-product uf this general 
*This study was conducted in cooperation with the office of Farm Population and Rura~ 
Life, Bureau of Agricultural Econ'lmics, United States Deoartment of Agriculture. 
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procedure, as already indicated, has been to reveal a large body of 
sig"nificant data useful to other persons and classes. Coincid-
ent with this a series of population problems of particular 
interest to the farmer class has appeared. Some of these will be 
made the subject of specialized study in the future. 
The rather extensive section on "Historical Backgrounds" 
seems appropriate in this publication in view of the fact that this 
initial study aims to lay a foundation not only for a series of fur-
ther studies of population, but also for other sociological studies sug-
gested, or defined, by a knO\vledge of population developments. 
Purpose.-Tl~e foregoing paragraphs forecast the purpose of 
this st~dy. The general purpose is to give somewhat of an his-
torical and statistical account of population development in Mis-
souri from the time of the first settlement, with emphasis upon the 
present status. Two immediate objectives lie behind this general 
purpose. The first of these is to provide a body of useful popula:-
tion data featuring the status of the farmer class in the state pop-
ulation. The second" is to explore the i-ield in a search for prob-
lems needing special study. 
Scope.-The subject-matter scope of this project includes the 
following: (1) An historical survey of the early period down to 
about 1850, depicting the march of the frontier, and. the steady 
progress of settlement; (2.) The sources, movements, and changes of 
population, with reference to the nationality factor, the net changes 
due to immigration and emigration, and the decennial changes for 
the state, the counties, the cities, the incorporated places, and the 
rural population; (3) The composition, characteristics, and dis-
tribution of the population in 1930 on the basis of sex, age, marital 
status, etc., with special relation to the three major classes, urban, 
village, and farm; and (4) A series of c,omparisons showing the 
place of Missouri among all the states and among the West North 
Central division of states, with respect to land area, total popula-
tion, proportion of urban, village, and farm population, density of 
population, average cash farm income, and other important items. 
Methods.-The section called "Historical Backgrounds" is ob-
viously the product of historical method. The remainder of the 
study uses the simple statistical procedures. Various classifica-
tions, distributions, index ratings, and numerical averages are em-
ployed to analyze the data. Graphic methods are used freely. In 
the section called "Missouri Among the States," some of the tables 
are constructed on a basis where Missouri is rated as 100, with the 
other states ranged above or bdow this according to their individ-
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ual ratings. These tables are a combination of graphic and tabular 
presentation. 
Definition of Terms.-The following census definitions are in-
cluded for reference: 
Urban POPltla.tion-·-That population residing in cities and other 
incorporated places having 2,500 inhabitants or more. 
Rural Populat£01t-The remainder of the population not included 
under Urban. 
Urban-Farm PoplllMion-That population living Oll'farms with-
in the limits of cities and other urban places. (Note: This is less 
than 1 % of the total farm population.) 
Rltral-Farm Population-That part of the rural population actual-
ly living on farms. These are the true farmers. 
RuraJ-N onfann P opula.tion-The population living outside of cit-
ies and other incorporated places having 2,500 inhabitants or more 
but who do not live on farms. This is the "village" population. 
Of the above, the urban, the rural-farm (farmers), and the 
rural-nonfarm (villagers) are called the major classes. 
I. HISTORICAL BACKGROUNDS 
A. The March of the Frontier 
Origin of the Great Westward Movement.-The settlement 
of Missouri is but an episode in the vast drama of westward 
migration. Beginning in Central Asia long before the dawn of 
recorded history, wave after wave of popUlation has swept on to-
ward the setting sun. The cause of this mighty movement is giv-
en by Sims as follows: " ..... for milleniums the pulsations of 
Central Asia and the regions about the Caspian Sea have sent wave 
upon wave .of peoples from the ancient seat of the race westwarc! 
into Europe and made the western stock migratory. The Caspian 
basin, being subject to great cycles of dampness and desiccation? 
has from time immemorial produced at intervals great civilizations 
and mighty races, only to turn itself into a desert waste again and 
disperse its inhabitants. The natural exit for these dispossessed. 
homeless races has been westward rather than eastward. And 
westward ~or ages they have wandered until the ge.ographers are 
led to say that the 'Pulse of Asia' has been the canse of European 
history."* 
After reaching the shores of Europe and passing into the British 
Isles the westward advance was temporarily halted until the N orse-
*Sims, N. L., TI,e Rural Community, Ancient and Modern, p. 122. 
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men and other adventurers pushed the frontier to the eastern coast 
of the North American continent. A New World was opened and 
the old westward movement was resumed with new vigor. 
The Appalachian Barrier.-With the Atlantic Ocean conquered 
the migration to America was begun in earnest. For about a hun-
dred years the Appalachians stood as a barrier, marking the west-
ern frontier, and settlements were confined to the narrow strip of 
territory between the mountains and the sea. 
POPULATION' . 
1800 
Fig. 1.-Population of the United I"ig. 2.-Population of the United 
States, 1790.· States, 1800 
The effectiveness of the Appalachian range as the second major 
check to expansion was gradually overcome by explorers who found 
the natural gateways through the mountains. The Great Central 
Valley lay exposed as the new and greater land of promise. The 
ne\vs of this rich discovery, spreading to the eastern colonists, start-
ed the last phase of the westward march. "The greatest mass 
movement in history" is the phrase used by historians with refer-
ence to this final tide of popUlation movement under the spell of the 
Westward-Ho spirit. 
The Frontier Sweeps Across Missouri.-Standing at the con-
fluence of two great arteries of communication, the Mississippi and 
Ohio rivers, the territory which was later to become the state of 
*Tbe Missouri AgrIcultural Experiment Station is indebted to the Bureau of 
Agricultural EconomiCS, United States Department of A~riculture, for the following 
figures used in this report: Figures 1 to 14, inclusive, and Figures 17 to 30, inclusive. 
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Missouri received the full impact of the advancing frontier. The 
rising tide of population, as it approached and overflowed Missouri, 
is well pictured by the series of maps here included, printed through 
the courtesy of the United States Department of Agriculture. 
These maps show the number of people per square mile, by decades, 
beginning with 1790. This is given in three shadings, i. e. under 
:Z persons, 2 to 6 persons, and over 6 persons to the square mile. 
In 1790 and 1800 the population of Missouri was too sparse to 
be shown at all on the maps (Figures 1 and .2). The map for 1810 
Fig. :I.-Popula ti on of t h" Uni te!] Stal"~. l,~lO. 
shows a population of less than 2 persons to the square mile for 
1110st of Missouri, while a density of 2 to 6 is seen in a narrow 
strip along the Mississippi River, and a density of more than 6 for 
the St. Louis area alone. 
Fig. 4.-Population of the United ::;[ure·s, 1820. 
On the map for 1820 one may see how the population was push-
ing westward, like a great finger, along the Missouri River. The 
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2 to 6 density area had widened, and a new area with over 6 to the 
square mile had formed at the center of the state. 
On the map for 1830 Kansas City is shown to have grown to 
the densest shading of over G to the square mile, and by 1840 this 
density had been made solid across the state. For nearly half a 
century, as shown by the maps of 1810, 1820, 1830, 1840, and 1850, 
11issouri had the honor of having the densest population farthest 
west. 
POPULATION" 
Fig:. 5.-Population of tlie Vnited StMes, lS'ilO. 
Fig. 6.-P,opulation of the United States, 1840. 
By 1860 there were over 6 pers0ns to the square mile in all 
parts of the state except in the central Ozarks. This Ozark area 
became a little smaller by 1870 and was contracted greatly in 1880, 
disappearing entirely by 1890. The march of the frontier may be 
better seen than described, and the reader is referred to the maps 
for his own interpretations. 
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Fi.". 7.-I'opl1Jatioll of the United States, 1850 . 
J<'i.". S. --·l'opllJntioll of the Un ited States, 18GO. 
Fig. n.-Pormlation of the Unitcd Stntes, 1870. 
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I~ig. 10.-Population of the United States, 1880. 
Fig. n .-Population of the United ~'tates, 1890. 
Fig. 12.-Poplllation of the United Statps. 1900. 
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POPULATION" 
I·'ig. 13.-Population of the United States, 1n10. 
Fig. H.-Population of thE' Vnit('d States, 1n20. 
Thus the frontier passed Missouri. The movement continued 
until the Pacific became the last great frontier in the migrations of 
these thousands of years. We return now to a more detailed ex-
amination of the early population developments in the state. 
B. History of Early Population Developments 
Explorations of De Soto, Joliet, Marquette', and La Salle.-
In the great westward migration just described, the initial stage, 
or that which moved the frontier from the Caspian Sea region to 
the Atlantic shores, was essentially a mass movement. The journey 
across the ocean was at first in small bands or colonies which plant-
ed village communities in the new world. Once these were estab-
Lished, the movement was continued typically as separate families. 
Still later, in the penetrat.ion of the American interior, we find the 
I.e! MISSOURI AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
individual pioneer as the type. "Thus," says Sims, "from a mass 
movement to the migration of a small band, then of the family, and 
finally of individuals has been the line of development." 
The expedition of De Soto led the vanguard into the heart of 
the North American continent. Starting from Spain in 1538 he 
landed at Tamp:1. Bay, Florida, some time in 1539. Without delay 
he pushed wesi\vard in search of gold, precious stones, and adven-
ture. In J\fay, 1;,)-'!-1, be reached the "Great River of the West," 
near the 10V'icr Chicksaw BluR: a few miles belm'" Memphis.1 
In the same year, it is claimed, the expedition entered the south-
ern part of what is now Missouri, and De Soto erected a large cross 
on a hill near the present site of the city of New Madrid. This 
claim seems to have been substantiated by the presence of a large 
artificial mound of earth on the banks of the Mississippi found when 
the settlement of Ne\v Madrid was macle.2 
Although the credit for the discovery of the Mississippi goes 
to the Spanish, it \\"as the French who penetrated the interior and 
accomplished extensive explor<,tion and settlement. In 1673 the 
two French missionaries , Joliet and Marquette, left the strait be-
tween Lakes Michigan and Huron in search of the Mississippi. 
They passed down Lake Michigan, through Green Bay into the 
Fox River, and crossed the portage to the Wisconsin. They then 
floated down the Wisconsin to its confluence with the Mississippi 
and down the IVlississippi to the month of the Missouri. In June, 
1678, they passed the limestone bluffs on the banks of the Missis-
sippi which were later to be the site of St .Lonis. 3 
In 1682 La Salle took possession of all the Mississippi country 
as far slouth as the Gulf of Mexico in the name of the King- of 
France, for whom he called it Louisiana.4 
The Early Settlement of Missouri. (170()l-1765).-For a long-
time after the discovery of the " Mississippi in 1541 there were no 
settlements made in the vast and rich valley through which it r;tn. 
'frappers and hunters occasionally traversed this region, but for the 
most part only the venturesome made any lengthy stops so far 
from their homes and frontier outposts. \Vhen the French began 
to settle the Mississippi valley they located on "(he east side of the 
nver. It was from the east side that impetus came for the first 
settlement in IvIissouri. 
1 Campbell, Robert, Ga=ctc~r of Missouri, pp. 675-677. 
Switz!er, William, History of Missoltri, p. 131. 
2 Houck, Louis, History of Jt,f-i osollri, Vol. 1, p. 105. 
3 Campbell, Gazetttr of Misso .. ri. pp. 677·678. 
St. Lo"is Catholic Histo"ical Rc"<,icw (1918-19) Vol. 1, p. 231. 
4 CampbeII, Ga::etteer of M isso",-i, p. 680. 
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Locadon of the First Settlements.-In FIOO the first settle-
ment was made in Missouri at the junction of the River Des Peres 
and the Mississippi, about six miles south of the original site of St. 
Louis. Although Violette expresses some doubt as to the exact 
date, it seems clear that this settlement was established hy a party 
. of French Jesuits and Kaskaskia Indians from the mission which 
Marquette had established at the mouth of the Illinois River in 
:1675.5 In the same year another settlement was located :1.t the 
mouth of the Saline River, according to an entry in PenicClnt's Jour-
nal. The name of the settlement is n ot given in the journal, ))11t 
Lt. Ross designated it as "Salt Pans" on his map.G The inhabit;,nts 
were Frenchmen engaged in manufacturing salt. 
The region that is now Missouri offered an attraction tn Euro-
peans and early Americans because of the lead mines in the south-
eastern part of the state. The :French soon learned of these and, 
according to the journal of Artoguiette written at Fort Cl1artres, 
there was a colony of French miners near the site of Frederickto\\"n 
in Madison County as early as ] 71G. It is prohable that this ,\,as 
the Mine LalVlotte settlement.' 
In 1720 the Spanish S~llt al1 expedition np the :iVfissol1ri l\i"er 
for the purpose of destroying' the "Nation of the lVl issouris" amI 
forming a sett l('ment ih their territory. '1'l1e entire expedition, 1',it11 
the exception of one priest, was wiped onto News of tbeir plan had 
reached the Indians, who were prepared for them. However, the 
boldness of the Spanish in th11:-; pencirating into a country of which 
they had no knowledge so alarmed the French that in 1:)';3:1 a con-
siderable expedition was dispatched from the post at Mobile. ']'hey 
established Fort Orleans on the Missouri River near the mouth of 
the Grand River." 
The early settlers in Illinois soon learned of the extensive 
qnantities of lead ore across the Mississippi :River. As it was near 
the surface, it was easily mined, and for some time the men cross-
ed the river and mined and hunted in southeast Missouri, returning 
to their homes 011 the Illinois side. Event\lalJy some of them built 
cabins in Missouri and spent the winter season there. r~:'hese cab-
ins grew into the settlement of Ste. Genevieve in n:liJ.!l 
5 Violette, Eugene, J-Eist'or)' of JlrfisSO'Itri, p. 7. 
St. Lou;s Cotholic His/orical RC1·icw (1918·19) Vol. 1, p. 857. 
6 Houck, Louis, lTistm'y of Misso1{.ri, Vol. 1, p. 277. 
7 Viles, Populo-tio" Blir/ore 1804, p. 201. 
Miss"",.i Historical Review, Vol. 20. p. 203. 
8 Beck, 'Go::ettcer of Mi.tsou.ri and Illinois, pp. 211·214. 
Houck, History of Miss01<l'i, Vol. 1, p. 259. 
Davi s and Durrie, p. 11. 
9 ElIis, The Influence of E"viro1!m~llt on the Early Settlement of Missonn, p. 36. 
Beck, Gaulteer of Missom''; and Illinois, p. 216. 
Violette. H,:ttory of Missouri. pp. 10·12. 
Viles, Populatio" before 1804, p. 200. 
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The first settlement north of the Missouri River was m.adc at 
the site of St. Charles in 1762. Louis Blanchette founded the town 
on his first trip up the Missouri River, but it was not until about 
1780 that other settlers began coming into this country.l0 At the 
same time, Fran.ces Breton, with Renault, ·was opening the mines 
around Mine LaMotte in Madison County. In 1760 he disco\:ered 
the mine near Potosi that bears his name, but it was not until 1765 
that families located there. 
St. Louis was settled in 1764 by Pierre LaClede Ligust, who 
came from France for the specific purpose of establishing a colony 
in the French possessions. He picked the spot now on Main 
Street, St. Louis, where the Merchants' Exchange wa.s afterwards 
loca.ted, as the best spot on the west side of the Mississippi River 
to sell goods. In the spring of 17"64 the buildings for the trading 
post were set up and the first rude cabins were built on the site of 
St. Louis.ll 
Causes of the Early Settlement.-It was inevitable that this great 
region west of the Mississippi should attract settlers from the east 
side. The seemingly inexhaustable supply of furbearing animals, 
the easily mined lead ore, and the abundance of timber for building 
purposes combined to make the Louisiana territory attractive to 
the French. The Indian tribes were an active source of supply 
for the Louisiana Fur Company, whose agents were instrumental 
in the establishment of settlements. 
Population Composition and E.1:te1'tt of Settlement.-In the first 
half of the eighteenth century most of the people coming into the 
Missouri country were French and Spanish. They were either 
miners or hunters by occupation. Tn a few cases they were soldiers 
sent out by their governments to establish forts. There were very 
few from the American colonies among these early settlers. All 
the settlements were located along the Mississippi and the Missouri 
Rivers and were widely scattered. 
The First Wave of Immigration into Missouri.-About 1765 
the character of the settlements in Missouri changed and what is 
known as the first wave of immigration occurred. 
The long period of war had embittered the French colonists 
against England and after the ceding of all Louisiana east of the 
Mississippi to England, settlements within the present bounds of 
Missouri multiplied rapidly. The soil was productive, the pros-
10 Campbell, Ga::etteer of Misso1tri, p. 481. 
Missouri Historical Review, Vol. 1, p. 475. 
11 Switzler, History of Missouri, pp. 144·150. 
Viles, Population before 1804, p. 205. 
Houck, History of M isso"ri, Vol. 2, pp. 1-78_ 
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ped inviting, mines yielded abundantly, game was plentiful, the 
climate favorable for agriculture, the natives were friendly, the 
laws beneficent ane) laxly enforced, the taxes were not too burden-
some; "and there came many of the French settlers from the Il-
linois, preferring to follow the red and ycllow banner of Spain rath-
er than the hated Cross of St. George." ]3 St. Ange, the French 
Governor, made numerous land grants in the vicinity of St. Louis 
to encourage settlers. 
Location of S ettlemellts.-Shortly after the post at St. Louis was 
e~tablishecl a French soldicr named Delor built the first house, a 
stone cabin, on the spot where the court house in Carondelet now 
stands. Gradually other settlers were attracted to the place and 
by 1767 it was a thriving village. La Charctte, now known as 
Marthasville, was settled in 17'm). From St. Louis and Carondelet 
the settlcments cxtcnded up and clown the }\Tississippi. Settle-
ments near Hannibal began in ] 7G:3, when the French trappers in 
the service of the Louisiana Fur Company cxplored this part of the 
country. A little later Martin Bouvet , a residcnt of St. Louis, ex-
plored near Hannibal for salt springs. He built his warehouse for 
a salt factory on the mouth of Bay cIe Charles some time before 
1795.13 '['he cO\1ntry along the Mcramec was settled as early as 
17'13, and by l7'Ll the settlers began to hranch out from the rivers. 
In ] 1)'15 settlements were made and salt works erected along the 
Big River and its triblltaries.H In 1"180 Francis and Louis Lesiner 
openecl a trading post at Little Prairie. This was once a Delaware 
Indian village on the Mississippi near the present site of Caruth-
ersville. New IVfadrid, one of the early Spanish forts, was estab-
lished in 1"1'SO to prevent the free na vigatiol1 of the Mississippi by 
the French. Ruins of the aIel fort may be seen in the swamps ncar 
the banks of Little H.iver.lf> During the eighteen months following 
the arrival of the Spanish commandant and his forces, settlers be-
gan to-locate there. Under Spanish rule Louisiana was open only 
to Catholic immigration, but this rule was laxly enforced. IG In 178:3 
La Ange a La Graise was settled hy traders and trappers on the 
present site of New Madrid. It is quite probable that the same 
group who settled Little Prairie also located here.17 
]2 StillCS, 1\:[. P., "GIl'aHilfJls in kliSS(J// rt J-listo.,.~v, p. 7~. 
13 Williams, If istory of N m·th,"cst Miss01l ,.i, PI'. 446++8. 
14 Campbell, Ga:::ettecr of Missouri, p. 379. 
15 Wetmore, Ga:::ettccr of Misso"r;, PI'. 130·131. 
Canlpbell, Ga:::ettce,' of Misso",y;, p. 417. 
16 La Forge. Report, Annals of St. LOllis, pp. 263·272. 
Stevens, The Ceuter State, p. 669. 
17 Douglas, History of Southeast Misso"ri, Vol. I, p. 81. 
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Shortly after 1769 the country along the Mississippi between 
Ste. Genevieve and Cape Girardeau, which is now in Perry County, 
was settled by migrants from Kentucky and P,ennsylvania. The 
immigrants from Kentucky settled in the "Barrens" and along 
the banks of the Saline, while the Pennsylvania settlers lo-
cated in the rich bottom lands of Bois Brule. The Layton set-
tlement which later became Perryville was one of the first maele. 1 S 
In 1790 the first settlement was made in the southwest portion 
of the area now the state of Missouri. A trail known as "the olel 
White River Trace" was broken across the country from Cape 
-Girardeau to the confluence of the White anel James Rivers. Fol-
lowing this trail several families settled in what is now known as 
Stone County.19 It ,vas not until three years later that Louis Lori-
mer, who was granted concessions by the Spanish governor-gener-
al, settled on the site of Cape Girardeau. 20 
In 1793 New Bourbon w~s created as a home for dissatisfied 
Royalist families from Ohio, but it never became a success. In 
17'99 Portage des Souix was established by the Spanish authorities 
to offset settlement of migrants from the American colonies which 
they thought was being established at the Mouth of the Missouri 
on the Illinois side.n 
Scattered settlements were made at Florissant in 1785, Creve 
Coeur and Point Labadie in n9;); and farther south at Bois Brule 
Bottoms 1787, on Cinque Hommes 1788, Alleys Mine on Big River 
in St. Fraicois County, 1797, St. 1Iichaels or Fredericktown 1800, 
St. Joachim in 1801, and in Caledonia in 1798. 
In the last years of the eighteenth century, Major Christopher 
Clark went up the river from St. Louis into 'what is now Lincoln 
County. He visited the site of Troy in the summer of 1799 and 
in the following spring returned with his family to build a perma-
nent home. Shortly afterwards, several families came from 
Pennsylvania and Vermont to settle near him. In 1892 a fort W<l., 
erected on the site of Troy which in time became the social center 
of the white settlements in this part of the country.22 
In general, the settlements in Missouri hefore 1800 were along' 
the Mississippi River with a thin line of villages bet'ween the posts 
of St. Louis and Ste. Genevieve. 
Population Composition alld Kt·tent of S cttlement.-The settle-
ments between St. Louis and Ste. Genevieve were composed large· 
18 Ibid, pp. 76·80. 
19 Campbell, Ga::ettccl' of MissO!l1'i, p. Ii09. 
20 Ibid, p. 103. Douglas, History of SOlltheast Missoll1"i, pp. 67~71. 
21 Violette, History of Missouri, pp. 41·45. 
22 Campbell, Ga::e'ttcer of Misso",.i, p. 312. 
\VilIiams, Histol',V of Northwest Misso",.,- , Vol. 1. p. 395. 
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Iy of French families, traces of which are still to be found in the 
family names and customs. Another group of settlements along 
the Meramec was composed almost entirely of American Colonials, 
while the settlements below Ste. Genevieve in what is now .T etfer-
son, Lincoln, and New Madrid Counties were of Colonials cl11d 
French combined. There were a few isolated posts in other parts 
of the state as already mentioned. The Mississippi River, furnish-
ing an easy means of transportation, and the trackless wilderness 
\"jth its uncertainties, kept the settlers grouped mostly along the 
eastern boundary of the state. 
By 1792 the Cape Girardeau district ,vas gradually filling up, 
chiefly with American Colonials.2 J New Bourbon had a popela-
tion of almost ] 00, mostly French.24 Although most of the in-
habitants of the southeastern section of Missouri were French, 
those along the western frontier 'were largely German and German-
Swiss in origin. IVIost of the latter had come from North Caro· 
lina. 25 In 177.2 this district had a slave population of about 40~7(J, 
hut after 1796 the white population increased more rapidly.2G . It is 
estimated that the population in this area grew from nearly 300 ill 
17'45 to 1156 in 17'99, and by 1804 had reached 2870.27 By this 
time outposts along the Missouri River had sprung up as far west 
as the present VVashington County, anel in the St. Charles district 
by 1787 there were seventy-nine inhabitants. By 1804 these had 
increased to 1550.28 
The early settlers, the French, had come to Missouri in search 
of mines, pelts, and wealth, but the American Colonials who now 
came were seeking rich land. They usually penetrated farther in-
bnd than the French. The Germans, too, had gone farther inland, 
as indicated by the settlements west of Ste. Genevieve. 
The Second Wave of Immigration into Missouri.-The second 
wave of immigration began some time between 1796 and 1800. 
Daniel Boone had made a trip to the salt springs which bear his 
name, in the present Howard County, as early as 1798.20 'vVe may 
set this date as the beginning of the second immigration. 
In 1798 the Spanish government had granted 1000 arpens of 
land in northern Missouri to Daniel Boone, and offered him 10,000 
more if he could bring as many as 100 families from Virginia and 
23 Viles, Pop«ZatioH Be/n"e 1804, p. 197. 
24 Ibid, p. 205. 
25 Ibid , p. 199. 
26 Ibid, p. 204. 
27 Ibid, p. 202, and footnotes. 
28 Ibid, p. 211. 
29 Williams, History of Northwest _~Jissollri, Vol. I, p. S. 
Stevens, M':sso"ri th" Cellter State, p. 669. 
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Kentucky to settle there.30 Within six years after the settlement 
itl St. Charles County, settlers began to flock in from Virginia 
and Kentucky. 
It is stated by Stoddard, the American army officer who took 
possession of Louisiana for the United States after its purchase in 
1803, that after the acquisition of Louisiana by the United States 
there was a general increase of immigration into :Missouri. This 
sudden influx of population, much of which was American in char-
acter, was probably due to the policy of administration. In 1808 
the United States government, in order to encourage and facilitate 
immigration into the Louisiana territory, made a treaty 'with the 
Osage Indians whereby the lands between the Missouri and Arkan-
sas Rivers were gradually to be evacuated in advance of white set-
tlement.51 
Location of S ettleI11ents.-Sett.Jements made in the state after 
1800 were scattered but numerous. What is now Bollinger C·mn-
ty was settled in 1800 by emigrants from North Carolina. The ex-
act location of the settlement is not known. The beginnings of the 
first settlements in Butler County were made in IS00 by hunters 
<cnd trappers who built their cabins and spent the winter months 
there. 
In the same year several families from Kentucky located ~lear 
the present site of Norfolk. In 1801 they were joined by others 
from Virginia, who settled in :Matthews Prairie, near Charleston 
and at Bird's Point.32 
In Montgomery County the Loutre Island settlement was made 
"s early as 1800, but it was not until several years later that immi-
gration became very heavy. By 1808 the Big Spring and Dry 
Creek districts were fairly well settled. The first settlement made 
in the county now embraced by Warren was near Marthasville. 
From 1801-1802 several settlers from Kentucky located in the 
northern part of the county. Marthasville was the only town set-
tled at an early date.ss 
Other settlements were made in Wayne County, 1804; Frank-
lin County, by Daniel Boone in 1803 ; Jackson County at Fort 
Osage in 1808; Iron County in 1810, Pike County by South Caro-
linians in 1811; Ralls County in 1807. In Clay County the first 
white settlement ,vas made about 1800 at Randolph Bluff, on the 
30 Ibid, p. 672. 
31 lIlonette, Disco,'c,'Y and Settlement, Vol. 2, pp. 545·547. 
32 Campbell, Gazettee,' of Missouri, pp. 371·372, 382. 
Williams, Histor"~' of Northeast Misso1lyi, Vol. 1, pp. 492·495. 
33 Ibid, pp. 659·676. 
Campbell, Ga.etteer of M ;sso""'i, p. 625. 
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Missouri about two miles southeast of the present site of Kansas 
City.34 These first settlers were French traders and trappers. They 
left scarcely any trace of their occupation and it was not until the 
next period that this section of the country was permanently set-
tled. 
Pop1tlation Composition and E.1;tent of Settlement.-Between 
1796 and 1800 the population of St. Louis increased steadily at the 
rate of about 200 a year, and the majority of the newcomers were 
Americans. There were probably H,OOO inhabitants there in 1804.30 
l\ionette quotes Stoddard as estimating that the population of the 
Louisiana Territory increased about 501}{, between 1800 and 1804. 
There were probably betweef1 9,000 and 10,000 people in Upper 
Louisiana at the time the United States purchased the territory, 
ill 1803.30 By 1810 there were 20,845 people in Missouri, of which 
some 3,011 were slaves and 607 were free coiorecl.B7 The Missouri 
River furnished a means of transportation and communication. 
There were sea ttered settlements along its banks for perhaps 100 
miles west. 
The Third Wave of Immigration Into Missouri.-This third 
wave of immigration resulted not only in an influx of population 
into the state, but a change in the course of development. Numer-
ous settlements arose along the Missouri River, extending almost 
to the western boundary of the state, and including the famous 
Boon's Lick Country. This began about 1810. 
In 1811 there occurred a disaster which retarded the immigra-
tion into Missouri for many years. The New Madrid earthquakes 
in the far southeastern counties of the state resulted in a heavy 
loss of life and property in that area. Many acres of valuable farm 
land were left under water and the large swamp area was unhealth-
ful. The effect of this was to divert immigration to the northern 
sections of Missouri. A more direct diversion o·f the settlers was 
the movement of land owners of New Madrid to other parts of the 
state. This was made possible through the generous grants of 
land, made by the government, in any other unoccupied section 
of the state, to those left homeless by the earthquake. 
Another factor that changed the trend of immigration during 
this period was the War of 1812. This retarded immigration for 
34 Ibid, pp. 149. Wetmore, Ga::cttccr of Misso",-;, pp. 58·59. 
35 Viles, Population bcfOl·c 1804, p. 207. 
3.6 This estimate is probably higher than some others, but as it was taken from contem· 
poraneous reports there is good reason to accept it as accurate. Monette, D-iscovcry and Set~ 
tlcme"t of Mississippi, Vol. 2, p. 543. 
37 Ibid. p. 547. 
'the U. S. Census for 1810 gives a slightly smaller figure , i. c., 19,783 '" the state pop-
ulation. 
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a time. The Ind.ians conducted several raids on the frontier set-
tlements. Following the \Var, however, immigrants began com-
ing again into Missouri. The formation of the Missouri Territorv 
in 1812, with the consequent creation of local governing anth'or;-
ties, was another incentive to increased immigration. 
Location of Settlements.--Jn 1811 and 1812 there were large num-
hers of immigrants to the Boon's Lick Country, many of whom 
took up their New Madrid claims there. One of the first penna-
nent settlements in the Boon's Lick Country of which we have any 
authentic record was in the present Howard County. .c\ party of 
] 50 persons emigrated there in 1810.3 ' It is common report that 
Nathan and Daniel IV1. Boone manufactured salt at a deer lick which 
;tftenvards became knO·lVn as Boon's Lick, as early as the snmmer 
of 1807.39 In the spring of the following year Col. Cooper and his 
hmily moved up from Kentucky to make a permanent home in the 
I:eighborhood of this salt lick. They \vere ordered back to the 
Loutre Island Settlement by Governor Lewis because he thought 
they were too far away from government protection in the event 
uf an Indian nprising. However, they returned in 1810 accom-
panied by several other families, part of whom settled in Howard 
County on the site of Old Franklin and the remainder in Cooper 
County. In Clay County, the first permanent settlers came in about 
J 819. They located along the Platte and Fishing Rivers, upon 
which they depended for water power for their grist milIs anel 
routes of transportation.40 In Chariton County, the first settlers 
came in prior to the War of ] 8] 2 and located in the southern part 
of the county near the Missouri River. In the spring of 1817 the 
to"'n of Chariton was located. The largest part of the immigration 
into Chariton County came after the close of the War of 1812. In 
1817, when the county was sectionalized, many people came in. 
The growth of Chariton County was probably retarded by the policy 
cf the government in granting to each soldier who was honorably 
discharged from services 160 acres of land, and to widows and or-
phans of soldiers killed in action, a like anlount. Many persons 
who would have settled in Chariton County were prevented from 
buying the land. because they were unable to locate the owners.4t 
38 \Vetmore, Gazettcc,' of Missolll'i, p. 81. 
Switzler, History of Missouri, p. 12;, 
39 Williams, History of Northeast MisS0111"i, Vol. 1. PI). 350,351. 
Wetm~re, Gazetteer of Missouri, pp. 80·81. 
Switzler, Histor~' of Missoltri, pp. 173·178. 
40 Campbell, Gazetteer of Missouri, p. 149. 
41 Ibid, p. 129. 
\Villiams, Histor~' of Northeast Missouri, Vol. J, pp. 307·309. 
\Vetmore, Ga.=('ttccr of Missouri, p. 2] 7. 
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The first settlements in Saline County were made in the vicinity of 
Arrow Rock and Jonesboro in 1810, chiefly by immigrants from Vir-
ginia, Kentucky, and Tennessee. These settlers preferred to locate 
in timber land rather than prairie. As most of Saline County was 
prairie, it was not densely populated for some time.'I" . 
Little was known about the settlement of Carroll County un-
til after its sectioning' in I81G-18. \Vhat might be called the first 
permanent settlement was probahly made in I 8ID by some immi-
grants from North Carolina near the present site of Carrollton. 
This formed the nucleus around which lllany settlers gathered.43 
In the year lSI (i several fa milies came from Kentucky and Virginia 
and located in the vicinity of Buffalo City on Crooked River. 
.. ·\fter that the iml11igrants came rapidly and by 18~2'2 there were 
two prosperous towns in the rounty, one at BluA'ton and the other 
at Missouriton in the Sugar Creek Botto1l1s .. 14 
As early as I81G there were a few families from Kentucky and 
Tcnnessee located within the present limits of Cole County. The 
C()unty was organized in ] 820. 'J'his considerably stimulated set-
tlement. 4 " j\fa.n·iew, in Lafayette County. was the scene of skir-
mishes several times during the \Var of J 81;~. Lexington, the 
county scat, was nne of the 11r:-:t places settled in 181;i. By 181& 
the tide of immigration intu thi,; county became so Jarg'e t11at some 
uf the old settlers felt the population was growing tuo rapidly. By 
18~2 there were five towns in the county : Mount Vernon, Osage, 
Mission, Sniabar Grove, anc! 'l'aho-Grove .. w 
Callaway County was first settled hy fur traders at Cote sans 
Dessien in 18()O but the permanent settlement came at a later pe-
riod. In 1815 the ·first American settlement was made on Aux-
\"asse Creek ahout 10 miles south of the present location of Ful-
ton. The site of Mokane was first located in 181(; by Capt. Pat 
Ewing and from then until ahout J 821 the immigTation was \"("ry 
heavy. By 1821 the county was pretty well settled .. " 
'fhe first settlement made in BoonC' County was in "Thrall's 
Prairie" in 1812 or 1814. In 18H; several families settle<t on the 
"Old Bo,on's Lick Trail"', which ran from St. Louis to Olel Frank-
lin. The following year other settlements were made on "Thrall's 
42 Campbell, Ga:;octtl."Cr of k1l:.I"so."r;. I'p. 581·5H5. 
43 Ibid, Pl'. 11·113. 
\Vetmore. Ga::cttcCl' of lIfisso1l1';, ]l. 52. 
44 Ibid, p. 62. 
Campbell, Ga::cttcc,' {If Misso"ri, p. 166. 
45 Ibid, pp. 471·472. 
M1'SSOl£1't Intelligcncet', December 3rd, 1822. 
46 Ibid, Dec. 10th . 1822. 
47 Wetmore, Ga::cttcrr of Missouri, p. 49. 
Williams, J-Nst01'Y of No ,.thenst Missouri. Vol. 1. pp. 2R4·2R6. 
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Prairie." Into Boone County as into other parts of the Boon's 
Lick Country the years 1817-18 witnessed a great influx of immi-
gration. These early settlers came from Kentucky, Virginia, Ten-
nessee and North Carolina. One of j;he first towns located in 
Boone County was Smithton, the first county seat, settled about 
1819. Because of a lack of water this was soon abandoned, the 
population moving about a mile east to a location called Columbia, 
\vhich is the present county seat. 
Population Composition and Extent of Settlcment.-By 1812 there 
were already several hundred settlers in the Boon's Lick Country. 
A t the end of this period there were 25 counties settled in the state, 
and they were located along the Mississippi and Missouri Rivers 
in the shape of a roug·h letter "T."4s Population grew very rapid-
ly, the major part of the immigrants coming from the fr·ontier 
states. These were anglo-Americans, and the English language 
began to predominate.4o The French, however, were still in the 
majority in St. Louis and Ste. Genevieve. Even as late as 1820 the 
Missouri Gazette, which had been published in St. Louis since 1808, 
printed advertisements and legal notices in French. By 1815 the 
Americans predominated in these older river settlements as well 
as further inland, and in the following year emigrants from Ken-
tucky, Tennessee, and also from north of the Ohio River began to 
arrive in such large numbers that the lands opened by the Treaty 
with the Osage Indians in 1808 were rapidly filled. GO This would 
make the general line of settlements some 80 to 90 miles west from 
the Mississippi with the probability of some detached settlements 
in advance of these. By this time the Missouri River had Elet-
tIers along its banks as far as 200 miles from St. Louis,Gl covering 
20 large counties which had a total population of roughly 60,000, 
including many slaves.52 An indication of the line of settlement 
may be gained by a glance at figure 15, which shows the settle-
ments existing in 1821. 53 It will be noted that at this time the 
southwest and northwest sections were not settled and that, in 
general, settlement did not extend far from either river. 
Fourth Wave of Immigration Into Missouri.-In this period, 
following 1821, settlements were made at points more distant from 
48 Ibid. pp. 232·237. 
·Wetmare. Ga::etteer of M isso",;. p. 44. 
Violette, Histor). of Missouri, pp. 66-81. 
Musick. StO'1·ies of Misso,,,.i. Pl'. 136·142. 
49 M',mette, Disco,.cry aHd Settlement, Vol. 2, p. 548. 
50 IbId, p. 548. 
51 Ibid. p. 548. 
52 Ibid. p. 548. 
53 Ibid, p. 548. 
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the rivers. Many of the hitherto undeveloped portions of the state 
were partly settled. 
Unt\oubtC'dly the admission of Missouri to the Union aided 
the settlement in this period. For the first time foreign inuuigra-
tion was attracted to Missouri. This was largely due to the ef-
forts of Gottfried Duden, a young German physician who passed 
through St. Louis in ] 82·4: during a visit to the United States. In 
Warren County in particular he found fertile land and "dequate 
transportation facilities by water, and when the account of his 
journey was published in 18;M) his description of this rich country 
attracted a large number of Germans from southeast Germany and 
the upper Rhine.c.'1 
Another incentive to immigration during this period was the 
I>olish revolution in 18:\1. Many Po.Jes had fled to France, and. 
fro III there were deported to America. Some of these came to 
M issou ri. r,r, 
Localion of the Scttlcmcnts.-Polk, Randolph, Christian, Stod-
dard, Vernon, and Bates Counties were settled between 1820 and 
J8215. Polk was partly settled by Tennessee emigrants as curly as 
]820, but it was not until the government lands had been o;.:>eneu 
that heavy imllJigratioll set in."'; In the same year Randolph Coun-
ty was settled in the vicinity of Silver Spring by emigrants from 
Kentucky and Nurth Carolina. c" In Christian Connty in 18~·2 a 
family settled, on Finley Creek at its confluence ,,,itlt the James 
Eiver. The same year several families from Ohio located at tile 
present site of Delaware. For some years the settlers were con-
stantly worried by the Delaware Indians hut near the close of this 
].'(·riod the Indians \vere driven out of the country by a comprLny 
of militia. After that the territory no\v occupied by Christian 
County ftlled up rapidly.'·8 
In Stoddard County the first settlements were made near 
Bloomfield in 182;L 'l'hese early families traded '.'lith the Indians. 
Their reports of success attracted others 1"0 this county.on The 
first settlements in Bates County were made near Harmony Mis-
sion in 1820. A group of missionaries traveled from New York in 
keel boats and settled Pap enville and Harmony Mission.oo Adair 
County was settled somewhat later in 1828, near Kirksville to the 
54 Stevens. Misso,,"; th" Cente,- State. p. 674. 
55 Ibid. p. 675. 
56 History of Poll, Co."nt),. p. 27.1. 
57 W.illiams, JIist Ol'Y of N01·thra ,'t M issou,.i, Vol. 1. p. 539. 
Campbell. Ga,7cll,,''''· of Missou,.;, p. 471·472. 
58 Ibid, p. 137. 
59 Ibid, p. 605. 
(,0 Ihid, p. 56. 
I-listm'Y of ('II SS C/lld Jiales Coulllies. p. 129. 
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east of the Chariton River. These tll"st settler" came Ollt of How-
<Inl County, and built their homes on adjoining' plots of ground. 
This little cluster of buildings became knO\vll as "Three Cabins" 
settlement.Gt 
In the same year, 1828, the first settlement was made in Barry 
County in the southwest corner of the state. A Mr. \Vashburn 
settled on the prairie that now bears his name. In the follovving 
years settlements were made on Flat Creek, ] oyce Creek, Shoal 
Creek, and on the headwaters of Sugar Creek.G2 It is said that 
George Cole was the first white man to clear and cultivate a farm 
in the present bounds of Dent County. He came down from St. 
Louis in 1828. In the next year he \yas joined by several oth er 
families, principally fro111 Tennessee.G" 
Phelps County had a few early settlers who located at the 
mouth of the Little Piney near the present site of Arlington about 
1818 or 1819. In 182;3 others 'were attracted by the saltpeter caves 
near the sites of Rolla and Rife. In 18H) a powder manufacturtr 
from Kentucky located near the present site of Newbury anel en-
gaged extensively in powder making. In 1830 settlements \\"ere 
established along the Gasconade River and Mill Creek. and the 
Meramec Iron Works established a yillage for its employees at 
:Meramec Springs.o-l 
Taney, Platte, and Newton Counties were settled hetween 
1826 and 1829 by emigrants from Arkansas and Tennessee. In 
1829 the first white man to settle permanently in Clark County 
located on the banks of the Des Moines River near the site of St. 
Francoisville. Somewhat later General Harrison and his party set-
tled to the southwest of St. Francoisville.G5 Other counties settled 
between 1830 and 1839 were Greene, Caldwell, Cass, Clinton. 1\Tc-
Donald, Shelby, Daviess. Henry, Jasper, Cedar, Knox, Lawrence, 
Linn, Livingston, Dade, DeKalb, ancl Grundy. 
Of the foreign immigration. some fro111 Germany s·ett1ed in St. 
Charles County. others in vVarren County, and some remained in 
St. Louis.6s The Irish immigration settled in the vicinity of St. 
Louis. 
Population Composition a1ld Extent of Settlement.-The popula-
tion of Missouri more than doubled between 1820 and 1830. There 
were 140,455 inhabitants in the state in 1830, 1110re than 25.000 of 
61 \Villiams. History of Nortltc,,,,t Missollri , VoL 1. p. 1iO. 
62 Campbell. Ga:::ettrcr of }.lissollr':' p. 51. 
63 History of Jacho1l alld Others (including D ent). Pl' · 56i-569. 
64 Ibid. pp. 626·659. 
65 \Villiams Histon' of Nm·,bca,t Misso,,"; . VoL 1. p. 3.10. 
(,6 Stevens, 'Thr Ccilfcr Stat(', p. 674. 
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II' h()m were sla V(,S . ';; St. Louis Cotlnty of course had the great-
est population, 8,190, but this number was only slightly larger 
than that of Cape Girardeau County, which had 7,852. Third in 
rank was Howard COllnty with a total of 7,321, and the neighbor-
ing counties of Boone and Cooper ranked fourth and tlfth respec-
tively. 
Q A '( MISS OURI 
AS ADMITTtO TO T~ \C 
UNION IN 18 Z I 
('OPI9;O FQ"OM 
C"MPBeL~(' GAl."TY'C.t.Q.. OF M~S'SO-.J1tL 
\S'TL+ 
Fi~. lJ.-lIIisSl)lIl'i As Admittl'd to the llllioll ill 1821. 
German immigration \vas heavy after 182{. In 18(H there 
wcre 500 members of the Giessen Society in St. Louis, who held 
come directly from Germany. Their aim had been to settle a nc\'; 
area and make it wholly German, but after coming to Missouri 
they abandoned the idea of a united colony, and the Society dis-
banded. 
('7 C,"S1l" of 1850. Table 1. p. ix. 
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The Irish were also becoming fairly numerous in St. L'mis at 
this time. The deported Poles from France increased the foreign 
immigration in 183.0. There is no record of the numbers of either 
Irish or Poles coming into Missouri, but it is estimated that be-
fore the close of the year 1833 the state had received nearly 30,000 
frugal and industrious Germans, distributed in the towns and upon 
productive farms.08 Emigration from New England supplied 1Iis-
souri with hundreds of enterprising men by the way of the Great 
Lakes and the Illinois River, anxious to embark in trade and manu-
facture in the 'vVest. Emigrants also from Kentucky were COH-
tinually advancing to Missouri in search of cheap lands and a p~of­
i!able employment for their slaves. "These were the SOurces of 
increases of population when the census of 1833 indicated the ag-
gregate number at 176,.286 persons in the state, inCludIng over 
02',000 slaves."G9 
The Boon's Lick Country also received its share of immigra-
tion during this period. In 181D the first steamboat to ascend the 
l\Jissouri River arrived in Franklin, then a town of 350 inhabit-
:111tS.'o The same year, the Missouri Intelligencer contained an 
article on immigration to this county, which, it says, "almost ex-
ceeds belief." People from Kentucky and Tennessee arrived daily. 
During the month of October 3,000 people passed near St. Charles 
bound for the West; many of these came to Boon's Lick Country. 
The St. Louis Enquirer reported that about 20 wagons per week 
\vere bound for Howard County, and that they brought a total of 
possibly 12,000 people.71 It is reported that of the 66,000 settlers 
found in Missouri ~fter 1820 nearly half were to be found along 
the Missouri, and along the upper Mississippi above St. Louis.'2 
In Marion County the influx of immigrants was made from 
the southern states up until 1836, but after that time Pennsylvania, 
Ohio, and other northern states contributed to its population.73 
Fifth Wave of Immigration Into Missouri.-The fifth tide of 
immigration into Missouri began during the years from 1837 to 
1840. It marked the advance of the frontier from Missouri to 
states farther westward. The remaining undeveloped portions of 
Missouri were settled and the state was fairly densely populated 
excepting for regions such as the Ozarks, in which settlement lag-
ged considerably behind the other portions of the state. 
68 Probably the "Followers of Duden." 
69 Monette, Discove,'Y alld Settlement, Vol. 2, p. 554. 
70 Williams, History of N01't"east Misso1t1'i, p. 353. 
71 Ibid, p . 5. 
72 Ibid, p. 151. 
73 Ibid, pp. 151·152. 
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By 1837 Missouri's northwestern boundary had been extended 
by the purchase of the Platte country, an area which includes six 
counties. This brought an almost immediate influx of immigrants, 
which continued steadily until 18'10.74 
TranspoJrtation facilities had been con,siderably developed; 
the Santa Fe Trail had become the chief route to the west, and by 
1830 the road between Franklin and Independence had become 
an important highway. The location of Missouri's capital in J ef-
ferson City, and the early importance of steam boating up the 
Osage helped attract immigrants. 
LocMion of Settlemmts.-The present site of St. Joseph in. Buch-
anan County was the location of Joseph Robidoux's trading post 
in 1826, but the surrounding land was not occupied by white set-
tlers until after the Platte Purchase. vVith the opening of this 
land the town of \-\Teston, now in Platte County, attained a great 
importance and became the rival of vVestport, now Kansas City.7fi 
The population of Jackson County was .2,82:3 in the 30's. 
Ten new counties were formed in the :30's; twelve in the 40's, 
and ten in the 50'S:i" In this period the southwestern part of Mis-
souri, which was the slowest to develop, due to its general inac-
cessability, was more rapidly settled. By 1825 Springfield was 
established at the crossing of the St. Louis-Rolla and Warsaw 
Trails.77 This, however, was exceptional for there were few towns 
in the section so early. The treaties with the Indians which led 
to their removal fr0111 the Ozarks to the Indian territory in 1830 
helped settlement in this region. 
Population Composition and Extent of SettlemeJ/t.-The progress 
of settlement in this period consisted chiefly in pushing the fron-
tier toward the northern and southern bottndaries of the state. Im-
migrants into southwest Missouri came by one of five possible 
l"outes: First, down the Ohio to the Mississippi, on down to the 
Arkansas, thence north to the White River, and up the White Riv-
er into Missouri. Second, by the same route as far as the Arkansas 
River, thence from the Arkansas to the Neosho River, and up the 
Neosho into Missouri by way of the Grand and Elk Rivers. 
Third, down the Ohio to the Mississippi, then up the Missouri to 
Boonville and overland to the southwest. Fourth, up the Missouri 
to the Osage River, then following the Osage to Warsaw, then 
across country. Fifth, overland southwest fro111 St. Louis 011 the 
74 Williams, History of North,,'cst Misso"d, Vol. 1, p. 425. 
75 Ibid, p. 156. 
76 Arnold, The Misso",-; O~arks as a Field for Rcgiollalism, p. 19. 
77 Ibid, p. 13. 
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route later followed by the southern branch of the Pacific Rail-
road. 7S 
The settlements in this period were located largely according 
to the routes settlers took into Missouri. They generally settled 
ill Missouri as near the end of their route into the state as pos-
sible. The foreign immigration was not as heavy as in the preced-
ing period, for the newer sections of Missouri. opened by the Platte 
Purchase, wcre for the most part settled by pioneers from the old-
er and more thickly pvpulated parts of Missouri. 
A Summary of the Settlement of Missouri.-Following the dis-
covery of the ~Jississippi River by De Soto in 1541, more than a 
century and a half elapsed before the first Missouri settlement was 
made a few miles south of St. Louis in the year 1700. Hunters, 
traders, and prospectors established ll1111lenJUS but temporary sct-
tlemcnts during the next sixty or sevcnty years. 
The first wave of immigration into 'Missouri, starting about 
1 '165, brought a number of French and a fcw Amcrican Colonials, 
,vho set up more permanent abodes in scattered settlements from 
St. Louis south to New Madrid. :\ bundant game, friendly natives, 
rich mines, a climate favorable for agricultnrc, and the absence 
of restrictive la\\"s or high taxes lured the pioneer settlers across 
the Mississippi. A few Germans fringeel these settlements on the 
west. Outposts of civilization had appea reel, for a few mlle::; west-
ward along the Missouri River. 
About 1800 the second wave of immigTation took place. 'fhis 
arose partly through the efforts of Daniel Boone to secure settlers 
fro111 Virginia anel Kentucky in order to collect a reward fro111 the 
Spanish government. The Louisiana Purchase added a further 
impetus, and !'ettlement \\'as pushed nearly one hnndred miles tip 
the Missouri. 
The third wave of migration dates from about 1811, when the 
New Madrid earthquakes diverted homeless settlers north,vard 
tc'ward the center of the state to take up lands which the govern-
ment offered them in place of those lost in the disaster. The close 
of the War of 1812, the formation of the l\'iissouri Territory, the 
conclusion of a treaty with the Osage Indians, and the establish-
ment of local government attracted new immigrants. The Boon's 
Lick Country received the major proportion of the new settlers. 
vVith the presence of many Anglo-Americans the English 
language began to predominate. The line of settlement 
78 Adaptation of data. gi .... en in Squires, Historical ,wd Social Deve/opmeltt of an Ozark 
R""'ai School, pp. 39-41. 
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had moved 80 to DO miles west of the Mississippi in the southern 
half of the state, and had penetrated about 200 miles westward 
along the Missomi. TIllIS the pattern of settlement conformed 
roughly to a letter "'1'." 
In the fourth wave of immigration, in the period following 
1821, the state received its first considerable influx of Germans, 
with some Poles and a number of Irish. Immigrants continued to 
come from North Carolina, Virginia, Kentucky, Tennessee, and 
from the New England states. The population doubled between 
1820 and 1830. By 183:3 it is probable that ;10,000 Germans had 
«Hived. The great drive westward along the Missouri was con-
tinued with vigor, and a marked process of spreading out north 
and south of the l\Tissottri was a feature of the period. 
The fifth tide of early immigration (1837-1840) marked the 
ael vance of the frontier from Missouri to sta tcs farther westward; 
and the trends already in evidel~ce within the state were further de-
veloped. The C'xtension of J\Jissouri's northWest boundary by 
means of the Platte Purchase, the growing importance of the Santa 
Fe Trail through the heart of the state, the development of river 
transportation, the extEnsion of trails into the southwest, and the 
location of the capital at Jefferson City, all had an influence in tk~ 
further expansion of the population into the areas north and south 
of the original Missottri River settlements. In this general move-
ment the less accessible parts of the Ozark area loggeel behind. 
Foreign immig-ration was 110t as heavy as in the preceding period. 
The settlers were recruited not only from the eastern states, but 
to a cOl1sider<1.hle extent from the previ(J11sly settled pClrt:ons of the 
state itself. 
The five waves of early settlement form the background for 
the more recent changes and the present population status to he 
p"esented in the pages which follow. The census data on immi-
gTation and emigration by decades from 1850 to 19;30, to be given 
in the next section, will bring the story of continual popuiatiull 
change clown to the present clay. . 
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II. SOURCES, MOVEMENTS, AND CHANGES OF 
POPULATION 
Foreign Immigration.-The country of birth of the population 
living in Missouri, by decades, from 1850 to 1930 inclusive, is 
given in Table 1. Beginning with a total foreign-born population 
of 72,47-40 in 1850 the process ·of foreign immigration resulted in 
the following changes for the decades down to 1930: For the de-
cade 1850 to 1860 there was a net gain in foreign-born of approxi-
mately 88 thousand; from 1860 to 187'0 a net gain of 62 thousand; 
from 1870 to 1880 a net loss of 11 thousand; from 1880 to 1890 a 
net gain of 23 thousand; from 1890 to 1900 a net loss of 18 thou-
sand; from 1900 to 1910 a net gain of 13 thousand; fmm 1910 to 
1920 a net loss of 4:3 thousand; and from 1920 to 1930 another net 
loss of 34 thousand. The figures just given show how irregular 
has been the foreign immigration to Missouri, with the peak of 
foreign-born population reached in 1890, and with a large and rath-
er consistent decrease in foreign-born residents from 1890 to the 
present. 
Compared with most other states, Missouri has received only 
a small proportion of her population from foreign nations. Table 
2 shows the fifteen ranking nations represented in the foreign-born 
population of the state, by decades, from 1850 to 1930. In this 
ta ble one may trace the relative losses from such sources as France 
and Scotland, and the relative gains from nations like Italy and 
I{ussia. At present the leading sources of Missouri's foreign-born 
are Germany, Russia, Italy, and the Irish Free State. Ever since 
1850 Germany has been the greatest foreign contributor to Mis-
souri's population. In 1980 those born in Germany numbered over 
42,000, with about fifteen thousand each from Russia and Italy. 
Although many nations are represented in the state population, 
Germany alone stands out as the one important contributor. If 
tables are prepared to show the foreign white stock in Missouri, 
Germany's leadership dominates the situation. Since the foreign 
white stock is composed of both the foreign-born white and the 
native white of foreign or mixed parentage, its tabulation gives 
a more significant picture of foreign influence than that shown by 
the foreign-born alone. Table 3 is such a tabulation. The for-
eign white stock of German origin is here seen to be 7.24% of the 
state population in 1930. The Irish Free State shows about two 
per cent, with Italy and England contributing about one per cent 
each. The third column of this tab1e indicates that 42.2% of all 
TABLE I.-COUNTRY OF BIRTH OF TilE POPULATION LIVING IN MIssoURI 
Born in 
Africa ________________ - ___ -- - - -- ---Asia __________________________ - ___ _ 
Atlantic Islands ___________ --- _ -- -- --
Australia _______________________ - ---
Austria ______________________ - - - __ _ 
Belgium __ _ 
Bohemia __________ - -- _ - - - - - - - -- - ---
British America _____ - - -- -- - - - - - -- - --
Central America _______ - __ - - __ - - - - --
China __________________ - _ - - - - - - - --
Cuba ___________ - -- --- - -- - - --- - - ---
Czechoslovakia 
Denmark. ______ - _ -_ - - -- - - - --- - - - --
England. __________ -- ____ - -- - - - - - --
Europe ____ __ ________________ - - - - --
Finland ____ _____________ -- - - - - - - - --
France ____________ ___ -- - -- - - - - - - - --
Germany _______ _ - - - - - ---- - - - - - - - - - -
G. Br. and Ireland __ 
Greece ___________ __ - - - - - - - - - -- -- ---
Holland _____________ _ " _ - - - - - - - - - - --
Hungary _____ ___ - _ - - -- - - -- - - - - - - - - -
I ndia _______ ____ ___ - -- - - -- -- - - -- ---
I reland __________ - - - -- - - -- --- - - -- --
Italy ______________ ___ -- - -- -- - - - - --
i~Px~~b~;g-_~~= = === ==== == == = == = == = = = Malta ___________ - - - - - ---- - -- - - - - --
Mexico ____ ________ ____ .- - --- - - -- --
Norlvay ______ ___ ________ - - - - - -- --- -
Pacific Islands ______________ - - - - __ _ _ 
Poland _______ __ ___ ___________ ___ __ _ 
~~~~~i~~l= === == == === === == = = = = = === == = Roumania ________ __ - _ -- __ --- - - - - ---
Russia ____ • ____ _________ - ____ __ - __ _ 
Sandwich Islands __ _ 
sardinia ________________ - - - __ - -- _ - -
scotland _______ ____________ - ______ _ 
South America _________ -- -- - - - - - - __ -
Spain _______________ - - -- -- - - - - -- - --Sweden _______ _________ -- _________ _ 
Switzerland __ _ 
Turkey ________ __ - _ - --- ----- - - - --- -Wales. ___________ ________________ _ 
West Indies ____________________ ___ _ 
At Sea ____________________ - __ - - ___ _ 
All other,- _______________ - -- - _ - - __ _ 
Totals _____ _ 
18501 
7 
3 
-7i 
58 
1,503 
55 
5,379 
2,138 
44,352 
189 
14,734 
124 
94 
155 
11 
697 
2? 
1 
I 
1,049 
20 
46 
37 
984 
7 
176 
50 
954 
72,474 
1860' 
8 
15 
6 
54 
3ii 
2,8i4 
I 
3 
464 
10,009 
77 
5,283 
88,487 
114 
9 
769 
43,464 
554 
75 
146 
2 
339 
28 
72 
2 
49 
2,021 
21 
52 
239 
4,585 
3 
305 
137 
23 
160,541 
1870' 
1,493 
536 
3,517 
8,448 
4 
665 
6,293 
113,618 
U,141 
1,167 
599 
936 
90 
297 
619 
21 
140 
55 
2,302 
6,597 
135 
222,267 
1 C,nnts of 1850. Table XV, pp. xxxvi-xxxvii. See note 78, D. 20. 
2 Census of 1860. Missouri section, Table No.5, p. 301. 
3 Census of 1870. Compendi"m, Table XIV, I'p. 392-393. 
4 Census of 1880. Compeltdi""" Pt. 1, Table XXX, pp. 482-487. 
~ ~~::i~~i% l;t~utt:t~~~c\1e~of~~i::o~!~!~i~~J.able 32, pp. 606-609. 
1880' 
38 
17 
9 
108 
1,655 
505 
3,342 
8,685 
11 
106 
58 
970 
226 
4,642 
106,800 
70,147 
18 1,122 
354 
41 
1,0U 
65 
207 
7 
84 
373 
19 
801 
16 
340 
17 
66 
135 
3,174 
6,064 
22 
109 
151 
1890' 
29 
58 
14 
106 
2,660 
766 
3,255 
8,525 
19 
425 
1,333 
18,648 
232 
4, i75 
125,461 
27 
16 
UO 
582 
85 
40,966 
2,-!16 
6 
55 
130 
526 
23 
1,651 
38 
• 
" 
2,4~6" 
4,601 
90 
78 
5,602 
6,765 
58 
1900' 
39 
339' 
10 
144 
4,458 
864 
3 ,453 
8,615 
99 
442 
47 
I ,sio 
15,666 
76 
65 
3,288 
109,282 
66 
812 
902 
33 
31,832 
4,345 
11 
12 
---i62 
530 
25' 
3,680 
16 
115 
6,672 
3,878 
123 
61 
5,692 
6,819 
88 
1,613 
lOl'· 
330 
63 
191011 
16,222 
1,000 
8,069 
m 
272" 
1,729 
13,760 
120" 
2,U9 
88,226 
2,790 
988 
11 ,532 
23,297 
12,984 
100 
1,413 
660 
H 
1,522 
21,402" 
3,651 
--- 266 
5,654 
6,141 
2,084 
1,219 
1920" 
94 
31 
8 
140 
8,676 
1,113 
6,600 
222
" 310 
7,29815 
1,688 
10,407 
76 
98 
3,831 
55,776 
3,022 
906 
8,080 
38 
15,022 
14,609 
109 
140 
3,411 
610 
23 
7,636 
12 
1,647 
18,769 
2,969 
" 435 
4,741 
4,934 
127 
903 
247 
180 
41 
211 ,578 
1,862 
148 
265 
9 
234,869 216,379 
1,388 
229,779 186,835 
9 Except Philippine Islands. 
10 Except Cuba and Porto Rico. 
11 Cmsus of 1910. Abstract, Table 14, pp. 204-205. 
12 Cuba and West Indies combined. 
13 Statistics for Finland and Russia combined in 1890. 
7 C(7IJU.f of 1900. AbJtract, pp. 58-63. (Note : The figures given here are unlike 
those for 1900 in Censlls of 1910, Abstract, Table 14, pp. 204-205.1 
H Ct1lSU.' of 1920. Population, Vol. 2, Table 6, pp. 697-99. 
15 Of this number 2,327 were Jugo-Slavs. 
16 Statistics for Central and South America combined. 
17 Including Irish Fr •• State. 8 Except China, Japan, and India. 
1930 
7,928 
4,495 
1,497 
7,919 
2,353 
42,216 
2,405 
3,484 
9,869" 
15,204 
575 
8,324 
2,321 
15,689 
2,419 
-3:895 
3,578 
573 
153:085 
?:1 
M (fl 
M ;,-
'" (") 
tJ:1 
to 
d 
t-< 
t-< 
~ 
Z 
J-' 
00 
00 
eN 
eN 
TABLE 2.-TuE FIFTEEN RANKING NATIONS AS REPRESENTED IN TIlE FOREIGN BORN POPULATION OF MISSOURI BY DECADES* 
1850 1860 1870 1880 1890 1900 1910 1920 
1. Germany Germany Germany Germany Germany Germany Germany Germany 
2. Ireland Ireland Ireland & Gr. I rei a nd & Gr. Ireland Ireland Ireland Russia 
Br. Gr. 
3. England England British Amer. British Amer. England England RUBsia & Fin . Ireland 
4. France France Switzerland Switzerland British Amer. British Amer. Austria Italy 
5. British Amer. Switzerland France France Switzerland S,\itzerland England Austria 
6. Scotland British Amer. Bohemia Bohemia Sweden Russia Italy Hungary 
7. Switzerland Scotland Sweden Sweden Scotland Sweden Hungary Poland 
8. Prussia Holland Austria Austria France Austria British Amer. Czecho-Slovakia 
9. Holland Italy Holland Holland Bohemia Italy Switzerland Bohemia 
10. Wales Denmark India Italy Austria Scotland Sweden Switzerland 
11. Norway Poland Denmark Denmark Italy Poland Scotland Sweden 
12. Italy Belgium Poland Poland Russia & Fin. Bohemia France Mexico 
13. Mexico Wales Hungary Belgium Wales France Greece Greece 
14. Austria Sweden Belgium Norway Poland Wales Turkey Scotland 
15 Belgium Norway Norway Hungary Denmark Denmark Denmark Ronmania 
1930 
Germany 
Russia 
Italy 
Irish Free State 
Poland 
Austria 
England 
Canada 
Czecho-Slovakia 
Sweden 
Switzerland 
Hungary 
Yugoslavia 
Scotland 
France 
w 
..j>.. 
~ 
H 
Ul 
Ul 
o 
~ 
~ 
H 
>-C) 
1';1 
H 
() 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
:> 
r< 
tI:1 
X 
'11 
i'j 
~ 
H 
a::: 
i'j 
z 
>-l 
(fl 
>-l 
:> 
>-l 
H 
o 
Z 
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tbe foreign white stock now in Missouri originated in Germany. 
Thus the representation from other nations than Germany is com-
paratively negligible. 
TABLE 3.-NATIONALITY SOURCES Ol~ THE FOREIaN WHITE STOCK IN THE POPULATION OF 
MISSOURI: 1930* 
Country of Origin 
Germany ____________ _______ _ 
Irish Free State .. . .•. • .. . .... 
Italy . ...•.•............•.... 
England ••..•...•........ • ... Russia _________ ____ ________ _ 
Poland ••......... . .... . • . .. . 
Austria. ______ ____ _____ _ .. __ .. 
C.nad. (other than French) ... 
Switzerland _____________ ____ _ 
France ______________ . ___ ___ _ 
Sweden .•.......• .. ..... • •.. Czechoslova kin ____ . ______ ___ _ 
Scotland ......•.......•.••.. 
North Ireland .....•.......... 
Hungary ___________________ _ 
AlI other Count ries ...... . ... . 
TotaL •...... . .....• . ... 
Foreign White Stock'. 
Number Percent of State Population 
262,929 
57,178 
39,315 
38,852 
3+,797 
21,170 
19,263 
17,558 
16,384 
14,616 
13,371 
13,161 
1l,382 
9,463 
6.709 
46,401 
622,549 
7.24 
1.58 
1.08 
1.07 
.96 
.58 
.53 
.48 
.45 
. fO 
. 37 
.36 
.31 
.26 
.18 
1. 28 
17.13 
Percent of all Foreign 
White Stock Originating 
in Each Country 
42 .2 
9.2 
6.3 
6.2 
5.6 
3.4 
3. 1 
2.8 
2.6 
2.3 
2.1 
2.1 
1.8 
1.5 
1.1 
7.7 
100.0 
'Computed from 1930 U. S. Census of Population, Vol. 3 Part 1, p. 1326. 
**"Foreign White Stock" is the sum of the foreign-born \\·hite and the native white of foreign or 
mixed parentage. 
Although Germany stands out as the chief source of Missouri's 
foreign population, it appears that foreign immigration even from 
Germany has practically ceased. Turning tlo the foreign-born 
classification once more we find that the peak of German-born was 
J'eached with a t!otal of 125 thousand in 1890. Since then the 
decennial figures give 109 thousand, 88 thousand , 55 thousand , and, 
for 1930, only 4;~ thou sa 11<1. ]f 11 thousand of the 55 thousand 
German-born here in 1920 had diecl in the following ten years this 
fact alone would account for the reduction to 42 thousand German-
10m by 19130, without any immigration whatever. Presumably 
a few immigrants did come from Germany in the last decade, but 
the number must have been very small. 
The waning influence, numerically speaking, of the foreign-
1)(lrn in Missouri is seen in the fact that in the German peak year 
of 1890 these German-born l·esidents account for onI'y "1.7% of 
the state popUlation, while in 1930 they constitute only 1.2%. Of 
the largest contributors Italy alone shows a greater figure for 1930 
than for 1920. This is the only conclusive evidence we have to 
show there was any immigration at all from a foreign country to 
Missouri in the last decade. Ancl the relative unimportance of 
this contribution is shown by the fact that even in 1980 the 
Italian-born macle up only four-tenths of one per cent of the state 
population. 
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Nativity I()f the Population.-Further light is thrown on the 
sources of Missouri's popUlation by reference to Table 4, called 
Nativity of the Population. This table reflects the process of set-
tlement. In the decades 1850-1870 about 36% of the population 
was born in other states, and in 1860 nearly 7% was foreign-born. 
110 IN M,s's u ... \ 
Fig. 16.--Nativity 01' the l\liHsonri Popnlntion, 
1850-1930. 
From these highest 
points the proportion 
born in other states had 
declined, by 1930, to 
about 241~), and seems 
to be remaining around 
that fignre. The pro-
portion of foreign-born 
is now down to 4.2%. 
As the state has grown 
older, and the west-
ward migration has 
S11 bsided, the portion 
of the state population 
horn within the state 
has correspondingly 
increased until it now 
seems to be stabilizing 
aronnd 70% of the 
total. In Figure 16 
these facts are shown 
graphically. 
TABLE 4.-NATIVITY OF THE POPULATION* 
Showing the number and percent of those born in Missouri, born in other states, and foreign born: 
1850-1930 
Born in Missouri Born in other states Foreign born Others** 
Year 
Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent 
1930 2,569,904 ·70.8 89+,686 24.7 153,085 4.2 11,692 -_.-
1920 2,382,282 70.0 821,375 2+.0 186,835 5.5 13,563 
----1910 2,222,925 67.5 822,738 25.0 229,779 7.0 17,893 1.0 
1900 2,035,251 65.5 844,256 27.2 216,379 7.0 1O,7N To 1890 1,662,556 62.1 I 757,871 28.3 234,869 8.8 23,889 1880 1,268,641 58.5 688,152 31. 7 211,578 9.8 9 ----1870 874,006 50.8 
I 
624,030 36.3 222,267 12.9 992 i6:3 1860 475,246 40.2 427,837 36.2 160,541 13.6 118,388 
1850 277,60+ 40.7 243,142 35.6 72,47+ 10.6 88,824 13.0 
*Computed from the U. S. Census of Population, fo r the dates indicated, from the sections called 
UState of Birth of the Native Population", and "Country of Birth of the Foreign-Born Population." 
**This includes American citizens born in outlying possessions, abroad, and at sea, and those born 
in the United States with state not reported. Percent not shown where less than 1. 
Native Immigration.-The remarks just made concerning na-
tivity status suggest a closer inspection of the native popUlation 
TABLE 5.-STATE 01' BIRTH OF THE POPUI.ATION LIVING IN MI SSOURI 
Born in I 18501 1860' 1870' 
.t\labama ______ __ ___________________ 2,067 3,473 5,243 Arizona_" ___________________________ '1* 
Arkansas ___ ..... ___________________ - --- Tiio -4 ~ 395 10,964 California _________________ ______ ___ 4 213 707 Colorado _________________________ --
---742 
-C.122 It;2* Connecticut _________________ __ ___ -- 2,070 
Del~l\vare __________________________ 518 747 1,132 
District of Columbia ________________ 238 426 599 
~~o;:~i~ __ ~ = = = = = == = = = == == = = = = == = = = == = 67 57 176 1,254 2,568 3,845 I daho __ _________________________ --
iO~9i7 30~i38 49* I lIinois _____________________________ 72 ,623 I ndiana __________________________ -- 12,752 30,463 51,301 
I ndian Territory ____________________ 
-1:366 -9~9ii2 97* Iowa _______ ______ ___ _____ _________ 22 ,456 Kansas ____________________________ 1,069 4,940 
t~:i~i~~;: ~= = === = = = = = == = = = = = = = = = = = = = 69~694 99,814 102,861 746 1,389 4,045 Maine ________ ________________ - - - -- 311 955 2,316 Maryland __________________________ 4,253 6,015 7,619 
Massachusetts ___ _________________ -- 1,103 2,702 5,731 
Michigan __________________ ____ - - - -- 295 1,270 4,570 Iviinnesota ___ __ __ _____ _____________ 
---638 -3~31.1 1,127 3,4st ~~:~~s~~f~!= = == = = = = = = = = == = === = === = = = 277 ,604 475,246 874,006 Montana ___ ________________________ 
------ ------
54* 
Nebraska ______________________ ----
------ ------
1,225 N evada ____________________________ 
---30:t ---794 33 New Hampshice _________________ ..,. __ 1,384 New ]ersey _________________________ 885 2,088 3,200 
New Mexico ________________________ 
-5~0!0 i4~SS5 70* New Y orL ______ ___________________ 31,805 
North Carolina ____ ____________ _____ 17,009 20,259 18,755 North DakotL _____________________ 
iD37 35~389 33* Ohio ____ ___________ ___ __________ ___ 76,062 Oklahoma ___ _______________________ 
------
----68 ----96 Oregon ________ ,... ___________ _________ 
T291 Pennsylvania _______________________ 17,929 35,384 Rhode Island _______________________ 1H 305 644 
South. CarolinL _______________ _____ 2,919 3,913 2,851 South Dakota ______________________ 
44~970 73~S9! 70~2i2 Tennessee ________ ' __________________ 
Texas,- ________________________ - ___ 248 641 3,387 Utah _________________ " ____________ 
---630 
-CS35 151* Vermont ____ __________ .;. ________ - ___ 2,961 
Virginia~ _____ :.. ___________ - _ - ~:.. - -- -- 40,777 53,957 51,·306' Washington ________________________ 
------ ------
. 4* 
~fss:o~;~~~~~-~~= = = = == =-: = = = = = = = = = = = = -- -i23 -6~28i 1,863 Wyqming _________________ -- -------
----SO 10* 992 -3 ~ 437 U. S. Possessions ____________________ 
TotaL ___ 
- - ---- - -----
520,826 906,540 1,499,028 
*Listed as terri tones 
1 Census of 18501 Table XV, pp . xxxvi-xxxvii. See note 78, p. 20. 
2 Ctnsus of 1860, Missouri section, Table No.5. p. 301. 
3 Cms"Us of 1870. Compendium, Table Xl, pp. 378-382. 
4 Cms1ls of 1880. Compendium, Pt. I, Table XXVI', pp. 464-469. 
5 Virginia and West Virginia listed as one. 
1880' 1890' I 1900' 19108 1920-
5,358 5,029 I 5,890 6,488 9,114 
11* 51 145 296 404 
13,752 17 ,075 26,025 28,822 38,531 
1,222 1,513 2,282 2,785 3,769 
521 1,265 3,136 4,304 6,810 
2,23+ 2,043 1 , 801 1,661 1,461 
936 743 641 457 363 
717 788 781 777 820 
239 300 {59 6H . 852 
4,030 3,995 4,967 {,989 5,319 
48* 82 272 557 800 
103,290 135,585 179,342 186,691 184,795 
60,094 70,563 70,519 64,237 53,587 
404* 899 2,802 S6~893 S6:302 30,564 37,312 52,575 
13,305 32,074 56,837 66,751 83,712 
102,799 99,945 88,241 77,325 63,332 
4,699 4,462 4,726 5,388 6,969 
2,108 2,048 1,986 1,403 1,127 
7,421 6,844 5,869 4,520 3,519 
4,765 4,780 4,638 4,529 4,054 
5,351 7,805 9,496 10,124 9,446 
1,347 2,291 3,692 4,207 5,347 
4,507 5,101 7,128 8,665 21,810 
1,268,6H 1,662,556 2,035,251 2,222,925 2,382,282 
94* 300 471 659 1,043 
2,203 4,705 13,004 13,733 16,412 
95 173 151 191 180 
1,269 1,184 944 759 582 
3,-!97 3,414 3,5H 3,107 2,857 
81* 207 432 629 1,173 
32,126 30,689 30,268 26,173 21,704 
15,925 12,670 10,105 7,258 5,476 
96* 233 422 570 1,109 
78,938 84,907 80,966 64,616 48,629 
---174 20 1,193 9,656 18,329 299 688 785 1,097 
37,220 37,622 34,338 30,249 23,715 
505 542 482 484 496 
2,637 2,095 1,702 1,540 1,535 
72~4S4 216 1,210 1,449 2,066 67,591 64,972 60,713 57,250 
4,797 6,269 9,109 11 ,864 17,693 
192* 206 449 559 799 
2,575 2,431 2,209 1,474 4,054 
54,058 45,329 35,376 24,629 17,245 
35* 154 534 1,026 1,595 
2,687 5,134 6,153 6,330 5,121 
6,nO 8,787 11 ,012 11,3.70 11,315 
42* 101 274 422 677 
9 23,888 10,779 17,893 13,563 
1,956,802 2,H4,315 2,890,286 3,063,556 3,217,220 
6 Census of 1890. Population, Pt. I, Table 24, pp. 560-3. 
7 Census of 1900. Population, Vol. I, Table 25, pp. 686-9. 
8 Census of 1910. Population, Vol. J, Table 35, pp. 731-4 
9 Census of 1920. Population, Vol. 2, Table 17, pp . 626-30. 
10 Census of 1930. Population, Vol. 2, Chapter 4. 
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movements "vhich have resulted in the present numbers. In Ta-
ble 5, called State of Birth of the Population Living in Missouri , 
\ve have the basic material, gathered from the Census reports be-
ginning with 1850. To facilitate and simplify the analysis, the 
state figures have been reorganized under divisional* headings as 
used by the Bureau of the Census. 
TABL E 6.-AcCU~IULATED T OTA LS , BY DECA DES, OF THE PER SONS BORN IN EACH AREA 
(DrVISION ) LIVING I N MISSOURI 
(These figures taken from the table called "State of Birth of the Population Living in Missouri If) 
Pbce of Birth 
1930 
Total of Those Born in Each Area (Division) Li ..... ing in Missouri 
at the Following Census Dates: 
Ino 19!O 1900 1890 1880 1870 1860 1850 
-----------------------------------
New England__________ 7,666 11,77+ 10,310 12,060 13,028 13,456 15,106 8,013 3,214 
Middle Atlantic ______ 40,504 48,276 59,529 68,148 71,765 72, 843 70,389 34,602 14,216 
East North CentraL ___ 292,890 307,772 337,038 351,335 307,647 254,403 210,838 99,123 36,824 
West North Central* ___ 201,859164,9+8 143,643 127,740 76,831 +7,515 29,781 11,051 1,366 
South Atlantic _________ 34, 549 +0,250 51,1H 66,053 77, 898 88,650 86,283 87,942 67,035 
East South CentraL ___ 158,458151,506153,191166,231177,666185,118181,800 180,205 117,369 
West South CentraL ___ 133,718 81,522 5.>,730 41,053 27,826 23,248 18,396 6,425 3,1H 
Mountain _____________ 16,828 11,886 7,6171 5,330 2,385 1,084 531 0 0 
Pacific___ __________ __ 8,214 6,+61 +,596 3,504 1,966 1,431 807 281 4 
*Iv!issQuri omitted for the purposes of this table. 
From the basic figures just mentioned, the first derived table 
13 called Accumulated Totals, By Decades, of the Persons Born in 
Each Division, Living in Missouri. From this we derive a second 
table (Table 7) to show, in thousands, the differences in totals for 
the successive decades. These differences represent either gain~ 
or losses of population, from each Division. In Table 7 these de-
cennial gains or losses are called net migration. The losses are 
shown by the use of a minus sign. 
Before discussing these tables one must bear in mind that 
we are talking about net migration rather than total migration. 
It is rather obvious that a net gain or loss by migration will be 
achieved as a result of the movement of many more persons than 
appear in the net totals. If, for instance, 1,000 persons moved 
into the state while 900 moved out, the census would show a net 
gain of 100 for the period, while the total migration would involve 
] ,900 persons. There is no 'way at present of knowing the true ex-
tent of the total movement. 
*These Divisions a.re: Tilt.' ... f\.iC 7f' England D h ·isioll. composed of ~raine, New Hampshire t 
Vermont, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, and Connecticut. The j\fiddle Atlalltie Division, com· 
posed of New York, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania. The East North Central Divi~io", com-
posed of Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, and Wisconsin. The West No,·th Central Divi-
sio", composed of Minnesota. Iowa, N ortll Dakota, South Dakota. Nebraska, Kansas. and 
~Hssouri. The S01<th Atlantic Dir:ision, compoiied of Delaware, Maryland, the District of 
Columbia, Virgi1lia , \Vest Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, and FI"rida. 
The East South Central Division. composed of Kentucky, Tenessee. Alabama. and Mis-
sissippi. The West South Central Di7'ision. composed of Arkansas. Louisiana, Oklahoma, and 
Texas. Th.e< Mo,"ztain Division, composed of Montana, Idaho, "Wyoming, Colorado. New 
Mexico, Arizona, Utah, amI Nevada. TIl<' Pacifi~ Dit'isio", composed of Washington, Oregon, 
and California. 
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V'Ve return to discuss the net native immigration to Missouri 
as shown in Table 7. The column marked Number of Persons 
From Each Area Residing in Missouri in 1850 is the starting point. 
For the New England Division we find this number was 3 thou-
sand in 1850. In the decade 1850 to 18GO, 5 thousand native-born 
New Englanders were added, and in the decade 18GO to 1870, 7 
thousand more in net migration came to the state. Following 
1870 there was a reduction in the number of native New England-
ers in Missouri. We do not know how many of these returned to 
New England and how many moved on to other states, but in 1870 
to 1880 the net loss was 2 thousand, in 1880 to 18fJO it was zero, in 
1890 to 1900 one thousand, and in 1900 to ] 910 two thousand. 
From 1910 to 1920 the tide was turned with a ne',t gain of one 
thousand, but in 1920 to 19:10 the greatest loss, 4,000, occurred. 
TABLE 7.-NATIVI~ I MMIGR.\1'ION TO MISSOURI 1850~1930 
(Each unit represents native persons to the nearest 1000. If the total is less than 1000 it is given to the 
nearest quarter of a thousand.) 
Place of Birth --
of the !vligrants 1920 
to 
1930 
New England_. ______ 
-4 
Middle Atlantic _____ 
-8 
East North Central. __ -15 
West North CentraL __ ' 37 
South Atlantic _______ 1 -6 
East South CentraL ___ 7 
West South CentraL __ 52 jl..fountain ________ ____ 5 
Pacific _______________ 2 
Net 11igration to Missouri, by Decades 
(A minus sign. (-) dello tes :t net loss) 
------------
1910 1900 1890 1880 1870 1860 
to to to to to tn 
1920 1910 1900 1890 IS80 1870 
----
--------
I - 2 -1 [) -2 7 
-11 -9 -4 -I 2 36 
-29 -1+ H 53 H 112 
21 16 SI 29 18 19 
-11 -15 -12 -10 2 - 2 
-1 
-13 -11 -8 .1 2 
2(, 15 13 5 5 12 
4 2 3 I J4 7~ 
2 1 2 H 75 Y, 
Number of 
-- Pe rsons from 
1850 E:1ch Area Re-
to siding in Missouri 
1860 in 1850 
5 3 
20 1+ 
62 37 
10 I 
21 67 
63 117 
3 .1 
0 0 
0 0 
This table computed from the table called "Accumulated Totals, by Dccndes, of Persons 'Born in 
Each Area (Division) and Li ving in Missouri." 
For the Middle Atlantic States, Table 7 show.s a similar 
movement. Starting vvith 1·:1: thousand natives from this Division 
in 1850, net gains were registered for three decades-gains of 20 
thousand, 3G thousand, and 2 thousand respectively. Then, in 
the five decades following 1880, the net losses in thousands were 1, 
4, 9, 11, and 8. For the East North Central Division of states, the 
net losses began in 1900, and for the SOllth Atlantic states they 
began in 18BO. The East South Central states began a correspond-
ing movement of net losses in 1880, but recovered to show a net 
gain of 7 thousand persons in the last decade. 111 the cases of the 
"Vest North Central, the 'Nest South Central, the Mountain, and 
the Pacific, the remaining four Divisions, we find consistently 
mounting net gains in migration to Missouri. From the last tv"o 
Divisions the contributions are relatively small. As between the 
\Vest North Central and the West South Central Divisions, the 
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former sent the greater number of persons up t,o 1910, but the lat-
ter has forged far ahead during the last t"'\\-'\o decades, with a net 
contribution of 52 thousand immigrants during 1920 to 1930. 
The maps numbered 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, and 23 show graph-
ically the accumulated totals of Native Vilhite Migrants Into Mis-
souri From State of Birth, for 1870, 1880, 1890, 1900, 1910, 1920, 
and 1930. Summarizing, by the aid of these maps and Table 7, the 
general trends in the native immigration to Missouri, we can make 
the following statements: 
1. The early native immigration, previous to about 1870, came 
largely from the }\1:icldle Atlantic, the East South Central, the 
South Atlantic, and the East North Central divisions. 
2. Since about 1870 the sources of Missouri's immigration 
ha ve shifted especially to the West North Central and the \Vest 
South Central divisions with major emphasis upon the latter. 
3. In brief, the sources have shifted considerably from the near 
and remote eastern states to the adjacent western and southern 
.~tates. * 
Fig. 17.-Native White Migrants into :'>1.issouri From 
State of Birth, 1870. 
In the tendency of Missouri's population t o be recruited in-
creasingly from the western states we are observing the reaction 
or the "throw-back" of the old westward migration movement 
from the final frontier which it established in recent years at the 
western shores of North America. To the historian and sociologist 
this disappearance of the frontier, and the appearance of a reverse 
*Incidentally, the SRme statenlC!1t holds true for the state of Iowa. See Bulletin 275, p. 
24., "The Population of Iowa, Its Composition and Changes," by Harter and Stewart, All'r, 
Exp. Sta., Iowa State College. 
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Fi;::. 18.-Nati\·c 'Vhitc l\Tig'l"allj~ into Missouri Fro m 
8tn te of Birth, 1880. 
Fig. 19.-Nativc White iVli!,!rants into Missouri From 
State of Birth, lS00. 
Fig-. 20.-NntivC' White :\Iigrants into Missouri From 
State of Birth, 1900. 
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Ii'ig. 21.-Knt.i\"(~ " 'J li h ' ~ligl":tIltf.i into :\liRt:'ollJ'j F 1'o lll 
Stnte of Birth, 1010. 
Fig. 22.-Nath·(~ \Vhit.(~ )Ii~r.'111ts into M1ssouri 11~l'Onl 
State of Birth, 1920. 
Fig. 23.-Native \V!hite Migrants into Missouri l!'rolll 
Sta te of Birth, 19::l0. 
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migration, signifies a new era in social organization. For the first 
time in human history mankind. is being forced to forego an easy 
escape to what he has regarded as an almost limitless frontier on 
the western horizon. No longer can the hardy adventurer, the 
foot-loose, the unsocial, and the fugjtive from justice "clear out and 
go west" into a land of promise, with a chance to make a new 
start. Perhaps the growth of American cities is in part due to the 
restless demand for a substitute frontier, and our current problem 
of crime may be society's first large-scale conflict with the usual 
crop of unsocial nonconformists who have hitherto always been 
able to escape to the West. As to city development, the state of 
Missouri now contains the largest proportion of urban population 
of any state (but one) between her own longitude and the three 
Pacific coast states. It therefore seems to be a fair generalization 
to say that Missouri not only occupied a unique place for some 
fifty years as the point of the \vedge in the great westward migra-
tion, but that she now typifies the current reverse movement. 
Native Emigration.-As in the discussion of native immigra-
tion, \ve proceed by three steps to derive the data showing native 
cmigration fro111 Missouri. The first step is the presentation of 
Table 8 giving the state of residence, by decades, since 1850, of 
the population born in Missouri. From this the second table, num-
ber 9, is constructed to show the total of native Missourians living 
in each Division of the United: States at each of the nine decennial 
census dates. Finally, in Table 10, we have the calculation of net 
migration fr0111 Missouri to each Division, for each decade. 
These three tables show how the stream of native migration 
flows out of the state to accumulate in continually enlarging totals 
in each Division. Up to the present there has been no exception 
to this, although the net decennial emigration to certain Divisions 
has recently shown significant decreases. 
In two Divisions these relative decreases have been very great. 
The first is the West South Central, to which Missouri sent a net 
emigration of 53 thousand in the 1890 to 1900 decade. Then fol-
lowed a decreasing net of 34 thousand and 30 thousand, with a 
precipitous decline to a net of 2 thousand for the last d,ecade. The 
second is the Mountain Division. Missouri's peak of emigration 
to this area wa.s 49 thousand in 1900 to 1910. It then fell to 30 
thousand, and then sharply to approximately one thousand in the 
h;;;t deCade 
Emigration to the West North Central Division shows a large 
but Ie,s rapid decline. In this case the peak emigration of 59 thl)11-
TA BLE S.- STATE OF R ESIDENCE OF TH E POPUL ATION BO RN IN M ISSOU RI 
Living in 1850' 
Alabam. __ ____ ___ ______ ___ ____ __ ___ 158 Arizona ______ ___ __ ___ _______ __ _____ 
- 5~328 Arkansas ____ ____ ___ __ ____ __ ________ Californ ia __ ______ _______ __ _____ ____ 5 , 890 Colorado __ _______ ____ ___ __ _____ __ __ 
--- -i8 Connecticut ____ __ __ _____ __ . _____ . __ 
Delaware __ ________ __ ______ __ __ __ __ 8 
Dis trict of Colu mbia __ _______ ____ ___ 28 F lorid ____ ______ __ _____ ___ __ _______ 7 Georgia ___ ____ __ _____ ______ _____ ___ 60 I daho ___ ________ _______ ___ ________ 
- 7: 228 J lli nois __ ___ ____ _____ ______ ___ __ ____ I ndiana ______ ___ __ __ ___ __ __ ________ 1,006 
Indian Territory _____ _________ ______ 
l o\\'a __ __ _______ _______ _____ _____ __ 3,807 
Kansas __ __ ___ _________________ ___ _ 
Ti67 Kentucky ______ __ _____ _________ ____ 
Louisiana ____ __ ____ ________ ____ ____ 909 M ai ne _______ __ ________ _______ _____ 11 Marylalld _____ ______ ___ ___ __ _____ __ 86 Massachusetts _______ _______ ____ ____ 58 
M ichigan _____ ____ ______ __ ____ _____ 92 M innesota ____ __________ ________ __ _ 90* 
303 R:H::~~~1~~= = == == == == == = = === = ===== == 277 ,604 Montana __ ___ ___ _______ _____ ______ _ 
- - - - --NebraskL ____ __________ _____ ____ __ 
--- - --Nevada ___ _______ ___ _____ ___ ___ ____ 
New Hampsh ire _________ __ ______ ___ 12 New J ersey ___ ___ __ _____ __ __ _____ ___ 28 New Mex ico ______ ______ ___ __ _____ __ 93* New Yor L ____ __________ __ ______ ___ 173 
North Carolina __ _________ ____ __ ____ 33 No rth Dakota __ ____ ________________ 
---656 Oh io ____ __ _____ _________ _____ ____ _ 
Oklahoma _______ ___ ______ ___ ___ ____ 
- 2: 206* ~~~~~~l;a-n-i;= = = = = = = = ~= = = = = = = = = = = = = = 220 Rhode Isla d ________ ____ __ _____ ____ 13 South Carolin ____ ____ ___ __ _____ ____ 3 South Dakota ____________ ___ ____ __ 
---920 Ten nessee ____ ______ __ ___ ______ __ ___ 
Texas ______ __ ___ ____ ________ _______ 5, 139 Utah- ___ ______ ____ _____ __ ______ ___ 519* Vermont _______ __ __ __ __________ ____ 10 
Virginia ___ ____ ____ _____ ___ _______ __ 223 
~ ::~ \?,rr~~i;=~-----= = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = - -- - - -i :6i2 Wisconsi n _____________ ___ _______ ___ Wyoming __ ____ ______ ___ __ _________ 
------U. S. Possessions ________ ________ ____ 
3i5~428 . TotaL ___ _ _ 
-- - -- - - -- - -
*Listcd as territories . 
1 Cen.ru.r oj 1850, T able XV, p. xxxvi. 
2 Census oj 1860, p. 6 17. 
I 1860' 
191 
- 8~638 
14,002 
3,312* 
45 
17 
58' 
19 
70 
12: 39.i 
1, 679 
-5:93i 
11 ,356 
2,585 
1, 199 
16 
97 
121 
164 
648 
417 
475 , 246 
-UZ3* 
210* 
8 
101 
171* 
361 
38 
82* 
1, 007 
5 ,695 
369 
9 
5 
-U7i 
12,487 
726* 
18 
387 
394* 
i : 022 
- -- - - -
564~2ii9 
3 C ensus of J 870 . C011l1undi um, Table X I . p. 380. 
... ~_ c, .. ~~.~ nf ~l!!. Comp~ndium,J:.;. I. Table XX~~}. P. 466 . 
~ ~ . 
1870' 
516 
121* 
16,838 
16 , 050 
1, 704* 
104 
32 
162* 
64 
227 
536* 
30,873 
3,435 
i3: 83 i 
29 , 775 
4,55 1 
2,925 
23 
259 
210 
666 
1 ,447 
2,410 
874 ,006 
1,305" 
4,650 
1, 053 
37 
267 
164* 
912 
66 
149* 
2, 109 
-7:06 i 
787 
26 
16 
-062 
18 ,419 
908* 
41 
264 
946* 
362 
1, 386 
913* 
1 ,O45~268 
1880' 1890' 1900' 19107 1920· 
572 861 1, 303 1,862 2,592 
914* 1, 781 3 ,1 87 5,206 9 , 074 
29 , 508 38,011 45,319 54,046 ~2 ,623 
20,749 28,849 35,075 67 , 786 104,828 
12, 435 21,952 31, 188 50,729 62,799 
164 278 474 516 889 
83 63 91 119 242 
316" 587 1, 11 3 1, 387 3 ,490 
204 834 1,006 1,583 4 , 622 
287 377 78 1 1, 13 1 1,875 
1,393* 3 ,909 6 , 786 15,289 20 , 242 
39 ,493 40,984 69,2 11 85, 161 110,645 
5,688 6,128 10, 600 11 ,595 15 ,004 • 
22:3ii 
33 , 066 
58:7 i i 20,677 H,012 39,66t 
60,228 84 ,016 100,SH 139,803 156,671 
5,417 5,339 7 , 236 7,019 7,553 
2,962 2,438 3,52S 6 ,01S 6 ,995 
57 55 98 181 258 
372 521 812 1, 156 1,913 
371 72 1 1,384 1, 752 2, 381 
1,416 2,026 3,183 4 ,475 16,251 
2,390 3,532 5 , 200 6,485 9 , 594 
2, 095 1, 965 2,080 2 , 377 2 , 733 
1,268,641 1,662 , 556 2, 035,25 1 2,222,925 2,382 , 282 
2,493* 6,105 10 ,562 15,703 22 , 366 
10 , 503 28 ,590 26,588 32,929 39 ,603 
1, 176 897 830 2,269 1,809 
65 88 133 136 162 
442 629 1,212 2,055 3 , 371 
883* 2,326 3,458 11 ,605 9,837 
1 , 886 2,711 5 , 508 8 , 516 12 , 265 
135 136 358 482 832 
1, 520* 865 2,366 4 , 785 4,176 
3 , 873 4,689 7,59 1 9,548 16 , 336 
i6:754 
7,421 47 , 238 162,266 178,934 
15 , 329 17,328 25 ,456 26,932 
1,624 2,059 3,716 7 , 591 9,3 11 
47 72 199 236 253 
62 50 11 0 224 587 
-3: 776 2 ,969 3,323 7,347 8,35 1 4,377 5 ,98 1 6 ,690 7 ,665 
43, 168 46,685 51,676 59,061 63 , 336 
1,224* 1, 872 2,298 3,634 4,236 
50 65 132 161 156 
474 557 972 1, 323 2,594 
3, 160* 12,359 16,757 38,665 41,815 
589 592 964 1,085 1,506 
1,785 2,310 3 , 698 4 ,556 6,763 
1, 163* 2 ,615 4 , 412 7,295 11 , 429 
I , 5 67~284 2 , 076~462 410 3 ,141:883 3,.5 i 8~892 2,653,499 
5 Cen.rU1 of 1890, Population, Pt. 1, Table 24, p. 56 1. 
~ CCe~~~~ ~~~/'o. ~~t;~l~~t/io':", ¥r~li. 11". ·~~tJI~ ~~. r;;. ~~~'. 
8 C ensu.r 01 1920. POjJlIlatio1J . Vol. 2, Table 17. p. 628. 
r? ;1'I .. u~"f l~;.PO-t;uID lt·on . ~.?2. Ch .ant:cr_ 4........,,,,. ~ 
1930' 
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13,939 
59 ,459 
191,55 1 
65,769 
1,491 
284 
3 ,227 
8,902 
2,299 
17 ,937 
150 , 397 
21, 268 
69:65 i 
174,379 
7,922 
8 , 097 
264 
2,224 
2,965 
41,841 
10,446 
3 ,983 
2,569,904 
17, 574 
40 , 832 
2,090 
291 
5 , 185 
9,984 
18,480 
1,444 
3,496 
21 ,82 1 
175,520 
29,773 
7,054 
304 
726 
7,979 
10,316 
70,599 
3 , 750 
177 
2 ,614 
43 , 430 
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sand in 1900 to 1910 fell to 46 thousand and finally to 29 thousand. 
Emigration to the New England, Middle Atlantic, and Ea~t 
South Central areas has never been large, but has increased slow~ 
Iy and consistently. 
A rapid increase in emigration is shown to the East North 
Central Division. In the last three decades this has resulted in a 
net movement of 21 thousand, 50 thousand, and 80 thousand, re-
spectively. The most remarkable gains in net emigration, how-
ever, have been to the Pacific Division. Beginning with a total of 
8 thousand native Missourians resident in the Pacific area in 1850, 
TAOI.E 9.-AcCUM1.1LATl-:D TOTAI.S, ny DECADES. OF PER~ON'S LIVING IN' EACR AREA (DIVISION) 
\VIlO \VERF. BORN IN MISSOURI 
(These figures tak(~n from the tahle! callt.:d "State of Residence of the Population Born in Missouri:') 
'rotal of Nalive Born Missourians Living in Each Area (Division) at 
the Following Census Dates: 
PI:tcc of Residence --- -. ----------------------
1930 19 20 1<)[0 1900 1890 lR80 1870 1860 1850 
------------------
-----
- -- - ------------
,O~9 2,982 2,+20 1,279 754 441 217 132 
,'1+7 18,162 10,436 5,399 3,962 1,966 831 421 
,999115,335 9·l,283 56,137 52,225 38,469 16,266 9,994 
,106231,013172,303 H2,n3 95, J 1~ 49,852 19,540 3,897 
,661 8,4'!O 6,207 3,717 2,522 1,452 691 448 
New England ____ _ _ _ _ _ _ 5,+00 4 
Middle Atlnntic. __ __ .. .. 32,719 24 
Enst North Ccntr"I ___ 244,792 164 
West North Central* __ 306,183 277 
South Atlnntic. ______ .. _ 23,611 17 
,543 17,948 16,600 12,542 11,860 10,739 4,664 2,848 
,RS8 28I,3!l! 1+7,761 94,555 75,638 JR,182 22,324 11,376 
,792 111,730 62,721 41,457 21,681 6,704 4,419 612 
,.17.1 131,907 69,160 56,537 3+,063 2+,OS7 20,094 8,096 
Enst South Centrnl. _ _ _ 25,558 20 
West South CcntraL ___ 313,675 311 
Mountain _______ .. _____ I'fl, 1371+1 
Pncific ___ . ___ _ ... ___ ... .. _ 26+,7H 171 
*l\iissouri omitu!d for the purposes of this TahIr'. 
TAIIL" 1O.--NATIVE EMIGRATION FROM M,SSOUR, 1850-1930 
(E'1Ch unit rcprclicn1.S native persons to the nearest 1000. If the total is less than 1000 it is given to the: 
nearest quartel' of a thousand.) 
---- ----._ , -,. '. -.- -
Net Migr'ltion from Miflsouri, by Dec.,dcs Number of 
---------------------
Persons from 
Place of Rt!!'lidence 1920 1910 1900 1890 ISS0 1870 1860 1850 tv1issOllri Rcsidin 
of Migranu to to to , to to to to to in Each Area 
1930 1920 1')10 1900 18!)O 1880 1870 1860 in 1850 
-----------------New England _ __ ___ .. _ 1 1 Y, i 1 Y, J{ y, 0 0 Middle Atlantic. ___ __ 8 7 8 5 I 2 I 7; y, 
Enst North Central .. __ 80 50 21 I 38 4 Jot 22 6 10 
West North CelltraL __ 2() ~6 59 I 30 +7 45 3D 16 4 
South Atlan tic .. .. _ .. ___ 6 ~ 2 I 2 I I 1 Y, Y, 
East South Cent"rnl _ _ . 5 :; 1 4 1 1 6 2 3 
West South CClltraL __ 2 3D 34 I 53 19 37 16 11 1l Mountain _______ ___ __ I 3D 49 ! 21 20 15 2 4 Y, Pacific _______________ 91 42 63 , 13 22 II 4 12 8 
This table computed from the table called HAccumulated Totals, by Deca.des, of Persons Living in 
Each Area (Division) \Vho Were Born in Missouri." 
the net decennial emigrations to that Division have been 12, 4, 11, 
22, 13, 63, 42, and 91 thousand. 
The following statements will summarize the emigration 
trends: 
1. Emigration to the New England Division is continuing 
rather uniformly in very small numbers. 
2. Emigration to the Middle Atlantic and East South Cen-
tral Divisions is continuing' in moderate but gradually increasing 
numbers. 
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3. Emigration to the South Atlantic Division increased to the 
moderate total of 9 thousand during the decade 1910 to 1920, and 
has now started to decline. 
4. Emigration to the West North Central Division reached 
the high total of 59 thousand for the first decade of this century, but 
has now declined to about half that figure. 
5. Emigration to the West South Central Division and to 
the Mountain Division climbed to the high decennial figure of 
<!pproximately 50 thousand near the beginning of the century, de-
clined rather rapidly to 1920, and then suddenly all but disappeared 
during the last decade. 
6. Emigration to the East North Central Division has in-
creased rapidly to SO thousand for the decade 1920 to 1930. 
7. Emigration to the Pacific Division shows a general rapid 
increase to 1920, with a phenomenal rise to the highest figure in 
the table, 91 thousand, for the last decade. 
S. In brief, the most significant emigration movements from 
Missouri at present are to the adjacent northern and eastern states, 
,I nd to the Pacific coast. 
If we now combine the summary statements for native immi-
gration and emigration and turn to the question of interchange of 
population, we can draw the following conclusions: 
1. The native migration now comes into Missouri chiefly from 
the adjacent western and southern states, and goes out from Mis-
souri chiefly to the adjacent northern and northeastern states and 
to the far west. 
2. Missouri now exchanges more people with the other states 
of her own division than with any other division. 
Maps numbered 24. 25, 26, 27, 28, 29 , and 30, w'ill aid in the 
visualization of the native emigration movements. For the pop-
ulation born in Missouri these maps show the accumulated totals 
of those living in other states , by decades. The reader will under-
stand that these maps, like the preceding set picturing native im-
migration, are intended to show, at ten-year intervals, and by 
sta tes, merely the place of residence of native-born Missourians, 
or the state of birth of those born elsewhere, as the case may be. 
\Vhile inspection of these maps, chronologically, will show changes 
in a general way, it is necessary to make the analyses here includ-
ed if a true account of the actual and relative migration is desired. 
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F·i~. 24-Nntive 'Vhitr~ ;\Hg'I'uJlt:'t Born III MiHHUtll'i I. !\' 
illg' gl:-;cwhere, 1870. 
i''\!!' ~:;. --- l\at:iY(> Wliitl' ~!I;::l'allt~ BOl'll ill Missouri Liv-
ill ;.!,' Lt" '\\'11 1 1"(', 1HHH. 
1<'ig. 26.-l\ativc White ~ligrant.s Horn ill ~lissoUl'i Liv-
ing Elsewhere, 1800. 
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Fig. Z7.-Nntive 1Yl1ite ~lig'rants Born in Misso llri Liv-
ing Elsewhere, 1900. 
Fig. 2S.-Native White Mig r 'l llts Born in Missouri Liv-
i ng Elsewbere, 1910. 
Fig. 29.-Native W·bite Migrants Born ill Mi~sollrl Liv-
ing Elsewhere, 1920. 
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Fig. 30.-Nntive White Mlgrant.s Hom in MiR801ll'i Liv-
ing Elsewh<>l'e, 1930. . 
Relative Changes in Population Sources.-The population ot 
a state is recruited fro111 three maj or sources, (1) The foreign-born, 
(2) The natives from other states, and (3) The excess of births 
over deaths. The changes which have taken place in these sources 
for the last eight decades, or since 18;)0, are indicated in Table 11. 
called Net Changes in the Major Sources of Missouri Population, 
hy Decades, Since 1850. To facilitate discussion these periods will 
be referred to as the first, second, third, etc. up to the eighth. The 
first means the decade 1 S50 to 18(jO, the second 18(jO to 1870, etc. 
up to the eighth, which is the decade 1920 to 1930. 
TARl.E 11.-NJ';T CIIANGES IN 'rUE MAJOR SOURCES OF MISSOURI POPULATION, BY DECADES 
SINC~ 1850 
1920 1910 1900 1890 1880 1870 1 <)60 1850 
Sources of to to to to to to to to 
Popula.tion 1930 Ino 1910 1900 1890 1880 1870 1860 
---- ------------------------
Net cha.nge in foreign-
born* ____________ 
- 33,750 -H,'i4+ 13,+00 
Net change in a.1I na-
18, ·~9[J 23,291 -10,689 61,726 88,067 
tive classes due to 
interstate migra ·· dont ____________ 
Excess of hirths over 
'::::' 149,908 -219,015 -325,519 -IH,666 -45,54-1 - 63,259 1I 3,589 133,781 
deathL ________ __ 408,970 372,679 498 , 789 
Balance, or net gain 
560,636 533,05R 521,033 363,968 278,120 
in the total po pula-
tion _____ _______ __ 225,312 1I0,720 186,670 427,480 510,805 447,085 539,283 499,968 
*Calculated from table called State of Birth of the Population Living in Mi.souri. 
tTaken from Table called "Net Gain or Los. of Native Population Through Inter.tate MiSr>tion. 
by Decades." 
The net change in the foreign-born, in round numbers, runs 
as follows: For the Ji.rst decade an increase of 88 thousand, for the 
second an increase of 62 thousand, for the third a loss of 11 thou-
s;md, the fourth an increase of 23 thousand, the fifth a loss of 18 
thousand, the sixth an increase of 13 thousand, the seventh a loss of 
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LJ:! thousand, and for the eighth a further loss of 34 thousand. In 
tn-ief, we find an irregularity about this foreign-born SOurce of pop-
ulation, with a strong recent trend of net losses. 
The second major source of population listed in this table is 
called "Net Change in all Native Classes due to Interstate Migra-
tion." Beginning with the very first period, 1850-1860, the reader 
can observe a tendency for Missouri to lose out in this interchange 
of population. Data are not available for the decades previous to 
1850, so we shall probably never know just when Missouri enjoy-
ed her peak of advantage in the interchange. When the first rec-
ord appears, for 1850-1860, we see that Missouri gained about 134 
thousand persons. In the very next decade Missouri's advantage 
was diminished, for the net gain in 1860 to 18 'iO was only 114 thou-
sand. In the following decade, 1870 to 1880, the downward trend 
was turned into a net loss of (W thousand, and from that time on 
to 1930 nothing but net losses <lre recorded. A clear peak of net 
loss is found in 1900 to 1910 when the figure reached 326 thousand. 
The last two decennial net losses have been only 219 thousand and 
150 thousand, respectively. It seems rather surprising that a 
yeung state like Missouri should have lost population continuously, 
in the interstate migration, eve1"y decade since 1870. In the sup-
porting table called Accumulated Gain or Loss of Native Popula-
tion Through Interstate Migration, at Each Census Date, we find 
that Missouri's accumulated population deficit, in the pruces~; of 
interstate migration, had reached 4()5,143 by 1930. 
TAliLE 12.-AcCUMULATED GAIN OR. Loss OF NATIVE POPULATION TIIROUOH INTERSTATE 
MIGRATION*, AT EACH CENSUS DATE 
(The difference obtained by subtracting the number of emigrants from the number of immigrants) 
Accumulated Gains or Losses by the Following Dntes: 
------
1930 1920 1910 1900 1890 1880 1870 1860 1850 
------
All native 
c1assew----- -465,143 -315,235 -96,220 229,299 343,965 389,509 452,768 339,179 205,398 
Native hite _ -527,344 
-344,399 -101,905 224,774 339,097 _____ __ 
--;;---- ------- - ------Native Negro _ 63,081 29,463 6,030 4,952 4,868t ______ 
*Data from 1930 U. S. Census. from the Separate called "State of Birth of the Native Population", 
being a reprint of Chap. 4, Vol. [I, p. 19, Fifteenth Census Reports on Population; from 1910 U. S. 
Census, General Report on Population, p. 700; and from 1900 U. S. Census Supplementary Analysis, p. 
312. 
tThis includes a few persons not native white or native negro. 
tTotal "colored". Separate figures for negro population not available. 
A further analysis of the popUlation losses due to interstate 
migration shows them to be somewhat more serious than at first 
appears, at least from the standpoint of the white race. This state-
ment is based on the comparative figures for native white and 
na tive negro. These figures first became available in the census 
ot 1890. In the table on accumulated gains or losses (Table 12) 
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the negro race shows a continual gain to a total accumulative figure 
of 63 thousand by InO, while the white race, in the sanie interval, 
has suffered an accumulative loss, totaling, by 1930, more than 527 
thousand. In Table 13, called Net Gain or Loss of Native Popula-
ticm Through Interstate Migration, by Decades, these accumulat-
iJlg figures have been put in terms of net decennial changes. In 
the decade 1920 to 19:10, for instance, the whites suffered a net loss 
of 182,945 while the negroes had a net gain of 33,618 persons. If 
we compute the ratio of native whites to native negroes, we find 
that in every 100 of the combined races, there were, in 1930, 93.6 
TABLE 13.-NET GAIN OR Loss OF NATIVE POPULATION THROUGH IwrERSTATE MIGRATION, 
BY DECADES* 
---,-
1920 1910 1900 1890 1880 1870 1860 1850 
to to to to to to to to 
1930 1920 1910 1900 1890 1880 1870 1860 
-------II Native Classes ___ A 
N 
N 
-149,908 -219,015 -325,519 -114,666 -45,544 -63,259 113,589 133,781 
ative White _______ 
-182,945 -242,494 -326,679 -114,323 ---_.--- -- - ----. ------- ----.--
ative Negro _____ __ 33,618 23,433 1,078 8+ . _______ 
- ------- ----- - - .-- - --. 
*Data computed frOl.n table called "Accumulated Gain or Loss of Native Population Through 
I ntcrstatc Migration, at Each Census Date." 
native whites and G.4 native negroes. Similar figures for 1910 and 
lD20 were less favorable to the whites. As a result of this chang-
illg relationship between the races it appears that the blacks were 
displacing the whites in 19] 0 to ] 920 at the rate of about one-half a 
person (.401) per hundred per decade, 'while in 1$)20 to 1930 the 
rate of displacement had risen to nearly one person (.904) per hun-
dred per decade. If the present increasing rate of displacement 
continues Missouri may face a serious race problem in the future. 
Tl owever, the future of this process is highly problematical. 
Returning now to the table on net changes in the major sources 
(If population we find the net gain in the total population to have 
been as follows: Flor the first decade, ] 850 to 18GO it was, in round 
ligures, 500 thousand, for the second decade 539 thousand, for the 
third 147 thousand, the fourth 511 thousand, the fifth 427 thousand, 
the sixth 187 thousand, the seventh III thousand, and the eighth 
and last 225 thousand. In other words, Missouri reached the peak 
pf her net gain in total popUlation during the Civil War decade. 
The one remaining series of figures to consider in the tahle un-
der discussion is that which gives the excess of births over deaths. 
For each decade this fignre has been arrived at by computing the 
Ilumber of persons necessary to yield the recorded net gain in 
total population after making allowance for the foreign-born and 
the migrants. For the first decade, 1850 to 1860, the excess of 
hirths over deaths was, in round numbers, 278 thousand, for the 
second decade 364 thousand, for the third 521 thousand, for the 
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fourth 533 thousand, for the fifth 560 thousand, for the sixth 499 
thousand, for the seventh 373 thousand, and for the eighth and last 
409 thousand. The substance of this is that the excess of births over 
deaths has increased consistently to a peak of 560 thousand in the 
last decade of the century, and has decreased almost as consistently 
during the intervening three decades. It seems that the current 
increase (1920 to 1930) is approximately equal to that which occur-
red in the ten years following the close of the Civil War. During 
the last two decades the combined losses accruing in the foreign-
born and in the interstate migration have made it difficult for Mis-
souri to show a net increase in total population. If such losses 
continue, and the birth rate continues to decline, it will not be many 
years before the state will be faced by a stationary or declining pop-
ulation. 
Decennial Population Changes for the State.-The changes to 
be discussed here are found in Table 14. Starting with a popula-
tion of 20 thousand at the census of 1810, the state total has in-
creased continuously to over three mil1ion six hundred thousand 
in 1930. At the time of greatest numerical gain, 1860 to 1870, 539 
thousand persons 'were added to the state population. In the fol-
lowing decades this order of gain was rapidly diminished until the 
lowest figure Was reached in 191 ° to 1920 with only 187 thousand. 
The increase of 2,215 thousand for 1£)20 to 1930 was somewhat bet-
ter. Figure 31 shows the trends in these figures for total popula-
tion and for net gain, by decades. In a preceding section it has 
been pointed out that the recent decennial gains have been achieved 
only because births have exceeded deaths. Apparently the state 
is close to a period of !'ita tionary or declining population. 
TABLE 14.-TuE INCREASE OF POPULATION IN MISSOUR[ BY DECADES* 
1 
Census Densityt 
Year Populatio n I ncrease in Decade Percent of Increase (Per sq. m,le) 
1930 3,629,367 225,312 6.6 52.8 
1920 3,404,055 110,720 3.4 49.5 
1910 3,293,335 186,670 6.0 47.9 
1900 3,106,665 427,480 16.0 45 . 2 
1890 2,679,185 510,805 23 . 6 39 .0 
1880 2,168,380 447,085 26.0 31.6 
1870 1,721,29$ 539,283 45.6 25 .0 
1860 1,182,012 499,968 73.3 17.2 
1850 682,044 298,342 77.8 9.9 
1840 383,702 2g:~g~ 173.2 $ . 6 1830 140,455 110 . 9 2.1 
1820 66,586 46,803 236 . 6 1.0 
1810 19,783 
------- -----
0 . 3 
*1930 U. S. Census. Population Bulletin, First Series, Missouri, p . 3. 
tThe land area from 1820 to 1830 was 65,618 square miles; from 1840 to 1930 was 68,727 square 
miles. The increase was due to the Platte Purchase in 1837. (See Fourteenth Census, Vol. I, P01>ulation, 
Table 14, p. 26.) 
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Fig. 31.-Popu\ution Trends in Missouri. 1 Sl()o·1()3!t. 
Table 14 gives also the decennial percentage increases. The 
rate of increase varied from 111 to 2:37% during the first three 
decades. Then in the period 1840 to 1850 the rate dropped to 78% 
and continued to decline to n, 46, 26, 24, 16, and finally t·o 3.4~o 
in the decade of the World 'vVar, 1910 to 1920. The last census 
figure, for 1930, shows a gain of 6.6%. The rate of increase would 
naturally fall as the state more nearly gained its share of the na-
tional population, but it appears that this rate has faHcn excessive-
ly. 
In Figure :32 the decennial percentage increase in the Mis-
souri popUlation is featured against that for the United States. At 
about the year 1878 the Missouri rate dropped below that for the 
nation. The Missouri rate for the last decade was 6.6 persons 
while the national rate was 16.1%. And for the same decade the 
average percentage increase for the seven West North Central Di-
vision states, including Missouri, was only 6.2%*. Since this Di-
vision shows the smallest increase for the decade, we can summa-
rize the recent situation by saying that Missouri's last decennial 
gain is about the average for the states in the slowest-growing Di-
vision. 
"For the states of the West North Central Division the 1920·1930 percentage increase 
of population was as follows: South Dakota 8.8, Minnesota 7.4. Missouri 6.6, Nebraska 6.3 
Kansas 6.3, North Dakota 5.3, Iowa 2.8. ' 
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Fig. 32.~Compar"tive Percentage Pop.ulatioll In crease for the United State. 
and for ~lissoul'i. 
Decennial Changes for Counties.-Table 15 gives the popula-
tion status of Missouri counties for the past five census periods, 
with the percent of change during the last two decades. There 
are 115 counties, including St. Louis City, which became a sep-
arate county in 1876. In land area the average county covers 598 
square miles. 
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TABLE 15.- POPULATION AND AREA OF COUNTIES' 1890 TO 1930* 
With popul ation de nsity for 1930 and percentage population changes in the last two decades 
(A minus sign ( - ) denotes decrease) 
Land 
Population 
area Per cent of in 1930 increase 
County sq. 
--- 1920 1910 1900 1890 
----
miles, Per 1920 1910 1930 Total sq uarc to to 
mile 1930 1920 
--l\.1issourL __ 68,727 3,639,367 52 . 8 3,404,055 3,293,335 3,106,665 t2,679,IS5 6 .6 3.4 
--Adair __ ____ __ 571 19,436 34.0 21,404 22,700 21,72R 17,417 - 9 . 2 
-5.7 And rew ___ _ __ 428 13,469 31.5 14,075 15,282 17,332 16,000 - 4.3 - 7.9 Atchison ____ _ 528 13 ,421 25.4 13,008 13,604 16 , 501 15,533 3. 2 
- 4 . 4 Audrain. ___ _ 685 22,077 32.2 20 , 589 21 , 687 21 , 160 22,074 7.2 - 5.1 Barry _ __ __ __ 784 22,803 29 .1 23 , 473 23,869 25 , 532 22, 943 -2 .9 
-1.7 
Ba rto n __ __ __ 596 14 ,560 24.4 16,879 16,747 18 , 253 18 , 504 - lJ.7 0.8 Bate!: __ ____ __ 870 22,068 25.4 23,933 25,869 3D, HI 32,223 - 7.8 - 7. 5 Benton . __ ___ 745 11 ,708 15.7 12 ,98Q H , 881 16,556 14,973 - 9. 9 -1 2.7 Bolli nger ____ . 609 12 , 269 20. I 13 , 909 14,576 H,650 13,1 21 -11. 8 - 4.6 Boone _______ 688 30,995 45.1 29 ,672 30 , 533 28,642 26,043 4.5 
- 2. 8 
Buchanan __ __ 408 98,633 24 1. 7 93,684 93 ,020 121,838 70, 100 5.3 0.7 Butler ____ ___ 699 23,697 33.9 24 , 106 20,624 16,769 10, 164 - I. 7 16.9 CaldweIL __ __ 433 12,509 28 . 9 13,R49 14 ,605 16,656 15, 152 - 9 . 7 
- 5 . 2 Callaway ____ 808 19 ,923 24.7 23,007 24,400 25 , 984 25,13 1 -1 3 .4 - S . 7 Camden __ ___ 687 9,142 13 .3 10,474 lI ,582 13 ,lI 3 10,040 -1 2.7 - 9.6 
Ca~e 
580 33 , 203 57.2 27 ,621 24 , 315 22,060 11. 3 8.0 Girardeau _ 29 , 839 CarroIL _____ 703 19,940 28.4 20,480 23,098 26,455 25,742 - 2.6 - 11. 3 Carter __ ____ _ 506 5,503 10.9 7,482 5,504 6,706 4,659 - 26.5 35 .9 Cass. ___ __ __ 72 1 20,962 29.1 21,536 22,973 23 , 636 23, lOI - 2.7 - 6. 3 Cedar ___ __ __ 498 11 , 136 22 .4 13,933 16,080 16,923 15,620 - 20 . 1 - 13.4 
Chariton _____ 768 19,588 25. 5 21,769 23,503 26 , 826 26,254 - 10.0 - 7 .4 Christian ___ _ 553 13 ,169 23 . 8 15 , 252 15 ,832 16,939 14,017 -13 .7 -3.7 C1arL __ __ __ _ 498 10 , 254 20.6 11 ,874 12,8 11 15,383 15, 126 - 13.6 - 7 . l Clay ____ ___ _ 402 26 , 811 66 . 7 20,455 20.302 18 , 903 19 ,856 31.1 0.8 Clinton ____ __ 423 13 ,505 31. 9 14,461 15 , 297 17,363 17,138 - 6.6 -5.5 
Cole ____ ___ _ 31<9 30 , 848 79 . 3 24,680 21 ,957 20 , 578 17,281 25 . 0 12.4 Cooper ___ ___ 558 19 ,5 ~~ 35 .0 19,308 20,31 1 22,532 22,707 101 - 4.9 Crawford __ __ 747 11 , 28 15 . 1 12, 35.1' 13,576 12, 959 lI,96 1 - 8 .6 - 9 .0 Dade ____ ___ _ 501 11, 764 23 .5 14, 173 15,613 18, 125 17,526 - 17 .0 - 9.2 Dallas ______ _ 543 10 ,541 19.4 12 , 033 13 , 181 13,903 12,647 - 12.4 - 8.7 
Daviess ___ ___ 564 14 , 424 25.6 16,641 17,605 21 ,32S 20 , 456 -13 . 3 - 5 .5 De Kalb _____ 425 10 , 270 24 .2 11 ,694 12,531 14,418 14 , 539 -12 . 2 - 6. 7 Den!. ____ ___ 746 10,974 14.7 12 , 318 13,245 12,986 12 ,149 -10.9 - 7.0 Dougla'- __ __ 804 13 , 959 17.4 IS ,436 16,664 16 , 802 14,1 1 I - 9 .6 -7.4 Dunklin _____ 530 35,799 67.5 32 , 773 30,328 21 , 706 15,085 9 .2 8. 1 
F ranklin __ ___ 879 30 ,519 34.7 28,427 29,830 30 ,581 28,056 7.4 - 4 .7 Gasconade ___ 514 12, 172 23.7 12,381 12,847 12,298 11 ,706 -1. 7 - 3.6 Gentry ____ __ 490 14,348 29 . 3 15,634 16,820 20,554 19,018 - 8.2 - 7. 1 Greene ___ __ _ 667 82,929 124 . 3 68,698 63 , 831 52 , 713 48,6 16 20.7 7.6 Grundy _____ _ 433 16, 135 37 .3 17 , 554 16 , 744 17 , 832 17,876 -8.1 4 .8 
H arrison ___ __ 721 17,233 23 .9 19 , 719 20,466 24,398 21,033 -1 2.6 - 3.6 Henry ____ ___ 744 22 , 93 1 30.8 25, 116 27,242 28 ,0.14 28,235 - 8.7 -7.8 Hickory _____ 407 6,430 15.8 7 , 033 8,741 9,985 9 ,453 - 8 .6 - 19.5 HolL ____ ___ 446 12,720 28 . 5 14, 084 14 , 539 17,083 15,469 - 9 .7 -3. 1 Howard _____ 468 13, 490 28 . 8 13,997 15 ,653 18,337 17 , 371 -3 .6 - 10 .6 
Howell. ___ __ 915 19,672 21. 5 21 , 102 21,065 21 ,834 18,618 - 6. 8 0 .2 r r on __ '\1 9,642 17.4 9,458 8,563 8,716 9 ,119 1.9 10.5 Jack50n __ · __ ~ _ 610 470,454 771 .2 367,846 283,522 195 ,193 160,5 10 27 .9 29.7 Jasper ____ ___ 635 73,810 116.2 75,941 89,673 84,018 50,500 - 2 .8 -15.3 Jeff erson ____ _ 681 27,563 40.5 26 , 555 27,878 25 , 712 22,484 3.8 - 4 .7 
Johnson _____ 83 1 22,413 27.0 24 , 899 26,297 27,843 28, 132 - 10 .0 - 5 . 3 Knox ___ _____ 514 9,658 18.8 10,783 12 , 403 13 ,479 13,501 -10 .4 -13 . 1 Laclede __ ____ 753 16 , 320 21. 7 16,857 17,363 16,523 14 , 701 - 3.2 - 2.9 Lafayette ____ 612 29,259 47.8 30 , 006 30,154 31,679 30,184 - 2 .5 -0. 5 Lawrence __ __ 609 23,774 39.0 24,2 11 26,583 31,662 26,228 - 1.8 - 8 .9 
Lewis __ _ __ __ 504 12,093 24 .0 13,465 15 , 514 16,724 15 ,935 - 10. 2 -13 . 2 Lincoln ___ ___ 607 13,929 22.9 15 , 956 17,033 . 18,352 18,346 -12. 7 - 6 . 
*Flfteenth Census of the U. S. 1930. Popula t io n Bulletin, Fi rst Series, Missouri, pp. 5,6, 7. 
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T ABL E I S.-POPULATION A N I) AR E A OF COU NTI ES: 1890 TO 1930 ( C ONTI NU £I) 
Wit h population d ensity fo r 1930 and percent age pop ul ation changes in the last two decades 
(A minus sign ( - ) denotes decrease) 
Land 
area 
in 1930 
County sq . --- 1920 
miles, Per 
1930 T otal sq uare 
mi le 
---
Linn . ___ ___ _ 626 23,3 39 37.3 24,778 
Livingston ___ 53 1 18,615 35. 1 18,857 
M c Do nald ___ 527 13 ,936 26.4 14 ,690 
Macon. __ ___ 809 23 ,070 28.5 27 , 518 
Ma.d ison __ ___ 499 9,418 18.9 10 , 72 1 
Maries- __ ___ 520 8,368 16 .1 9,500 
Marion . __ ___ 436 33,493 76.8 30,226 
Mercer ___ ___ 453 9 , 350 20 .6 11,281 
M iller ___ __ __ 593 16 , 728 28 . 2 I S ,567 
M ississippi ___ 413 15,762 38 . 2 12 , 860 
Monitea u ____ 410 12 , 173 29 . 7 13,532 
Ivi onroe ______ 666 13,4-66 20 . 2 16,414 
Montgomery _ 514 13,011 25.3 15,2 33 
Morga n __ ___ 614 10,968 17.9 12, 01 5 
New Madrid _ 652 30 ,262 46.4 25 ,I SO 
Newton ______ 622 26,959 43.3 24,886 
Nodaway ___ _ 871 26,371 30.3 27,744 
Oregon. ___ __ 77B 12,220 15 . 7 12 , 889 
Osage __ _____ 593 12,462 21. 0 13 , 559 OzarL ___ __ _ 746 9,537 12 . 8 11,1 25 
Pemiscot __ __ ." 456 37,284 81.8 26,634-Perry __ __ ____ 462 13,707 29.7 14 ,434 
Pettis ____ ___ 685 34,664 50 .6 35 , 813 
Phelps ____ ___ 670 15, 308 22.8 14, ,941 P ike ________ _ 653 18,001 27.6 20 , 345 Platte ___ ____ 415 13 ,819 33 . 3 13 ,996 PolL ______ _ 641 17 , 803 27.B 20,3:51 P ul askL __ ___ 542 10, 755 19 . 8 10 ,490 
P utna m. _ ___ 51 7 11,503 22.2 13, 115 R alls ________ 481 10,704 22 .3 10 ,412 
R an dolph ____ 491 26 ,431 53 . 8 27,633 R ay __ _______ 565 19 ,846 35 .1 20 , 508 
Reynolds __ __ 828 8 ,923 10. 8 10,106 
R ipley ____ __ _ 627 11 , 176 17 . 8 12,061 
St. Cha rles ___ 535 24,354 45 . 5 22 ,828 St . Clair _____ 706 13 ,289 18.8 15,341 
St. Francois __ 458 35 , 832 78 . 2 31 , 403 
St . Louis __ ___ 487 211 ,593 434 . 5 100 , 737 
St. Lo uis city_ 61 821,960 13, 474 .8 772 , 897 
Ste. 
Geneviev e _ 481 10 ,097 21.0 9,809 Sali ne _______ 75 4 30,598 40.6 28,826 
Schuyler ___ __ 309 6 ,95 1 22. 5 8 , 383 
Scotl and __ ___ 439 8 , 853 20 . 2 10, 700 
ScotL __ _____ 419 24 ,913 59 . 5 23,409 
S han non __ ___ 992 10 ,894 11.0 11, 865 S helby _______ 509 11 , 983 23. 5 13 ,617 
Stoddard _ ___ 815 27,452 33.7 29 , 755 Stone ____ ____ 510 11, 614 22 . 8 11,941 
Sullivan ___ __ 649 15,212 23.4 17,781 Taney _____ __ 655 8 , 867 13 . 5 8 ,178 
Texas __ ___ __ 1 , 159 18,580 16 .0 20,548 
Vernon ____ __ 839 25 ,031 29.8 26 ,069 
Warren ___ ___ 410 8,082 19 . 7 8 ,490 
W ashington __ 741 14 ,450 19 . 5 13 , 803 
~:b~t~;::: : : 775 12,243 15 . 8 13 ,012 585 16 , 148 27 .6 16 ,609 Worth ___ ____ 265 6, 535 24 .7 7 ,642 W righL ____ _ 677 16,741 24 . 7 17,733 
Popul ation 
1910 1900 1890 
25 ,253 25,503 24 ,1 21 
19,55 3 22 , 302 20, 668 
13,539 13 ,574 11 , 283 
30, 868 33,018 30 , 575 
11, 273 9 ,975 9 , 268 
10 ,088 9,616 8,600 
30,572 26,331 26,233 
12,335 14,706 14 ,581 
16 , 717 IS , 187 14 ,162 
14 ,557 11,837 10 ,1 34-
B , 375 15,93 1 15 ,630 
18 , 304 19,716 20,790 
15,604 16,57 1 16 , 850 
12, 863 12 ,1 75 12,3 11 
19, 488 11,280 9,317 
27 , 136 27,001 22, 10S 
28,833 32,938 30,9 14 
14 ,68 1 13,906 10 ,467 
14,283 14 , 096 13 ,OBO 
11,926 12, 14.> 9 , 795 
19,559 12, 115 5,975 
14,898 15 ,1 34 13 , 237 
33,913 32 ,438 31 ,151 
15,796 14 , 194 12,636 
22, 556 25 , 744 26 , 32 1 
14, ,429 16, 193 16,248 
21,561 23 ,255 20 , 339 
11,438 10 ,394 9 , 387 
14, 308 16,688 15,365 
12,9 13 n,287 12 , 294 
26, 182 24, 442 24 , 893 
21,45 1 24,805 24 , 215 
9,592 8 ,161 6,803 
13 ,099 13, 186 8 ,512 
24 ,695 24,474 22,977 
16,412 17 , 907 16 , 747 
35 ,738 24, 051 17,347 
82,417 50 ,040 36 , 307 
687, 029 575,238 451,770 
10 ,607 10, 359 9 , 883 
29,448 33,703 33 , 762 
9 ,062 10,840 11, 249 
11, 869 13 , 232 12 ,674 
22 , 372 13 ,092 11 ,228 
11, 443 11 ,247 8,898 
14 , 864 16 ,1 67 15 ,642 
27 , 807 24 , 669 17,327 
11 ,559 9,892 7,090 
18 , 598 20,282 19,000 
9, 134 10, 127 7 ,973 
21,458 22, 192 19 ,406 
28,827 31, 619 31,505 
9, 123 9,919 9,913 
13 ,378 14, 263 13 ,153 
15, 181 15,309 11, 927 
17,377 16,640 15 ,1 77 
8, 007 9,832 8 , 738 
18 , 315 17 ,519 14 ,484 
Per cent of 
increase 
--
1920 
to 
1930 
- 5.8 
-1.3 
- 5. 1 
-16.2 
-1 2.2 
-11. 9 
10.8 
-17. 1 
7.5 
22.6 
- 10.0 
-18 .0 
- 14.6 
- 8.7 
20.2 
8.3 
- 4 .9 
-5.2 
- B. l 
-14.3 
40 .0 
- 5 .0 
- 3. 2 
2.5 
-11 .5 
-1. 3 
-1 2.5 
2. 5 
-1 2.3 
2 .8 
-4 .3 
-3 .2 
-11. 7 
- 7.3 
6.7 
- 13.4 
14. 1 
110.0 
6 . 3 
2 .9 
6. 1 
-17.1 
- 17 .3 
6.4 
- 8.2 
- 12.0 
- 7.7 
- 2. 7 
-14.4 
8 .4 
- 9.6 
- 4.0 
- 4.8 
4.7 
- 5 .9 
-2.8 
-14 .5 
- 5.6 
1910 
to 
1920 
-1. 
- 3. 
9 
1 
8 . , 
-10.' 9 
9 
B 
_ .!-
- 5 . 
-1.1 
- 8. 5 
-6 . 
-11. 
-5. 
9 
7 
9 
-10 . 3 
- 2. 
- 6. 
29. 
4 
6 
2 
-8 . 3 
-3 . 8 
-12.2 
- 5. 1 
- 6 . 7 
36 . 2 
- 3. 1 
5 .6 
-5 .4 
- 9.8 
- 3.0 
-5 . 6 
- 8. 3 
- 8. 3 
-19.4 
5 .5 
-4.4 
5.4 
-7 . 9 
- 7.6 
- 6 . 5 
-12. 1 
22.2 
12 .5 
- 7.5 
-2. 1 
- 7.5 
- 9 . 8 
4. 6 
3.7 
-8. 4 
7.0 
3. 3 
- 4 .4 
-10 .5 
-4.2 
- 9.6 
-6 .9 
3.2 
-14 .3 
- 4 .4 
- 4.6 
3.2 
t State to t al for 1890 includ es 1 I ndian specially enu mera t ed, not inclu ded in the populat io n of any 
co unty. 
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TABLE 16.-POPULATION OF COUN':rIES, ny GROUPS 1930 
Total Percentage of the 
Population Grouping County Name and Population Population State Popula.tion 
St. Louis City 821,960 821 ,960 22.7 
B ucha nan 98,633 
73,810 to Greene 82 ,929 
470,454 Jackson 470,454 93 7,419 25.8 (5 counties) Jasper 73,810 
St. Louis 211,593 
---.- . 
Boone 30,995 
Cape Girardeau 33,203 
Cole 30,848 
Dunklin 35,799 
30,000 to Franklin 30 ,519 
40,000 Marion 33 ,493 363 , 497 10.0 (11 counties) New Madrid 30 , 262 
Pcmiscot 37 ,28·, 
Pettis 34,664 
St. Francois 35,832 
Saline 30,598 
.--.. 
Aud rain 22,077 
Barry 22,803 
Bates 22 ,068 
Butler 23,697 
Cass 20,962 
Clay 26,811 
Henry 22,931 
Jefferson 27,563 
Johnson 22,413 
20,000 to Lafayette 29,259 
13.6 30,000 Lawrence 23,774 491,278 (20 counties) Linn 23,339 
Macon 23,070 
Newton 26,959 
Nodaway 26 , 371 
Ralldolph 26,431 
St. Charles 24,354 
Scott 24,913 
Stoddard 27,452 
Vernon 25,031 
Adair 19,436 
Andrew 13,469 
Atchison 13,421 
Barton 14,560 
Benton ll,708 
Bollinger 12,269 
Caldwell 12,509 
Callaway 19,923 
Carroll 19 ,940 
Ced"r 11 ,136 
Chariton 19 ,588 
Christian 13,169 
Clark 10,254 
Clinton 13 ,505 
Cooper 19,522 
Crawford ll,287 
Dade 11,764 
Dallas 10,541 
Daviess 14,424 
DeKalb 10,270 
Dent 10,974 
Douglass 
Gasconade 
13 ,959 
12,172 
Gent7, 14,348 
Grun y 16,135 
Harrison 17,233 
Holt 12,720 
Howard 13 ,490 
Howell 19,672 
Laclede 16,320 
10,000 to Lewis 12,093 
24.5 20,000 I.incoln 13,929 888,954 
(63 counties) Livingston 18 ,615 
McDonald 13,936 
Miller 16,728 
Mississippi 15,762 
Moniteau 12,173 
Monroe 13,466 
_ ... -
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TABLE 16.-POPULATIO N OF COU NTIES, BY GROUI'S 1930 (CONTINUE!) 
Total 
Population Grouping County Name and Population Population 
Percentage of the 
Srate Population 
Montgomery 13 ,011 
Morgan 10,968 
Oregon 12,220 
Osage 12,462 
Perry 13,707 
Phelps 15,308 
Pike 18,001 
Platte 13,819 
Polk 17,803 
Pulaski 10,755 
Putnam 11,503 
Ralls 10,704 
Ray 19,846 
Ripley 11,176 
St. Clair 13,289 
Ste Gencvicvt: 10 ,097 
Shannon 10,894 
Shelby 11,983 
Stone 11,614 
Sullivan 15,212 
Texas 18,580 
\Vashington 14,450 
Wayne 12,z.t3 
Webster 16,148 
Wright 15,741 
. ~-
Camden 9,H2 
Carter 5,503 
Hickory 6,430 
Iron 9,642 
Knox: 9,658 
Madison 9,418 
l lnder Maricf> 8,368 
10,000 Merce r 9,350 125,2S ~ J J .4 
(15 counties) Ozark 9,537 
Reynolds 8,923 
Schuyler 6,951 
Scotland 8,853 
Taney 8,867 
Warren 8,(]82 
-
Worth 6,535 
----
The population of counti.es by groups is shown in Table Hi. 
lt will be seen that St. Louis City, with 821,960 persons, accounts 
for 22.7% of the state population. Following this there are five 
other counties (Buchanan, Greene, Jackson, Jasper, and St. Louis) 
which stand out far above the majority. These five together in-
clude 25.8% of the state population and they owe their size to the 
presence of Missouri's largest cities. In the distribution of the 
remaining 10!) counties it seems that a large majority of them 
(63) fall in the 10,000 to 20,000 class. 
In comparing the population status of the counties a number 
of interesting facts might be added to those already given. We 
find (1) That the average population of all counties is 31,559, (2) 
That the largest county (St. Louis City County) has 149 times the 
population of the smallest county (Carter), (3) That the average 
population of the six most populous counties* is 42 times the aver-
age population of the six least populoust, and, (4) That the six 
·St. Louis City County, Jackson, St. Louis, Buchanan, Greene, and Jasper. The aver · 
age population of these is 293,229. 
tCarter, Hickory, Worth, Schuyler. Warren, and Scotland. The average population 
of these is 7,059. 
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most populous include almost 500/0 of the state population, leaving 
:)0% to be divided among the remai~ing 109 counties. 
The continual increases in state population become distributed 
unevenly between counties. The series of figures (i. e. maps) num-
hered 34 to 37 show the gains or losses in the counties from 1850 
to the present time at tvventy-year intervals. Figure 33 is inserted 
as the key map to show the location of the counties by name. On 
l~ig. 33.-Mup of Missouri, SllOWill/; CUUII tips 
Figure 34 it is seen that all counties in the state, except MadisoIl, 
gained in popUlation during the period 1850 to 1870. During the 
next twenty-year period all counties except Franklin and Platte 
gained, as shown on Figure 35. In the third period, 1890 to 1910, 
a sharp reversal in the population trend of many counties set in. 
Figure 36 shows that 49 counties lost population during this in-
terval. It may be significant that most of these counties lie in 
the regions of greatest soil fertility. In the last twenty years, 1910 
to 1930, practically everyone of the 49 counties just mentioned 
continued to lose population, and many others were added to the 
list, so that a total of 88 counties declined. This leaves only 27 
counties which enjoyed a population gain during the period 1910 
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to 1930. The counties showing the recent gains are distributed 
chiefly around two lines radiating from the St. Louis area. The 
first line extends from St. Louis south intjo southeast Missouri. 
The second line runs in general from St. Louis across the state to 
Kansas City. Thus, with this liberal interpretation, it may be said 
that the areas of recent gain conform rather closely to the pattern 
of early setlement. 
l.f'ig. 3-:1- .-'rrend of POI)ulation in '\1i~!"Wl1ri Fig'. ;-:G.-'ereI111 of l~opnlation in '\fis~ 
COil 11 tie.s, 1850-1870. Houri Co ullti e~ , 1870·1H!lO. 
Fig;. 36.-'l'rell(1 of Poplliation ill ~!iH' !<'ig. 37.-Trenrl of P.opulation in Mis· 
sonri COUll ties, l S(f()·1910. souri Counties, 1910·1!J30. 
The counties having consistent increases or decreases f.or the 
past three decades are featured in Table 17 and Figure 38'. The 
. table gives eleven counties which show continual increases for 
1910, 1920, and 1930. These may be classified as follows: One 
county containing the state capitol (Cole), Five counties contain-
ing, or adjacent to, large cities (Clay, Greene, Jackson, St. Louis, 
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and St. Louis City), Five counties in the lowlands of southeast 
Missouri, containing large numbers of negroes (Cape Girardeau, 
Dunklin, New Madrid, Pemiscot, and Scott). 
TABLE 17.-COUNTIES WnICH;~HAVE CONSISTENTLY iNCREASED OR DECREASED IN POPULATION 
EVERY DECADE SINCE 1900 
I ncreased Every 
Decade Since 1900 Decreased Every Decade Since 1900 
Cape Girardeau Andrew 
Clay Barry Cole. ____________ Bate, 
Dunklin Benton 
Greene Rollinger 
Jackson Caldwell 
New Madrid Callaway 
Pemiscot Camden 
Scott Carroll 
St. Louis Cass 
St. Louis City 
Cedar 
Chariton 
Christian 
Clark 
Clinton 
Dade 
Dall:lS 
Daviess 
De Kalb 
Douglas 
Gentry 
Harrison 
Henry 
Hickory 
Holt 
Howard 
Johnson 
Knox 
Lafayette 
Lawrence 
Lewis Ozark 
Line-oln Perry 
Linn Pike 
Livingston Platte 
Macon Polk 
Mercer Putnam 
Moniteau Ray 
Monroe Ripley 
Montgomery St. Clair 
Nodaway Schuyler 
Scotland 
Shelby 
Sullivan 
Texas 
Vernon 
Warren 
Wayne 
Worth 
Total 11 Total 58. This is 50.9 % of all cOllnties. 
I"!g. :~".--Co\1ntles Havln;:: a Population 
I ntTe,\HC or Decrease Every Decade Since 
lOOO. 
In contrast to these 
eleven growing counties 
we find that almost exact-
ly half the counties 
(50.9%) or 58 in number 
have declined in popula-
don every decade since 
1900. Figure 38 shows 
that most of these are lo-
cated in the northern and 
west central portions of 
the state. 
Decennial Changes for Principal Cities.-A complete record 
of the popUlation status of Missouri's sixteen principal cities, from 
the earliest census to 1930, is shown in Table 18. The ·oldest one 
of these is St. Louis, beginning with the 1840 census, and the young-
est two are Maplewood and University City, both suburban to 
St. Louis, and beginning as separately reported cities in 1910. 
Figure 39 is included to show the sixteen city locations. 
All the cities of 2;)00 or more population appear in Table 19, 
and the tabulation is carried back to 1890, show'ing both the num-
ber and the total population for places of each size. From 1890 
to 1930 the total number of such places, by decades, is as follows: 
44, 50, 62, 63, and 72 respectively. 
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TABLE 18.-POI·ULATION OF PRINCIPAL CITIES FROM EARLIEST CENSU~ TO 1930* 
(A minus sign (-) denotes decrease) 
City and Census 
Year 
Popula-
tion 
I ncrease Over 
Preceding Census 
Number Per cent 
City and Census 
Year 
Popula-
tion 
r ncrease Over 
Preceding Census 
Number Per cent 
-------1- -----------------------
Cape Girardeau: 1930 __________ _ 
1920 ___ ___ ____ _ 
1910 __________ _ 
1900 __________ _ 
1890 __________ _ 
1880 _________ _ 
1870 ______ ____ _ 
1860 _________ _ _ 
Moberly: 
16,227 5,975 58.3 1930 ______ ____ 
10,252 1,777 21.0 1920 _________ _ 
8,475 3,660 76.0 1910 __________ 
4,815 518 12.1 1900 __________ 
4,297 408 10.5 1890 __________ 
3,889 304 8.5 1880 __________ 
3,585 922 H .6 1870 _____ _____ 
2,663 
St. Charles: 
Columbia: 1930 __________ 1930 __________ _ 
1920 ___ _______ _ 
1910 __________ _ 
1900 __________ _ 
1890 __________ _ 
1880 __________ _ 
1870 __________ _ 
1860 __________ _ 
14,967 4,575 44.0 1920 ______ ____ 
10,392 730 7.6 1910 ____ ______ 
9,662 4,01l 71.0 1900 __________ 
5,651 1,651 41.3 1890 __________ 
4,OnO 674 20.3 1880 __ ________ 
3,326 1,090 48.7 1870 __________ 
2,236 822 58.1 1860 __________ 
1 ,414 763 117.2 1850 ____ ______ 1850 __________ _ 651 
-- ------ --------
St. Joseph: 
Hannibal; 1930 ____ ___ ___ 1930 __________ _ 
1920 __________ _ 
1910 __________ _ 
1900 __________ _ 
22,761 3,455 17.9 1920 __________ 
19,306 965 5.3 1910 _____ ___ __ 
18,341 5,561 43.5 1900 __________ 
12,780 -77 -0.6 189n ______ ____ 
1890 __________ _ 
1880 ___ _______ _ 
1870 __________ _ 
12,857 1,783 16.1 1880 ___ _______ 
II ,074 949 9.4 1870 ______ __ __ 
10,125 3,620 55.6 1860 __________ 1860 _____ ____ _ _ 
1850 _____ _____ _ 6,505 4,485 222.0 2,020 St. Louis: 1930 __________ 
1 ndependence: 1930 __________ _ 
1920 __________ 
15,296 3,610 30.9 1910 __________ 1920 _________ _ 
1910 __________ _ II ,686 1,827 18.5 
1900 __________ 
9,859 2,885 41.4 1890 __________ 1900 __________ _ 
1890 _____ _____ _ 6,974 594 9.3 
1880 __________ 
6,380 3,234 102.8 1870 ________ __ 1S80 __________ _ 3,146 -38 -1.2 1860 __________ 1870 __________ _ 3,184 20 0.6 1850 __________ 1860 __________ _ 3,164 -------- -------- 1840 __ _______ _ 
J efl'erson City: 1930 _____ _____ _ 
1920 ______ ____ _ 
1910 __________ _ 
1900 __________ _ 
1890 ___ _______ _ 
Sedali" 21,596 7,106 49 . 0 1930 _________ _ 
14,490 2,640 22.3 1920 _________ _ 
11,850 2,186 22.6 1910 _________ _ 
'1,664 2,922 43.3 1900 _________ _ 
6,742 1,471 27.9 1890 _______ , __ 1880 __ __ __ ____ _ 
1870 __________ _ 
5,271 851 19.3 1880 _________ _ 
4,420 1,338 43.4 1870 _________ _ 
1860 __________ _ 
Joplin: 1930 _______ ___ _ 
3,082 _______________ _ 
Springfield: 1930 _________ _ 
33,454 3,552 11.9 1920 ______ ___ _ 
1920 __________ _ 29,902 -2,171 -6. 8 1910 _________ _ 
1910 ____ ______ _ 
1900 __________ _ 
1890 __________ _ 
1880 __________ _ 
32,073 6,050 23.2 1900 _________ _ 
26,023 16,080 161.7 1890 _________ _ 
9,943 2,905 4).3 1880 _________ _ 
7,038 ________ ________ 1870 ______ ___ _ 
186Q _________ _ 
Kansas City: 1930 _________ _ _ 
1920 __________ _ 
1910 __________ _ 
1900 __________ _ 
1890 __________ _ 
1880 __________ _ 
1850 _________ _ 
399,746 75,336 23.2 
324,{1O ·76,029 30.6 University City: 
248,381 84,629 51. 7 1930 ____ _____ _ 
163,752 31,036 23A 1920 _________ _ 
132,716 76,931 137.9 1910 ___ ___ ___ _ 
55,785 23,525 72.9 1870 __________ _ 
1860 __________ _ 32,26~ 27,842 630.2 4,·U8 ________________ Webster Groves: 
1930 _________ _ 
Maplewood: 1920 _________ _ 1930 __________ _ 12,657 5,226 70.3 1910 _________ _ 1920 __________ _ 
1910 __________ _ 
1900 _________ _ 
1890 _________ _ 7,431 2,455 49.3 4,976 _______________ _ 
13,772 964 7.5 
12,808 1,885 17.3 
10,923 2,911 36.3 
8,012 - 203 -2 .5 
8,2 15 2,145 35 . 3 
6,070 4,556 300.9 
1,514 
- ----- -- -- ---- - -
10,491 1,988 23.4 
8,503 -9H -9.9 
9,437 1,455 18.2 
7,982 1, 821 29.6 
6,161 1,147 22.9 
5,014 -556 -10 .0 
5,570 2 ,331 72.0 
3,239 1,741 116.2 
1,498 
-- . -.--. 
-- - - -- --
80,935 2,996 3.8 
77,939 536 0.7 
77,403 -25,576 -24.8 
102,979 50,655 96.8 
52,324 19,893 61.3 
32,431 12,866 65.8 
19,565 10,633 119.0 
8,932 
821,960 49,063 6.3 
772,897 85,868 12.5 
687,029 111,791 19.4 
575,238 123,468 27.3 
451,770 101,252 28.9 
350,518 39,6H 12. 8 
3l0,86f 150,091 93.4 
160,773 82,913 106.5 
77,86~ 61,391 372.8 
16,469 
20,806 -338 -1.6 
21,IH 3,322 18.6 
17,822 2,591 17.0 
15,231 1,163 8.3 
14,068 4,507 47_1 
9,561 5,001 109 _ 7 4,560 _______________ _ 
57,527 17,896 45.2 
39,631 4,430 12 .6 
3,5,201 11,934 51 . 3 
23,2671,417 6 . 5 
21,850 15,328 235.0 
6,522 967 17.4 5,555 ________ - ______ _ 
t ~--- - --- --_--- __ 415 _______________ _ 
25,809 19,017 280_0 
6,792 4,375 18LO 2,417 _______________ _ 
16,487 
9,474 
7,08) 
1 ,8~5 
1,783 __ 
7,013 
2,39f 
5,185 
112 
74 . 0 
33_8 
273.6 
6_3 
tNot returned separately. 
*Fifteenth Census of the U. S_ 1930. Population Bulletin, First Series, Missouri. P.4_ 
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Fig. ::~9.-I\"lap ShowIng the Slxtetlll Lnl'g-l!st CiticH of ~iH' 
souri in 1930. 
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TABLE 19 .-DJ~CENNIAI. CHANGES FOR CITH:;S, CLJ\SSlJo'IED A9 TO SI7.E: 1890 TO 1930* 
II. Minus Sign (-) Denotes Decrease 
- " -~ --" -.--
1 ')30 1920 1910 1901) 
Increase, 1920-1930 
1890 -------Classification (April 1) (Jail. 1) (April IS) (Jlllle 1) (Jllne 1) Number Pcr cent 
- -
----Cities of 100,000 Number 2 2 2 3 2 
12:U99 1 i: 3 or More Popul>ltion 1,221,706 1,097,307 935,410 RH,96'i 584,H6 
-
----- ~-----
Citie. of 25,000 Number 4 3 3 1 1 1 
---
to 100,000 Population 197,725 H7,-!72 1014,677 2(i ,023 52,3H 50,253 34.1 
- .. --------------------Cities of 10,000 Number 10 8 5 3 3 2 49:9 to 25,000 Popula.tion 165,060 110,146 70,753 51,278 '18,775 54,914 
- - -----
Cities of 5,000 Number 21 16 17 18 11 5 --- -
to 10,000 Population 151,136 109,337 120,938 120,291 73 ,573 41,799 38 .2 
-----------
Places of 2,500 Number 35 34 35 25 27 1 -- - -
to 5,000 Population 123,492 122,641 127,1l39 88,543 97,908 851 0.7 
*Fifteenth Census of the U. S., 1930. Population Bulletin, SeeonJ Series, Missouri, p. 3. 
No attempt will be made to discuss the relative changes in 
the number and total population of the places in the several classes. 
Analysis of such data shows that the shifting of one or more 
places to a higher classification may distort seriously the total and 
the average population of that class. Moreover, the changes in a 
given class might occur entirely from the accessions coming from 
the classes below it. 'rhus the resulting increase might not be 
due at all to the changes occurring within that particular class, 
but tOo those taking place in other classes. It appears, therefore, 
that a decennial classification of units such as populations, which 
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may change class from point to point in time, makes it impossible 
to measure the change in such a "class" over any considerable pe-
riod of time. For such a '''class'' is not an entity of itself, but only 
an artificial form with variable content. 
The criticism just made is minimized if the number of places 
in each classification is large, if the time interval is short, and in 
particular if the classification has only two intervals, an upper and 
a lower. 
In accord with the point last made we have classified the pop-
ulation of Missouri, in Table 20, into just two classes, by featuring 
the number of places having 10,000 or more population each decade 
since 1850. The purpose is to see what proportion of the state 
population is found in these larger cities. The table shows that 
this proportion has increased from 11.4% in 1850 to 43.7% in 1930. 
Judging by this fact one might assume that the large cities were 
becoming increasingly dominant, and were destined to absorb an 
ever-enlarging proportion of the state population. The last col-
umn in Table 20, showing the percentage increase over the preced-
ing census, challenges this conclusion. Taking the period since 
1870 we find that these larger cities enjoyed their greatest propor-
tionate gain in the decade 1900 to 1910, when they increased 5.3%. 
Since then they have suffered a considerable and a continual loss 
in their rate of gain, so that the 1920 to 1930 percentage gain was 
only 3.9%. 
TABLE 20 -PROPORTIO" OF TilE POPULATION RESIDlNG IN CITIES OF 10,000 OR MORE 1850-1930 
Census Number of Pbces Total Population Percent of Percentage I ncrea8e 
Year of 10,000 or More of These Places State Population Over Preceding Census 
-
1930 16 1,584,491 43.7 3.9 
1920 13 1,354,925 39.8 4.7 
1910 10 1,150,840 34.9 5.3 
1900 7 919.270 29.6 4 . 0 
1890 6 685,585 25 .6 4.9 
1880 4 449,808 20 .7 -1.0 
1870 I 4 372,814 21. 7 8.1 1860 I 160,773 13 .6 2.2 1850 I 77.860 11.4 
---
A summary and interpretation of Table 20, and the situation 
it reveals, may be stated as follows: 
1. vVith the single intermption at the 1880 census, there has 
been a continuous, and rather uniform, increase in the proportion 
of the popUlation residing in places of 10,000 or more, from 1850 
to 1930, inclusive. 
2. The interruption of this trend in 1880, when cities of this 
class fell back one per cent over the preceding decade, was due to 
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the fact that no new Cities entered this class during the ciecade, 
while the total population was growing rapidly. 
3. Three facts give rise to a conc1usi,on of some importance. 
The facts are (1) Since IHOO the state population seems to have 
"settled down" to a very small rate of increase, (2) The HI] 0 per 
cent of increase (over the preceding census) for these cities i(; the 
largest proportionate gain since 1870, and (3) The 1930 per cent 
of increase over the preceding census is the smallest proportIOnate 
gam since 1880. 
60 
----
O~ ____ ~ ____ ~ ____ -L ____ ~ ____ ~ ______ ~-_-_-~-~-~ 
1&&0 I&S)O 11)00 1910 19'ZO 19L1-0 19$0 
I"ig-, ·10.-(;1':11>1> Showillg' all Assumed Maximum Proportion-
ate Populatioll for CitiPK of lO,OOO 01' More in Missouri. 
From these three facts we may draw t11e conclusion ~hat in 
recent decades, following the period of earlier and more erratic 
development, the cities of 10,000 or more have reached th,; peak 
of their advantage in proportionate increase with the census of 
UllO, and that since that time their decennial advantage seems to 
be consistently growing smaller. If the present trend continues, 
it seems probable that these cities of 10,000 or more population 
will stabilize or reach their maximum proportion at about 48% 
of the total population by about 1950. The last statement is a 
rough prediction based on Figure 40 showing an assumed max-
imum proportionate population for cities of 10,000 or more, by 
1950. Sueh a prediction is nothing more than a projection of the 
trend already in evi~ence. It must not be regarded as anything 
more than a reasonable probability. 
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This discussion takes on added interest and significance when 
Missouri is brought into comparison with other states. Apparent-
ly the phenomenon described is duplicated almost to a single dec-
imal place in the case of Iowa. Table 21 shows that the places of 
10,000 or more in Iowa reached their peak of proportionate gain 
at exactly the same time (the decade 1900 to 1910) and with al-
most exactly the same percentage gain. Likewise, in Iowa this 
figure was reduced by exactly the same amount by the time of the 
1930 census. The numericai coincidence is of course a matter of 
chance, but the phenomenon itself seems highly significant as the 
manifestation of a strikingly similar population trend in this ad-
joining state. 
TABLE 21.-COMPARATIVE RATE OF INCREASE IN THE PROPORTION OF THF. POPULA'rION RESIDING IN 
CITIES OF 10,000 OR MORE, IN RECENT DECADES, FOR I\.1rssouRI, IOWA, AND NEW YORK 
Percentage Increase over Preceding Year: 
Census Year 
Missouri Iowa New York 
1930 3.9 3.8 .9 
1920 4.7 4. 2 3.6 
1910 5 . 3 5.4 6.8 
1900 4.0 2.0 7.5 
1890 4 . 9 
---
8.5 
1880 -1.0 
---
5.8 
1870 8.1 
---
---1860 2.2 
- -- ---
Another evidence that this trend may be typical for other 
states is found in the figures for New York, in the same table. In 
this case the peak of proportionate advantage in increase came at 
the census of 1890, and a steady decline has followed that point 
until the advantage was less than one per cent in 1930. New York, 
being an older state, has evidently reached the turning point in pop-
ulation readjustment some twenty years before Missouri and Iowa. 
A t any rate, the trend 'with regard to cities of 10,000 or mo·re in 
all three states seems unmistakable. Of some interest, too, is the 
fact that New York's city population of 10,000 or more seems to 
be stabilizing at about 80% of her total population, Missouri's at 
about 48%, and Iowa's at about 40%. New York has just reached 
her point of maximum for these cities, Missouri may reach hers 
at about 1950 and Iowa may reach hers at abou't 1970 or before. 
These approximations will serve to locate the problem. If the in-
dicated trends are valid they carry far-reaching implications for 
the future. The whole problem invites further inyestigation. 
Before leaving this discussion of city populations, attention 
should be called to the Figure numbered 41, showing what the size 
of the four principal cities of Missouri would be if each occupied 
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an area equivalent to its part in the state population. On this map 
total state population is translated into total area. The purpose 
is to indicate the relative strength of these urban centers in the af-
f<tirs of the state. 
1<'lg. 41.-Map Showing 'What the Size of the 1<'0111' Principal 
Cities of Missouri W,ould Be if Each OccupIed llli Arca EquIvnlell t 
to Its Part In tile State Population. 
Decennial Changes f.or Incorporated Places.-A total of 806 
incorporated places have been reported in the census for one or 
more of the last five census dates: 1890, 1900, 1910, 1920, and 1930. 
Of this total i38G are found with population data complete for all 
the periods. Table 22 is presented to give the population trends in 
these .386 incorporated places for the four periods 1890 to 1900, 
} 890 to 1910, 1890 to iD20, and 1890 to HliW. One may trace the 
popul~tion changes for each place in terms of an index number for 
each period. Thus, the fir st place listed is Adrian, in Bates Coun-
ty. Starting in 18HO with a population of 613 Adrian increased by 
3% j~ the clecade I8DO to 1900. Its index number for the decade 
was therefore 103. For the twenty-year period ~890 to 1910 it 
increased by 5~~l() ' Thus its index number rOse to 152. 'Then in 
the thirty-year period 1890 to ] 920 it attained a total increase of 
56%, giving it an index number of 156. Finally, taking the en-
tire forty-year period into account, we find that Adrian came to 
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TABLE 22.-INDEX NUMBERS FOR INCORPORATED PLACES SHOWING THE CHANGE IN POPULATION 
FOR THE TEN, TWENTY, THIRTY, AND FORTY YEAR PERIODS 1890-1900, 1890-1910, 
1890-1920, AND 1890-1930** 
Index numbers, with the 1890 
population as the base of 100, 
The The for the following periods: 
I ncorporated Places Popu- Popu- --------------
lati-on lation 1890- 1890- 1890- 1890-
No. Town County in 1890* in 1930 1900 1910 1920 1930 
------------------
I. Adrian Bates 613 934 103 152 156 152 
2. Albany Gentry 1,334 1,858 152 144 151 139 
3. Allenville Cape Girardeau 173 190 86 149 156 110 
{. Alma Lafayette 179 362 139 178 206 202 
5. Altenburg Perry 183 289 121 152 171 158 
6. Amazonia Andrew 282 359 144 162 130 127 
7. Annapolis Tron 690 344 28 23 26 50 
8. Appleton Cape Girardeau 96 Jl2 !O3 102 110 117 
9. Appleton City St. Clair 1,081 1,136 !OS 94 117 105 
10. Arhel" Scotland 122 106 139 107 99 87 
11. Archie Cass 278 253 103 88 90 91 
12 . Armstrong Howard 248 5{8 186 233 248 221 
13. Arro\v Rock Saline 350 304 102 96 82 87 
14. Ash Grove Greene 1,350 1,107 77 80 74 82 
15. Ashland Boone 373 314 108 91 92 84 
16. Augusta St. Charles 291 232 82 92 106 SO 
17. Aurora La.wrence 3,482 3,875 178 119 103 III 
18 . Auxvasse Callaway 348 438 97 118 139 126 
19 . Ava Douglas 221 1,0H 118 323 382 471 
20. Baring Knox 266 329 91 142 93 124 
21. Barnard Nodaway 427 325 85 79 81 76 
22. Belton Cass 988 992 102 93 91 100 
23. Benton Scott 202 345 Jl6 158 154 171 
24. Benton City Audrain 109 120 106 214 119 110 
25. Bertrand Missi!-Osippi 221 322 120 157 161 146 
26. Bethany Harrison 1,105 2,209 189 175 188 200 
27. Bevier Macon 876 1,229 206 217 213 140 
28. Billings Christian 464 472 lSI 164 132 102 
29. Birmingham Clay 401 273 54 34 44 68 
30. Bismarck St. Francois 837 1,185 85 101 113 142 
31. Blackburn Saline 372 292 123 105 90 78 
32. Blue Springs Jackson 506 706 92 111 109 140 
33. Bogard Carroll 300 329 92 105 127 110 
34. Bolckow Andrew 405 353 93 93 82 87 
35. Bolivar Polk 1,{85 2,256 126 133 133 152 
36. Boonville Cooper 4,141 6,435 106 103 113 155 
37. Bowling Green Pike 1,564 1,855 122 101 126 119 
38. Brashear Adair 316 438 127 145 107 139 
39. Braymer Caldwell 399 933 192 257 255 234 
40. Breckenridge Caldwell 763 828 133 134 113 109 
41. Bridgeton St. Louis 237 152 75 54 51 64 
42. Bronaugh Vernon 148 193 128 178 193 130 
43. Brookfield Linn 4,547 6,428 121 126 139 141 
44. Browning Linn 527 590 138 119 132 112 
45. Brownington Henry 329 266 124 106 101 81 
46. Brunswick Chariton 1,748 1,715 80 92 81 98 
47. Bucklin Linn 711 932 90 111 121 131 
48. Buckner Jackson 164 529 143 250 268 323 
49. Buffalo Dallas 861 835 88 95 106 97 
50. Bunceton Cooper 493 693 174 160 174 141 
51. Burlington Junction Nodaway 707 813 107 133 137 lIS 
52. Butler Bates 2,812 2,706 112 103 96 96 
53. Cabool Texas 359 908 131 220 252 253 
54. CainesvilIe Harrison 418 765 178 212 251 183 
55. Calhoun Henry 698 SOl 80 98 86 72 
56 . California Moniteau 1,772 2,384 123 122 125 135 
57. Callao Macon 371 468 134 142 146 126 
58. Camden Ray 650 407 60 73 82 63 
59. Camden Point Platte 177 192 96 95 120 108 
60. Cameron Clinton 2,917 3,507 102 102 III 120 
61. Canton Lewis 2,241 2,044 106 99 87 91 ' 
62. Cape Girardeau Cape Girardeau 4,297 16,227 112 197 239 377 
63. Carl Junction Jasper 699 1,042 168 160 197 149 
64. Carrollton Carroll 3,878 4,058 99 89 83 105 
65. Carterville { asper 2,884 1,600 154 157 84 55 
66. Carthage asper 7,981 9,736 118 119 126 122 
67. Caruthersville Pemiscot 230 4,781 1,007 1,589 2,065 2,079 
68 . Cassville Barry 626 1,016 112 125 160 162 
69. Center Ralls 155 516 194 348 371 333 
70. Centralia Boone 1,275 2,009 135 166 162 158 
'"All incorporated places for which figures are complete for every decade beginning with 1890 are included 
**By courtesy of Fred Boyd 
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TABLE 22.-INDEX NUMBERS FOR [NCORPORATED PI,ACES SHOWING THE CHANG!'; IN POPULATlON 
FOR THE TEN, TWENTY, THIRTY, AND FORTY YEAR PERIODS 1890·1900, 1890-1910, 
1890-1920, AND 1890-1930** (CONTINUED) 
Index numbers, with the 1890 
The 
population as the base of 100, 
The for the following periods: 
Incorpora ted Places Popu- Popu- -------------lation Iation 1890- 1800- 1890- 1890-
No. Town County in 1890* in 1930 1900 1910 1920 1930 
---
---------71. Chamois Osage 769 675 94 84 91 88 72 . Charleston Mississippi 1,381 3,357 137 228 247 243 
73. Chillicothe Livingston 5,717 8,177 121 110 118 143 74. Clare'nce Shelby I,m 1,286 110 123 130 119 75. Clark Randolph 334 115 155 162 172 
76. Clarksdale DeKalb 145 302 230 287 259 208 
77. Clarksville Pike 1,186 739 71 77 61 62 
78. Clearmont Nodaway 246 327 141 107 115 133 
79. Clinton Henry 4,737 .5,744 107 105 108 121 
80. Columbia Boone 4,000 14,967 141 242 260 374 
81. Concordia Lafayette 715 1,140 124 130 135 159 
82. Conway Laclede 217 576 125 182 252 265 
83. Corder Lafayette 1,145 610 47 57 67 53 84 . Corning Holt 176 214 136 144 145 122 
85. Craig Holt 503 626 154 123 128 124 
86. Creighton Cass 308 289 117 130 J09 94 
87. Cuba Crawford 497 814 111 125 142 164 88. Curryville Pike 302 236 90 79 94 78 89. D,alton Chariton 332 357 67 79 120 108 
90 . Danville Montgomery 380 77 46 30 20 20 
91. Darlington Gentry 242 254 152 145 129 105 92. Delrborn Platte 239 549 237 209 242 230 
93. Deepwater Henry 1,102 1,093 109 127 126 99 94. Deerfield Vernon 239 165 93 54 100 69 95 . Des Arc Iron 413 152 44 69 40 37 96. De Soto Jefferson 3,~~~ 5,OW 142 119 126 128 97. Dewitt Carroll 371 87 67 57 59 98. Dexter Stoddard 792 2,714 235 293 333 343 99 . Dixon Pubski 404 721 124 177 200 178 100. Doniphan Ripley 609 1,398 248 201 205 230 
101. Downing Schuyler 406 514 123 126 139 127 
102. Eagleville Harrison 305 305 96 108 III 100 
103 . East Prairie Mississippi 298 1,385 130 417 377 465 
104. Edgerton Platte 482 427 111 III 116 89 
105. Edina Knox 1,45 6 1,532 110 107 99 105 
106. Eldorado Springs Ced" 1,543 1,917 138 162 143 124 
107. Elsberry Lincoln 390 1,204 209 261 322 309 
108 . Excelsior Springs Clay 2,034 4,565 92 192 205 224 
109. Exeter Bnrry 2H 323 180 154- 164 132 
lJO. Fairfax Atchison 329 852 202 202 214 259 
lJl. Farber Audrain 272 436 91 112 133 160 
112. Farmington St: Francois 1,39'1 3,001 128 187 193 215 
113. Fayette Howard 2,247 2,630 121 115 106 117 
114. Festus ] efferson 1,335 4,085 94 191 251 306 
115. Fillmore Andrew 261 308 86 89 104 118 116. Forest City Holt 428 504 148 125 139 118 
lJ7. Foster Bates 513 382 68 62 67 74 
lJ8. Frankford Pike 662 546 106 120 99 82 lJ9. Fredericktown Madison 917 2,954 172 287 341 322 120. Freeman Cass 279 279 93 90 107 100 121. Fulton Callaway 4,314 6,105 1I3 121 130 142 122. Gainesville Ozark 175 235 127 111 146 134 123. Gallatin Daviess 1'~n 1,504 120 123 117 101 124. Galt Grundy 467 89 89 90 72 125. Garden City Cass 227 632 253 314 313 278 126. Gilliam Saline 321 404 108 93 126 126 127 . Glasgow Howard 1,781 1,409 94 85 76 79 . 128 . Glenwood Schuyler 451 333 96 83 64 74 129 . Golden City Barton 773 828 113 114 116 107 130. Gordonville Cape Girarde.u 95 129 132 179 158 136 131. Gower Clinton 328 378 120 113 127 l1S 132. Grah am Nodaway 353 347 109 103 90 98 133. Granby Newton 1,400 1,445 165 174 124 103 134. Grant City Worth 1, ~~~ 1,126 119 102 110 95 135. Greencastle Sullivan 376 146 170 182 141 136. Green City Sullivan 318 783 150 265 285 246 137 . Greenfield Dade 998 1,304 I'll 144 144 131 138. Green Top Schuyler 238 268 119 116 121 113 139 . Hale Carroll 530 574 125 111 130 108 140 . Hallsville Boone 92 212 171 212 245 230 
*All incorporated placesfor whiCh figures are complete for ev~ry decade beginning with 1890 are included 
**By courteBY of Fred Boyd. . 
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TABLE 22.-INDEX NUMBERS FOR INCORPORATED PLACES SHOWING THE CHANGE IN POPULATION 
FOR THE TEN, TWENTY, THIRTY, AND FORTY YEAR PERIODS 1890-1900, 1890-1910, 
1890-1920, AND 1890-1930** (CONTINUED) 
Index numbers, with the 1890 
population a. the base of 100, 
The The for the following period.: 
I ncorporated Places Popu. Popu- -----------
lation lation 1890- 1890- 1890- 1890-
No. Town County in 1890* in 1930 1900 1910 1920 1930 
--------
-------
141. Hamilton Caldwell 1,641 1,572 110 107 103 96 
142. Hannibal Marion 12,857 22,761 99 143 150 177 
143. Hardin Ray 656 821 102 97 129 125 
IH. Harrison ville Cass 1,645 2,306 112 118 126 140 
145 . H arwood Vernon 240 159 JOO 87 90 66 
146. Henrietta Ray 315 632 122 141 200 201 
147. Hermann Gasconade 1,410 2,063 112 113 121 146 
148. Higbee Randolph 1,093 915 105 III 128 84 
149. Higginsville Lafayette 2,342 3,339 119 112 116 143 
150. Hillsboro Jefferson 264 233 96 99 78 88 
151. Holde n Tohnson 2,520 1,807 84 80 80 72 
152. Holliday Monroe 25 .. 220 230 103 102 87 
153. H olt Clay 259 357 131 130 154 138 
154. Hopkins Nodaway 846 815 107 107 109 96 
155. Houstonia Pettis 278 346 110 126 146 124 
156. Houston Texas 355 690 145 181 217 194 
157. Humansville Polk 791 1,022 133 115 120 129 
158. Hume Bates 486 595 III 106 112 122 
159. Humphreys Sullivan 327 249 120 89 110 76 
160 . Hunnewell Shelby .. 27 342 III 95 81 80 
161. Huntsville Randolph 1,836 1,897 98 122 116 103 
162. Hurdland Knox 248 280 130 130 131 113 
163. ! ndependence Jackson 6,380 15,296 109 155 183 240 
164. Ironton Iron 905 974 83 75 86 101 
165. Jackson Cape Girardeau 941 2,465 176 224 225 262 
166. Jacksonville Randolph 166 177 117 120 166 107 
167. Jameson Da\'iess 429 260 78 83 77 61 
168. Jamesport Daviess 790 839 92 . 77 112 106 
169. Jamestown Moniteau 313 273 110 97 84 87 
170. Jasper Jasper 400 754 157 166 192 189 
171. Jefferson City Cole 6,742 21,596 143 176 215 320 
172. Jerico Springs Cedar 486 247 91 81 54 51 
173. Jonesburg Montgomery 437 432 93 104 108 99 
174. Joplin Jasper 9,943 33,454 262 323 301 336 
175. Kahoka Clark 1,425 1,507 128 123 114 106 
176. Kansas City Jackson 132,716 399,746 123 187 244 301 
177 . Kearney Clay 588 523 106 107 106 89 
178. Kennett Dunklin 302 4,128 500 1,004 1,199 1,367 
179. Keytenille Chariton 819 738 138 11 8 106 90 
180. Kidder Caldwell 322 314 III 95 10+ 98 
181. Kimmswick Jefferson 182 172 116 129 77 95 
182. King City Gentry 622 1,101 145 155 185 177 
183. Kingston Caldwell 465 395 141 115 80 87 
184. Kingsville Johnson 317 237 102 75 68 75 
185. Kirksville Adair 3,510 8,293 170 181 205 236 
186. Kirkwood St. Louis 1,777 9,169 159 235 249 516 
187. Knob Noster Johnson 851 683 79 79 73 80 
188 . Knox City Knox 288 401 127 137 139 139 
189. La Belle Lewis 702 820 138 145 125 117 
190. Laclede Linn 688 644 112 108 94 9'~ 
191. Laddonia Audrain 520 576 119 118 112 III 
192. La Grange Lewis 1,250 1,160 121 109 89 93 
193. Lamar Barton 2,860 2,381 96 81 79 83 
194. Lamonte Pettis 638 515 100 107 93 81 
195. Lancaster Schuyler 811 807 121 119 106 100 
196. La Plata Macon 1,169 1,406 115 137 125 120 
197. Lathrop Clinton 1,082 940 !O3 96 102 87 
198. Lawson Ray 520 590 122 116 105 113 
199. Lebanon Laclede 2,218 3,562 96 110 128 161 
200. Lees Summit Jackson 1,369 2,035 106 106 107 149 
201. Lewistown Lewis 200 494 179 203 242 147 
202. Lexington Lafayette 4,537 4,595 92 116 103 101 
203. Liberal Barton 546 848 97 147 212 155 
204. Liberty Clay 2,558 3,516 94 116 121 137 
205. Linneus Linn 813 760 108 108 100 93 
206. Locks Spring Daviess 212 209 116 120 136 99 
207. Lookwood Dade 633 823 ll8 152 153 130 
208. Louisiana Pike 5,090 3,549 101 88 80 70 
209 . Lowry City St. Clair 368 549 127 126 138 149 
210. Luray Clark 246 197 79 66 67 80 
*AIJ incorporated places for which figures are complete for every decade beginning with 1890 are included 
"'*By courtesy of Fred Boyd. 
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T.\Bl.E 22.-INDEX NUMBERS FOR INCORPORATED PLACES SHOWING THE CHANGE IN POPUI,ATION 
FOR THE TEN, TWENTY, THIRTY, AND FORTY YEAR PERIODS. 1890-1900, 1890-1910, 
1890-1920, AND 1890-1930** (CONTINUED) 
Index nu mbers, with the 1890 
The The 
popula tion as the base of 100, 
for the following pedods: 
I ncorporated Places Popu- Popu- ------------
-- I lation lation 1890- 1890- 1890- 1890-No. Town County in 1890* in 1930 1900 1910 1920 1930 
------------
211. Lu tesviJle Bollinger 235 582 223 234 249 248 
212. McFall Gentry 528 387 103 73 85 73 
213. M acon Macon 3,371 3,851 121 106 105 114 
214. Madison Monroe 486 664 III 131 133 137 
215. M aitland Holt 484 576 166 152 148 119 
216. Malden Dunklin 943 2,025 155 224 222 215 
217. Malta Bend Saline 449 429 96 89 98 96 
218. Marble Hill Bollinger 257 421 115 122 129 164 
219. Marceline Linn 1,977 3,555 133 198 190 180 
220. Marionville La\\'Tcnce 1,159 1,227 111 110 101 106 
221. Marshal! Saline 4,297 8,103 118 113 121 189 
222. Marshfield Webster 980 1,378 98 122 140 141 
223. Martinsburg Audra tn 276 530 125 158 185 192 
224. Maryville N odaway 4,037 5,217 113 Jl8 117 129 
225. Mnysville De Kalb 717 946 129 147 147 132 
226. Meadville Linn 672 540 Jl3 86 92 80 
227. Memphis Scotland 1,780 1,728 123 III 109 97 
228. Mendon Chariton 137 376 184 298 282 2H 
229. Mexico Audrain 4,789 8,290 106 124 126 173 
230. Miami Saline 647 347 90 67 57 54 
231. Middle Gro"e Monroe 133 62 JOO 66 59 47 
232. Middletown Montgomery 389 235 96 83 72 60 
233. Milan Sullivan 1,234 2,002 142 178 94 162 
234. Minden Mines Barton 219 787 153 270 422 359 
235. Missolt ri City Clay 422 376 94 132 69 89 
236. Moherly Randolph 8,215 13,772 98 133 156 168 
237. Monett Barry 1,699 4,099 183 246 248 241 
238. Monroe City Monroe 1,830 1,820 105 107 106 99 
239. Montgomery City Montgomery 2,199 1,510 92 81 77 69 
240. Monticello Lewis 259 202 III 109 9·1 78 
241. Montrose Henry 644 531 95 104 III 82 
242. Morely Scott 395 478 III 125 152 121 
243. Mound City Holt 1,193 1,525 141 132 123 128 
244 . Moundville Vernon 219 243 131 II3 110 III 
245. Mountain Grove Wright 830 2,229 121 207 267 269 
246 . Mount Vernon Lawrence 782 1,342 154 148 160 172 
247. Napoleon Lafayette 106 13 I 125 138 147 12+ 
248. Nelson Saline 383 337 122 125 167 88 
249. Neosho Newton 2,198 4,485 124 167 181 204 
250. Nevada Vernon 7,262 7,448 103 99 98 103 
251. Newark Knox 303 202 87 72 73 67 
252. Newburg Phelps 568 1,036 85 164 217 182 
253. New Cambria Macon 410 360 86 94 76 88 
254 . New Florence Montgomery 465 571 91 91 129 12, 
255. New Franklin Howard 132 1,210 876 602 642 917 
256. New Hampton Harrison 184 449 142 248 282 244 
257. New Haven Franklin 767 876 115 Jll 105 114 
258. New London Ralls 683 900 129 138 133 132 
259. New Madrid New Madrid 1,193 2,309 125 158 160 194 
260. Newtown Sullivan 303 284 96 86 135 94 
261. Norborne Carroll 1,005 1,190 118 123 II7 118 
262. Oak Ridge Cape Girordeau III 187 317 231 247 168 
263. Odessa Lafayette 1,272 1,861 114 120 141 146 
264. Oran Scott 271 940 183 377 421 347 
265. Oregon Holt 948 922 J09 J06 95 97 
266. Orrick Ray 370 689 106 118 171 186 
267. Osborn De Kalb 373 381 J03 97 95 102 
268. Osceol. St. Clair 995 1,043 J04 112 J03 105 
269. Otterville Cooper 439 421 87 103 110 96 
270. Ozark Christian 490 885 169 166 163 181 
271. Pacific Franklin 1,184 1,456 102 120 108 123 
272 . Palmyra Marion 2,515 1,967 92 86 78 78 
273. Paris Monroe 1,487 1,367 94 99 96 92 
274. Parkville Platte 769 636 121 99 80 83 
275. Parnell Nod.way 267 490 162 164 177 184 
276. Pattonsburg Davies8 532 1,009 200 196 201 190 
277. Perry Ralls 316 976 197 283 265 309 
278. Perryville Perry 875 2,964 146 195 201 339 
279. Phelps City Atchison 203 94 82 48 49 46 
280. Piedmont Wayne 829 916 103 139 131 110 
*All incorporated places for which figures are complete for every decade heginning with 1890 are induded 
**By courtesy of Fred Boyd. 
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TABLE 22.-INDEX NUMBERS FOR INCORPORATED PLACES SHOWING THE CHANGE IN POPULATION 
FOR THE TEN, TWENTY, THIRTY, AND FORTY YEAR PERIODS 1890-1900, 1890-1910, 
1890-1920, AND 1890-1930** (CONrINUED) 
I nuex numbers, with the 1890 
population as the hase of 100, 
The The for the following periods: 
I ncorporated Places Popu- Popu- --------------
lation lation 1890· 1890- 1890- 1890-
No. Town County in 1890* in 1930 1900 1910 1920 1930 
----------------------
281. Pierce City Lawrence 2,511 1,135 86 81 59 45 
282. Pilot Grove Cooper 560 654 113 117 134 117 
283. Platte City Platte 706 587 105 108 79 83 
284. ~i!!:~~~ 'flill Clinton 1,634 1,672 115 101 105 102 285. Cass 2,217 2,330 90 93 89 105 
286. Point Ple~sant New Madrid 137 83 112 72 80 61 
287. Polo Cal'dwell 415 584 130 127 146 141 
288. Poplar Bluff Butler 2,187 7,551 198 316 368 345 
289. Potosi Washington 599 1,279 107 129 164 214 
290. Princeton Mercer 1,410 1,509 112 98 112 107 
29L Purdy Barry 325 436 l34 141 136 134 
292. Puxico Stoddard 212 766 195 384 414 361 
293. Queen City Schuyler 377 619 204 186 185 164-
294. Quitman Nodaway 332 144 107 70 59 43 
295. Ravanna Mercer 348 218 85 72 57 63 
296. Renick Randolph 437 195 45 49 50 45 
297. Repuhlic Greene 381 841 225 232 288 221 
298. Rich Hill Bates 4,008 2,118 101 69 56 53 
299. Richland Pulaski 553 945 133 160 173 171 
300. Richmond Ray 2,895 4,129 120 127 152 143 
301. Ridgeway Harrison 351 676 185 240 231 193 
302. Roanoke Howard 207 455 71 53 41 220 
303. Rocheport Boone 631 103 94 69 73 16 
304. Rockport Atchison 934 1,162 116 113 122 124 
305. Rockville Bates 554 408 105 102 88 74 
306. Rolla Phelrs 1,592 3,670 101 142 130 231 
307. Roscoe St. Clair 159 126 114 114 91 79 
308. Rosendale Andrew 288 322 156 125 114 112 
309. Rush Hill Audrain 210 149 86 80 70 71 
310. St. Charles St. Charles 6,161 10,491 130 153 138 170 
311. St. Clair Franklin 208 1,135 91 191 213 546 
312. St. James Phdp. 467 1,294 123 236 239 277 
313. St. JOReph Buchanan 52,324 80,935 197 148 149 155 
314 . St. Louis St. Louis 451,770 821,960 127 152 171 182 
315. St. Marys Ste. Genevieve 446 554 129 157 162 124 
316. Ste. Genevieve Ste. Genevieve 1,586 2,662 108 124 129 168 
317. Salem Dent 1,315 2,250 113 137 135 171 
318. Salisbury Chariton 1,672 1,768 110 110 105 106 
319. Sarcoxie Jasper 1,172 1,017 96 112 87 87 
320. Savannah Andrew 1,288 1,888 146 123 142 147 
321. Schell Cty Vernon 847 413 79 66 70 49 
322. Sedalia Pettis , 14,068 20,806 108 127 150 148 
323. Seneca Newton 1,101 1,063 95 89 100 97 
324. Seymour Webster 388 681 136 152 194 176 
325. Shelbina Shelby 1,691 1,826 102 129 107 108 
326. Shelbyville Shelby 486 704 160 141 142 145 
327 . Sheldon Vernon 396 456 120 133 137 115 
328. Sikeston Scott 636 5,676 169 523 568 892 
329. Silex Lincoln 151 251 139 183 177 166 
330. Slater Saline 2,400 3,478 104 135 158 145 
331. SmiIhton Pettis 369 340 114 93 89 92 
332. Smithville ~:re 372 902 115 183 210 242 333. South Greenfield 430 233 69 64- 60 54 
334. Southwe,t City McDonald 707 484 98 68 82 68 
335. Spickard.ville Grundy 481 569 121 133 152 118 
336. Sprague Bates 267 57 58 58 52 21 
337. Springfield Greene 21,850 57,527 106 161 181 263 
338. Stanberry Gentry 2,035 2,029 130 104 92 100 
339. Steeleville Cravdord 591 854 116 131 130 145 
340. Stewartsville DeKalb 557 520 111 97 96 93 
341. Stockton Cedar 508 647 109 116 137 127 
342 .. Stoutsville Monrc~e 253 153 77 125 98 60 
343. Sturgeon Boone 713 600 99 93 102 84 
344. Sumner Chariton 286 348 167 138 164 122 
345. Sweet Springs Saline 1,137 1,641 95 99 104 144 346. Syracuse Morgan 187 238 94 103 154 127 
347. Tarkio Atchison 1,156 2,016 164 170 162 174-
348. Thayer Oregon 1,143 1,632 112 141 152 143 
349. Tipton Monit~au 1,253 1,067 107 102 93 85 350. Trenton Grundy 5,039 6,992 107 112 138 139 
*AlI incorporated places for.which ligures are complete for every decade beginning with 1890 are included 
**By courtesy of Fred Boyd. 
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TABLE -22.-INDEX NUMBERS FOR INCORPORATED PLACES SHOWING THE CHANGE IN POPULATION 
FOR THE TEN, TWENTY, THIRTY, AND FORTY YEAR PERIODS 1890-1900, 1890-1910, 
1890-1920, AND 1890-1930** (CONTINUED) 
[ ndex numbers, with the 1890 
The The 
population as the base of 100, 
for the following periods: 
I ncorporated Places Popu- Popu~ 
---------
- lation la tlon 1890- 1890- 1890- 1890-
No. Town County 
." 1890* in 1930 1900 1910 1920 1930 
------------
351. Triplett Chariton 313 350 109 151 108 112 
352 . Troy Lincoln 971 1,419 119 115 115 146 
353. Turney Clinton 163 205 114 130 130 126 
354. Tuscumbia Miller 238 282 95 120 108 118 
355. Union Franklin 610 2,B3 122 153 263 351 
356. Union Star De Kalh 272 414 161 143 160 152 
357. Unionville Putnam 1,118 1,811 183 179 158 162 
358. Urich Henry 312 507 143 155 172 163 
359 . Vandalia Audrain 979 2,450 119 163 220 250 
360 . Versailles Morgan 1,211 1,662 102 132 136 137 
361. Wakenda Carroll 206 266 160 135 142 129 
362. Walker Vernon 594 258 81 61 52 43 
363. Warrensburg Johnson 4,706 5,146 100 100 102 109 
364. Warrenton Warren 664 1,250 116 120 120 188 
365. Warsaw Benton 700 1,102 106 118 132 157 
366. Washington Franklin 2,725 5,918 III 135 115 217 
367. Watson Atchison 238 223 98 103 95 94 
368. Waverly Lafayette 826 941 87 94 98 114 
369. Weatherby De Kalb 134 177 170 128 164 132 
370. Webb City J aspe::r 5,043 6,876 182 234 155 136 
371. Webster Groves St. Louis 1,783 16,487 106 397 531 925 
372. Wellington Labyette 466 756 117 125 197 170 
373. Wellsville Montgomery 1,138 1,525 102 105 136 134 
374 . Wentzville St. Charles 457 596 114 118 112 130 
375. Westboro Atchison 216 358 140 154 144 166 
376. Westline Cass 178 106 74 67 76 60 
377 . Westaw Platte 1,134 1,028 90 90 87 91 
378. West Plains Howell 2,091 3,335 139 139 152 159 
379. Williamstown Lewis 179 158 123 114 142 88 
380 . Williamsville Wayne 435 428 49 110 103 98 
381. Willow Spring Howell 1,535 1,430 70 91 94 93 
382. Windsor Henry 1,427 1,879 105 157 143 132 
383 . \Vinona Shannon 602 442 82 74 60 73 
384. Winston Daviess 470 314 97 55 72 67 
385. Wittenburg Perry 133 95 86 65 202 71 
386. Wright City Warren 383 429 88 98 105 112 
* All incorporated places for which figures arc complete for every decade beginning with 1890 are included 
**By courtesy of Fred Boyd. 
] 930 with a 52% increase over the original 1890 population. Hence 
the last figure in the line is the index number 152. 
These index number ratings offer a handy method of tracing 
the population changes in any of the places listed, and of compar-
ing the relative increases or decreases wherever a comparison is 
desired. In addition to this service, the data furnish the basis for 
an extensive analysis of population changes as related to size of 
place, and time-period. Such a problem will include an examina-
tion of numerous other variables to deter_mine what relation they 
bear to' these primary factors of change in size, and period of time. 
In fact a project of this kind is already in progress as one of the 
first efforts to follow up the population problems revealed by this 
i:1itial study. 
Decennial Changes for the Major Classes, Rural and Urban.~ 
T'able 23 gives the rural and urban popUlation of the state back to 
1880. These figures are computed on the basis of the 1910 u:stinc-
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TABLE 23.-URBAN AND RURAL POPULATION IN' MISSOURI, BY DECADES, SINCE' 1880* 
Urbant Rural 
Census 
Year Number Per cent Number Per cent 
1930 1,859,119 51.2 1,770,248 48.8 
1920 1,586,903 46 . 6 1,817,152 53.4 
1910 1,398,817 42.5 1,894,518 57.5 
1900 1,128,104 36.3 1,978,561 63.7 
1890 856,966 32.0 1,822,219 68 .0 
1880 545,993 25 .2 1,622,387 74-.8 
*Based on Census Monograph No. VI, "Farm Population of the United States: 1920". Table 77 . 
tUrban population is that living in cities and other incorporated placed of 2,500 or more. The 
rural population is that living outside such places. 
tion between urban and rural populations. At that date the divid-
ing line was placed, for the first time, at 2,500. In previous cenS1lS 
reports various definitions of rural and urban have be('n employed . 
A brief summary of these taken from Census ]\'[onograph VI-
Farm Population of the U. S. 1920, is given as a footnote.* 
It appears that the urban population of the statei:lcreased 
from 25.2% of the total in 1880 to 51.2% in 1930, while the rural 
suffered a corresponding decline from 74.8% in 1880 to ·18.8% in 
1930. Figure 42 shows these relative trends graphically, in terms 
of the total population .for each class. The urban popnlation is 
seen to be climbing rapidly, although at a slightly decre~tsing rate 
in recent decades. The rural population reached a clear peak in 
1900, since which time it has been declining. Incidentally, the 
neighboring state of Iowat reached the peak of her rural popula-
tion at the same census, and this was followed by a cOlTesponding 
decline. Iowa's urban population outstripped her rural just after 
] 900, while in Missouri the urban class began to outnumber the 
rural at about the year Hl27. By 1930 the urban had an atlYantage 
cf 88,871 persons. 
Table 24, called Changes in the Urban and Rural Population 
of Missouri, by Decades. Since 1880, gives a closer view of the 
-I:'Notes on the various definitions of rural and urban: 
1. In the "Statistical Atlas of the Uuited States," written in 1874 by Dr. Francis A. 
Walker, the term urban was applied to all populations living in places of 8,000 or more. The 
data for the United States as a whole were carried back to 1790 on this baSiis. 
2. In 1880 the urban limit was reduced to 4,000, and the rural was delin'ed as the reo 
lr.ainder of the population . However, the g~OOO basi~ was retained for comparison . 
'3. In 1890 the 8,000 basis was again continued, as was tbe 4,000, but tbe rur"l, instead 
of being all that population outside of places of 4,OnO, was defined as the difference between 
tbe total population and the population residing' in' "all cities or' other compact bodies whicll 
number 1,000 or more." In other worns, the rural was the population living outside all 
closely settled places having 1,000 inhabitants or more. Such a rural population was com· 
puted for 1880 also in order to compare with the 1&90 figure . . The result of thi, 1890 classifi· 
cation was to distinguish three classes, the urban, the semiurban, and the rural. 
4. The three classes just mentioned were continued in the 1900 census with the change 
tbat tbe rural classification was made to exclude all incorporated places, witbout regard; to 
size. . , . 
5. In 1910 the urban limit was placed at incorporated places of 2,500 or more, and this 
definition, was applied also to the preceding census data of 1880, 1890, and 1900. Our Table 
24 employs tbese figures. , 
6. In 1920 and 1930 slight- cbanges were made in the urban classification, quttbese 
refer cbiefly to New England. 
tHarter and Stewart, "The Population of Iowa, Its Comp'osition and Changes," B'u!!e. 
tin 275, p. 6, Ames, Iowa. 
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major classes. The first half of the table repeats the urban and 
rural figures already discussed, but it adds the percentage change 
from decade to decade within each class. The second half of the 
table is of more importance, since it divides the rural into two sub 
classes, the rural-farm (farmers) and the rural.:.norifarm (villagers). 
This was a neW classification in 1930, but the census carried it back 
to 1920 as a basis of comparison, and gave an estimate for 19'10. 
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TABLE 2~.-CRANGES IN THE URBAN AND RURAL POl'ULATION OF MISSOURI, BY DECADES. 
S,NCE 1880t 
(A minus sign (-) denotes a deere".) 
Rural 
Rural-NonFarm 
Urban* Total Rural Rural-Farm (Village) 
---
Per cent Per cent Pcr cent Per cent 
of increase of increase of increase of increase 
Cen- over pre~ over pre- over prc- over pre~ 
'us ceding ceding ceding ceding 
Year Number decade Number decade Number decade Number decade 
1930 1,859,119 17.2 1,770,248 -2.6 1,108,969 -8.2 661,279 8.S 
1920 1,586,903 13.4 1,817,152 -4 . 1 1,207,899 -10.6 609,253 12.2 
1910 1,398,817 24.0 1,894,518 -4 . 2 1,351,509t 
-- - -
543,009'r 
- .. --1900 1,128,104 31.6 1,978,561 8 .6 
--------- ---- --- -1890 856,966 57.0 1,822,219 12.3 
--------- - --- -------- - ---1880 545,993 
----
1,622,387 
---- ---- --.-- --- - -------- - ---
tAU but 1930 data from Census Monograph No. VI . "Farm Population of the United States: 1920" 
*Urban population is that living in cities and other incorporated place. of 2,500 inhabitants or 
more. The rural popUlation is that living outside such places. 
tEstimated by Cen,us Bureau. Based on (1) Number of farms in 1910, (2) Average Farm popula-
t ion per farm in 1920, and (3) The change in the average number of person. per family in tb.e rural 
population between 1910 and 1920. , . 
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The absolute losses which we observed in the total rural population 
of recent decades can now be seen to be due to rather large losses 
in farm population. The farmers (rural-farm) lost 10.6% of their 
numbers in the decade 1910 to 1920, and another 8.2% in the decade 
1920 to 1930. The loss of this last decade amounted to nearly 
100,000 persons. While the true farmer class was being reduced 
the other portion of the rural classifica~ion, namely the rural-non-
farm (village), was adding to its members. In the decade 1910 to 
] 920 the villagers increased by 12.2%, almost equal to the gain of 
the urban class. In the 1920 to 1930 period the village gain was 
8.5%. In round numbers the village gain for this last decade was 
47,000. 
TABLE 25 .-PERCENTAGB DISTRIBUTION OF THE THREE MAJOR CLASSES OF POPULATION IN 
MISSOURI FOR 1910 19?0 AND 1930 
- , 
Per cent Rural-Farm Per cent Rural-Nonfarm 
Per cen.t Urban (Farm) (Village) 
1930 .11. 2 30.6 18.2 
1920 46 .6 35.5 17.9 
1910 42.5 41. 0 16.5 
Another angle on the relationship between the classes is seen 
in Table 25 where the total state population, for the last three dec-
ades, is distributed in terms of percentage among the classes. 
The village share in the population has risen gradually from 16.5% 
in 1910, to 17.9% in 1920, and then to 18.2% in 1930. The urban 
share has increased sharply from 42.5% in 1910, to 51.2% in 1930. 
o 10 'Zo 30 70 60 100 
Fig. 43.-Perceutage Distribution of the Major Classes of Population in Missouri, 
1910, 1920, and 1930. 
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These gains have been accumulated at the relative expense of the 
farm population which constituted 41 % of the state population in 
1910. It then fell to 35.!5';{, in 1920 and finally to 30.6% in 1930. 
Figure 43 tells the story in picture form. It shows how the farm 
population has been "squeezed" between the expanding urban and 
village populations. 
Many public questions arise from the competing interests of 
the urban and farmer classes. From th~ standpoint 01 the whole 
society, or state, it is generally considered that the public interest 
is best served when the numerical disparity between the compet-
ing interest-groups is not too great. In 1910 the proportion of 
urban people in the total population Was almost exactly the same 
as that of farmers. The point of real concern from the farmers' 
standpoint is that by 1920 the proportions had so changed that the 
urban population had an 11.1 % advantage over the farmer class, 
and by 1930 this urban advantage had increased to 20.6%. 
Briefly summarized we conclude that the urban population of 
Missouri is increasing at a rapid hut somewhat slackening rate; the 
village population is showing a moderate continuous increase; and 
the farm population is losing at the rate of nearly 10% per decade. 
And not only is the fanner as a class losing in absolute numbers 
but his loss is so related to the gains of the urban class that he 
suffers a continually increasing disadvantage. 
In regard to the last statement it may be added that the in-
creasing disadvantage of the Missouri farmer in the trend of total 
state population is not a phenomenon peculiar to Missouri. The 
spread between urban and farm is, in fact, much more striking on 
a national scale. For 1920 the spread was 21.6% in favor of the 
urban, and. by 1930 the disparity had increased to 31.5%. It turns 
Gut, therefore, that the trend of urban-farm relationship in Missouri 
is paralleled exactly in the nation as a whole. On the national 
scale, however, the process is about ten years further advanced 
than in the Missouri situation. 
A summary will be found in Section V. 
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III. COMPOSITION, CHARACTERISTICS, AND DISTRI-
BUTION OF THE POPULATION IN 1930 
Major Classes.-It is the purpose of this section to give a brief 
'account of several elements and characteristics of Missouri's pop-
ulation as found in the most recent census, 1930, and to interpret 
these, for the most part, in terms of the three major classes. These 
classes are the urban, the rural-farm (the true farm class), and the 
rural-nonfarm (village). The gross distributLon of the classes is 
seen in Table 26. These figures, partly repeated from a former 
table, show that the urban population has increased by 17.2% in 
the last decade, while the farm population has lost 8.2% and the 
village population has gained 8.5%. In 1930, the state population 
was distributed between the major classes as follows: urban 51.2%, 
farm 30.6%, and village 18.2%. 
TABLE 26.-MAJOR CLASSES Ol~ POPULATION IN MISSOURI P)20 AND 1930* 
(A minus sign (-) denotes a decrease) 
- - --- -
1930 1920 
Increase, 1920-1930 
Number Per cent 
Urban ____ _____ 1,859,119 1,586 ,903 272,216 17.2 
Total RuroL ____ 1,770,248 1,817,152 -46,904 -2.6 
Rural-Farm _____ 1,108,969 1,207 ,899 -98,930 
-8.2 
Rural-Nonfarm _ 66 1,279 609,253 52,026 8.5 
*U. S. 1930 Census, Population Bulletin, Second Series, 'Missouri, p. 3. 
Fig. H.-Rural· Farm Population of tile Uniterl States, 1930. 
-
Figure 44 shows the rural-farm population by states, for 1930. 
Missouri's rural-farm popUlation of 1,108,969 is far above the aver-
:lge of 628,281 for all states. 
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Age and Sex.-A vivid picture of the comparative age dis-
tribut,ion within each of the three major classes is provided in Table 27 
and Figure 45. The table gives the percent which each class has 
of the total state population in each age group, and the graphic 
figure translates these percentages into a bar chart. If the age dis-
tributions for ~1l three classes were identical, we would find that 
the urban class would have just 51.2% of the total persons in each 
of the step-intervals of age, while the rura1-farm class would have 
just 30.6% of the persons in each interval of age, and the rural-
nonfarm Class would have just 18.2% of the persons in everyone of 
the steps in the age distribution. Therefore, in Figure 45, a dotted 
line shows the height to which every bar in the given age distribu-
tion would come if there were no differences in the age distribu-
tions of the three classes. Thus, for the urban class, the dotted 
line is drawn at the point 51.2%), for the farm class it is drawn at 
the point 30.6%, and for the village class at the point 18.2%. 
TABLE 27.-PER CENT WHICH EACH MAJOR CLASS HAS OIl' TIlE POPULATION IN EACH AGE GROUP: 
1930* 
Pcr cent Which the Following Cr:lsses Have of the Total Population 
in E~lCh Age Group 
Age 
Urban Farm Vill age 
Under 5 43.6 36.0 20.4 
5- 9 43.2 36.9 19.R 
10-14 42 . 5 38.7 18 .7 
15-19 47.3 35.2 17.5 
20-24 56.9 2(,.1 17.0 
25-29 60.n 22. q 17.1 
30-34 59.2 23.'1 16.9 
35-44 57.7 2S .8 16.5 
45-54 54.5 28.8 16.6 
55-64 49.9 31.5 18.6 
65-74 45.8 32.1 22.1 
75 and over 41.4 30.9 27.7 
*Computed from U. S. 1930 Census, Population, Vol. Ill, Part I, p. 1321. 
By observing the urban group we see that in the first four 
step-intervals of age (up to aj.:':e ;W) the group falls far short of 
having its proper share of the population, that is, its 51.2%. Like-
wise the urban class falls below its dotted line in the age ranges 
above 55, showing that here also it has fewer persons than its pro-
portionate share in the total population would indicate. These 
deficiencies are made up in the age intervals from 20 to 55 where 
the bars rise high above the dotted line of 51.2%, showing that the 
urba,n class has a heavily disproportionate number of its population 
lT1 these productive years of life. 
The age distribution for the farm population, as viewed also 
1rJ Figure 45, is approximately the reverse of that found for the 
urban.' According to the assumption on which we are proceeding, 
the top of each bar in the age distribution would coincide with the 
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dotted line (30.6%) if the farm population had exactly its propor-
tionate number of the total state population in every age group. 
This figure shovl's clearly that the farm population is unbalanced 
by having many more than its share of the persons under 20 and 
over 55, while it falls short by a wide margin of having its share 
of those between the ages of 20 and 55. 
If we now look at the village class, in Figure 45, we see that 
Illost all the age groups contain approximately 18.2%, that is, their 
proportionate share of the state population. The prominent ex-
ceptions to this are the age groups 65 to "14, and 7'5 and over. In 
the latter group the village has 9.5% more than its proportiol1,?te 
share. This figure is important because it represents the greatest 
single disparity in the chart. Since the farm population contains 
almost exactly its proportionate share of the state's most aged peo-
ple (i. e., 75 or above) it follows that the urban class escapes the 
burden of this oldest age group in the same large measure that the 
villagers inherit it. This is on the general assumption that those 
7;') years of age and over are mainly dependents. 
In comparison with the urban class the villagers not only have 
an undue share of old age dependents (and, to some extent, young 
children as well) but these must be cared. for by a population lack-
ing its share of producers (age 20 to· 55), while the urban class, 
with relatively fewer youthful and old-age dependents, possesses 
many more th~n its share of persons in the most productive years 
of life. Thus from the standpoint of class "load" we may say that 
both the farm and the village classes are carrying a decidedly 
heavier "load" than is the urban class, and they are doing so with 
a decidedly smaller proportion of "producing" population. 
TADr~E 2 8.-Nu~mRICAJ. AND PERCI~NTAGJ~ ACE DISTRIDUTION OF THE URBAN, 
RURAL-NoNFARM AND RURAL-FARM POl'UI.A1'WN OF MISSOURI, FOR 1930* 
Urhnn Rurol-NonFarm Rural-Farm 
Age 
Number Per Cent Number Per cent Number I Per cent 
Under 5 133,281 7.2 62,479 9A 110,102 9.9 
5- 9 146,592 7.9 67,244 10.2 125,301 11. 3 
10-14 138,302 7.4 60,917 9.2 125,839 11. 3 
15-19 154,521 8.3 57,110 8.6 114,924 10.4 
20-24 178,391 9.6 53,349 8.1 81,910 7.4 
25-29 172,399 !U 49,037 7.4 65,740 5.9 
30-34 15S,05H 8.5 45,016 6.8 63,928 5.8 
35-44 296,741 16.0 84,620 12.8 132,683 12.0 
45-54 225,466 12.1 68,823 10.4 119,142 10.7 
55-64 144,R15 7.8 53 ;853 8.1 91,470 8.2 
65-74 78,397 4.2 37,892 5.7 54,900 5.0 
75 nnd over 30,382 1.6 20,307 3.1 22,647 2.0 
-----
All nges 1,859,119 100.0 I 661,279 100.0 1,108,969 100.0 
*1930 U. S. Census. Population Vol. lIi. Part l. p. 1320-21. 
In Table 28 \ve have the age distribution of the three major 
classes presented in the usual way, that is, for each class as a sep-
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arate unit. The conclusions from this table are essentially like 
those discussed above. The following statements will summarize 
these age data: , 
1. The urban percentage age distribution is consistently 
smaller than the rural-farm distribution in every S-year group up 
to age 20. For the same age groups the rural-nonfarm (i. e., vil-
lage) distribution consistently falls between the urban and the 
rural-farm. 
2. The urban percentage age distribution is consistently 
larger than the rural-farm distribution in every S-year group be-
tween 20 and 44. And, as in the item above, for the same age 
groups the rural-nonfarm (i. e. village) distribution consistently 
falls between the urban and the rural-farm. 
3. In the age ranges above 44 there is less consistency or re-
iationship between the three major groups. However, in the three 
highest age ranges the urban shows the smallest numbers, the 
rural-farm next, and the village population the largest distribution. 
TABl.E 29.-Nu~BER OF PERSONS Plm TnOUSAND IN THREE AGE GROUPS IN MISSOURI: 1930 
Rural-Farm Rural-Nonfarm 
Age Urban (Farm) (Village) 
Under 20 308 429 374 
20-64 633 500 536 
65 and over 59 71 90 
By grouping the ages of Table 28, and translating the pe' ccnt-
age figures into terms of persons per thousand Crable 29) we g'd 
another view of the problem of dependent population ven,us sus-
taining population within the major classes. It will he assl1mfd 
that those below the age of 20 and those 65 and over may he classi-
fied as dependent population, in the sense that they require more 
than they produce. A possible exception to this \vill be those 
from 15 to 20 years of age on farms. It is likewise tmc th;'lt those 
above 65 years on farms will generally be less of a burden than 
those of the same ages in cities. Thes,e facts tend to lessen the 
undue load of the farmers which appears in the following com-
parisons: 
1. In the fanner class we find 500 in the producing <lges (20 
to 64) to every 500 in the dependent ages, or one farm producer 
to each farm dependent. 
2. In the urban class we find 6i13 in the producing age" (20 
to 64) to 367 in the dependent ages, or i. 72 urban producers to one 
urban dependent. This means that each urban producer supports 
only .58 of a dependent. 
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3. Combining items 1 and 2 above it turns out that the farm-
er load, on a per capita producer basis, is about 42'70 heavier than 
i~ the urban. 
As already stated, there is the factor of productive labor on 
farms by those under 20 and over 65 to help offset the farmer dis-
advantage shown in these comparisons. The whole relationship 
merits further study. We leave the exploration here, and list the 
problem as one in which the farmer class has a special interest. 
----
TABLE 30.-RuRAL-FARM POPULATION OF MISSOURI BY ACE AND SEX: 1930* 
(Total 1,108,969) 
Male Female 
Age 
Number Per cent Number Per cent 
Under 5 56,094 9.6 54,008 10.3 
5- 9 64,193 11.0 61,108 11. 7 
10-14 1i5.122 11. 1 60,717 11.6 
15-1<) 62.502 10 . 7 52,422 10 . 0 
20-24 44,018 7,5 37,892 7.2 
25-29 33,454 5.7 32,286 6.2 
30-34 3 r ,613 5.4 32 ,295 6.2 
35·44 67,612 11. 6 65,071 12.4 
45-54 63,087 10 . 8 56,055 10.7 
55-64 51. 747 8 . 8 39,723 7 . 6 
65-74 32,833 5.6 22,067 4.2 
75 and over 12,868 2 . 2 9,779 1.9 
Unknown 195 
-----
188 
- -- --
All Ages 585,358 100.0 523,611 100.0 
"U. s. 1930 Census, Popubtinn, Vol. Ill, Part I, p. 1321. 
.. -
The age and sex classification of the rural-farm population for 
]!)SO is given in Table 30, chiefly as a matter of record. Two in-
teresting facts, however, may be .vorth mentioning at this point. 
The first is that in the last four age intervals the males have a total 
of ~7A'70, while the females have only 24.4'70. The second fact is 
that the' males decidedly outnumber the females, with about 585 
thousand to approximately 524 thousand females, and, as already 
stated, this disparity is greater, proportionately, as age increases. 
The greater number of males is normal in a farm popUlation since 
farming demands the labor of males in greater degree than that 
of females, but the question as to why the males have a larger per 
cent of their number in the olcler age range is more involved. 
Since Missouri is 110t an old state perhaps we are observing, in 
the point raised, a reflection of the pioneer period when the popula-
tion contained an excess of males, and that not enough time has 
yet elapsed to smooth out the male age distribution 
The ratio of males to females in the three major classes of 
population appears in Table 31. The point observed above, con-
cerning the greater number of males in the farm population, is 
made clear in this table, for we find approximately 111 males to 
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every 100 females in the farm class. As to the village population, 
the sexes are as nearly equal as cenSllS data could show them. In 
the urban population the females outnumber the males. Moreover 
there seems to be a tendency toward increase in tnls female ad-
vantage, for in 1920 there were 98 males per 100 females while at 
1930 there were only 95 males to every 100 females of the urban 
population. 
TABLE 31.-MALES PER 100 FEMALES IN -THE THREE MAJOR POPULATION CLASSES, FOR 
MISSOURI, 1920 A ND 1930* 
Rural-Farm Rural-Nonfarm 
Urban (Farm) (Village) 
1930 
I 
1920 1930 
I 
1920 1930 
I 
1920 
Males per 100 Females ______ 95 . 0 98.0 111. 8 110 . 3 100.6 99.9 
*U. S. 1930 Census. Vol. II, General Report on Population. Chapter lIT, Table 5. 
TABLE 32.-!\fALES PER 100 F'EMALES IN THE FIVE LARGEST CITIES OF MISSOURI, 
1890 1900 1910, 1920 AND 1930* 
City 
Males per 100 Females at the Following Dates: 
1930 1920 1910 1900 1890 
St. Louis_ . ______________________ 95.6 98.4 101.5 100.4 102.0 Kansas City_. ______________ __ ___ 94.8 100.2 103.6 102.1 115.2 St. Joseph _________________ _____ _ 96.2 99.7 105.1 122.4 108. R Springfield __ ____________________ 91.6 92.1 97.8 95.1 98.8 Joplin _______________ .. _____ . ___ 92.6 95.4 102.5 112.4 137.7 
Unweighted Average 
- --
--._---- 94.2 97.2 102.1 106.5 112.5 
*U. S. 1930 Census, Vol. IT, General Report on Population. Chapter III, Table 9. 
The trend suggested above is borne out in Table 32 where 
ratios of males to females for the last five decades in the five larg-
est cities of the state are recOl'ded. In each city the trend down-
ward in the number of males per 100 females is unmistakable, and 
is proceeding at a rather rapid rate. While we do not intend, 
at this time, to explore these figures minutely, some pertin~nt facts 
can be stated. Comparing, for instance, the number of males per 
100 females in 1900 ""ith the number in 1930, we see that the re-
duction was 3.5 for Springfield, 4.8 for St. Louis, 7.3 for Kansas 
City, 19.8 for Joplin, and 26.2 for St. Joseph. A crude summary of 
the trend in these five largest cities is given by the unwelgnted 
average for each census report. Thus for these five citIes in 1890 
the average number of males per 100 females was 112.5; in 1900 thc 
average number was 106.5, in 1910 it was 102.1, in 1920 it had fallen 
to 97.2 and in 1930 to 94.2. 
Race and Nativity.-The factors ,of race and natIVIty, as rc-
lated to the three major classes, are given briefly in Table 83. The 
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nativity is recorded only for the white race. In a preceding sec-
iion the stoppage of foreign immigration to Missouri was noted. 
In the present table this condition is reflected in the increasing 
percentage of native whites of native parentage found at succes-
~ive census periods in everyone of the major classes, and in the 
corresponding decreases, in percentage, for the native whites of 
foreign or mixed parentage, while the decreases in foreign-born 
whites are even more marked. 
TABLE 33.-RACE AND NATIVITY 01~ :t\1ISSOURI POPULATION* 
Number Per cent 
1930 1920 1910 1930 1920 11910 
-
Urban 1,683,348 1,452,036 1,293,554' 90.5 91.5 92.5 
Total White Rural-Nonfarm 636,332 585,112 96.2 96.0 
----
Rural-Farm 1,079,207 1,187,896 97.3 98 . 3 --- ... 
--
--
Urban 1,222,136 949,293 768,923 65.7 59,8 55.0 
Native White of Nathrc Ruml-Nonfarm 563,693 513,677 85 . 2 84 . 3 .. -_ .. 
Parents Rural-Farm 990,509 1,073,966 89.3 88 .9 ----
----
Urban 339,310 353,930 350,836 18.3 22.3 25.1 
Native White of Foreign Rural-Nonfarm 58,150 54,046 
---------
8 . 8 8.9 .. -_ .. 
. or Mixed Parentage ' Ru ral-Farm 75,699 94,106 
--- - -----
6.8 7.8 ........ 
----
Urban 121,902 148,813 173,795 6.6 9.4 12.4 
Foreign-born White Rural-Nonfarm 14,489 17,389 2.2 2.9 ........ 
Rural-Farm 12,999 19,824 
---------
1.2 1.6 ........ 
----
Urban 169,954 134,167 104,462 9.1 8.5 7.5 
Negro Rural-Nonfarm 24,273 24,090 3.7 4.0 .. -- .. 
Rural-Farm 29,613 19,984 
---------
2.7 1.7 ........ 
----
Urban 5,817 700 801 0.3 ........ 0.1 
Other Races Rural-Nonfarm 674 51 0.1 .. --- ----
Rural-Farm 149 19 __ ===:=:: ...... .. ........ ----
*Census for 1930. Population, Vol. 3, Part 1, p. 1319. 
Numerically the negroes are increasing in every major class, 
hut this is so slight in the village population that the percentage 
of negroes here is actually declining. The negroes are being added 
chiefly to the urban population. Their percentage of the total 
population increased slowly from 7.5 in 1910 to 9.1 in 1930. Pro-
portionately, however, the chief additions of negroes have occur-
rtd in the farmer class. In 1920 the negTo farmer population num-
bered only about 20 thousand. By 1930 this hacl increased to near-
ly 30 thousand, with the result that instead of constituting 1.7% 
of the farmer class, as in 1920, the proportion of negroes was in-
creasecl to· 2.7%. 
As to other races in Missouri, we find scarcely a trace of such 
in the farm population. They constitute only one-tenth of one 
per cent of the village class, and only three-tenths of Ol1e per cent 
of the urban. 
Families, and Marital Status.-It is well known that families 
;ire becoming smaller. The trend in mean number of persons 
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per family, for Missouri, appears in Table 34. In 1900 the mean 
size was 4.7 persons. By 1930 this had fallen to 3.6 The decen-
llial percentage decrease in size over the preceding census was 6.4 
per cent from 1900 to 1910, 6.8% from 1910 to 1920, and 12.2% 
from 1920 to 19:30. Therefore, the reduction in mean size seems 
to be continuous, and it reached by far its highest rate in the last 
decade. 
TABLE 34.-TREND IN THE AVERAGr: SIZE O}O' MISSOURI F.-UIILIES. 1900 'fO 1930 
*u. S. 1920 Census, Vol. 1I. Population, p. 1267. 
**U. S. 1930 Census, Population Bulletin entitled Families (Missouri), p. 8. 
TABLE 35.-MEDIAN SI?E OF :ivfrSSOURI FAMII.H:S. BY MAJOR CLASSES: 1930* 
Median Size of All Families •..• J Missouri 3 . 20 Urban -----3.05 I 
Rural·F"rm (Farm) 
3.63 
*u. S. 1930 Census, Population Bulletin entitled Families (Missouri) p. 8. 
Rural-Nonfarm (Village) 
3.07 
Since the 1 D;W census uses the median rather than the mean 
in showing the size of families, we employ the former measure in 
Table ~35. While the mean size of Missouri families in 19;}0 
was 3.6 the median size was only 3.2. In this table the farm fam-
ily, with a median size of 3.63, stands decidedly above the urban 
family with its median of i) .or; and above the village family with its 
median of 3.07. 
TABLJ.: 36.-MARITAL DISTRIBUTION OF TIll;; MISSOURI P01'ULATION FU'TEEN Yl~ARS 011 ACI': 
AND OVEP., IN PERCENTAGl':, SUBDIVIDJW rwro MAJOR Cr.AS Sl<:S: 1930* 
Missouri 
United Rur:tl-Farm Rural·NoIlfarm 
States All CIasses Urban (Farm) (Village) 
MALES .• ______ • 100.0 100 . 0 100.0 100 . 0 !OO.O Sing!e _______ 34.1 31.2 30.9 33.2 28.7 
Married ______ 60.0 62 . 1 62.4 60.5 63.8 Widowed _____ 4.6 5.1 4.7 5.4 5.9 
Divorced _____ 1.J J.4 1.7 .8 1.3 FEMALES _______ 100.0 100 .0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Single .... __ • 26.4 24 . 3 26.2 22.3 21.5 
Married ______ 61. 1 62.1 58.2 69.3 63.6 Widowed _____ 11.1 11.9 13.3 7.8 13.5 Divorced ___ __ 1.3 1.6 2.2 .5 1.3 
*u. S. Census of Population, Vol. III, Part I, pp. 11 and 1325. 
As to marital condition, the situation is given in sufficient de-
tail in Table 36. The percentage distribution of males 15 years 
of age and over shows the proportion who are single, married, 
widowed, and divorced, and the females are classified in the same 
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way. The United States figures are given in the first column to' 
provide a comparison with the combined Missouri classes. In 
Missouri a smaller proportion of the males are single, and a larger 
proportion are married, 'widowed, or divorced. The same state-
ment holds true for the females, but the differences are slightly 
less pronounced in each marital class. 
In comparing the urban, farm, and village classes in maritaI 
~tatus iu is not surprising to find that the farms have the largest 
proportion of single males, for we know that the ratio of males to' 
females is very . high due to the nature of farm work. While from 
the standpoint of the occupation we may regard it as inevitable' 
that 33.2% of the males 15 years of age and over are single, it may 
be highly significant from a social standpoint that only 22.3% of 
the females are single. This means that there are 133 thousand 
single males of age 15 or above on Missouri farms, and only 77 
thousand single females on the same farms. Since the farm has 
long been regarded as almost the symbol of the family and the in-
dependent home, it seems contradictory that one-third of its males 
(,vel' 15 years of age (a greater proportion than for the cities) 
~hould be single. The influence of this excess of single males on 
farms needs to be investigated. It may be that the usual view of 
the farm as the conservator of the family will have to be revised 
somewhat to make allowance for the possible negative influence 
exerted on the development of f<tmily life as a result of the excess of 
males. 
The small proportion (7.8%) of the farm women who are 
widowed in comparison with nearly twice this proportion for the 
urban and village women is another indication that home making 
is almost the sole career open to women on the farm. The same 
condition is borne out by the figures for divorce. Only one-half 
of one per cent of the females 15 years of age or over on farms are 
divorced. For village women the proportion is nearly three times 
as great, and for urban women more than fonr times as great as for 
the farm women. 
The village population of those 15 years of age or over is 
divided equally between males and females. For each sex we find 
a larger proportion who are, or have been, m:arried than in the 
case of the farm and urban classes. And as between the sexes in 
the village popUlation 28.7% of the males are single, and only 21.5% 
of the females are single. The proportion of those widowed, how-
ever, is more than three times as high among the females. 
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One further statement with regard to the contrasting marital 
status of farm and village women needs to be made. While about 
the same proportion of them become married, it is clear that farm 
WOmen more generally stay married, or, if widowed, they remarry. 
For the village women a smaller proportion are married at a given 
time, since a much greater proportion of them are either widowed 
or divorced. 
Pre-School Population.-In Table 37 the pre-school popula-
tion for each county, with the total and the rural-~arm givensep-
arately, is listed. In preparing these figures the investigator was 
impressed with the relatively small number of boys and girls under 
one year. The effect of the falling birth rate in reducing the num-
ber in this youngest group, and the effect in particular on the future 
school population, which \vill result from this condition led to the 
preparation of the last column of the pre-school table. The ques-
tion for immediate exploration reduced itself to this: By how many 
does the under-one-year group fall short of the number needed to 
maintain a stationary school population? 
A method of computing the number in question was develop-
ed by the use of the m:ortality mte for the under-one-year group in 
comparison with that for the 1-4.9-year group, as explained in the 
footnote to the pre-school table. If the computation, and 
the logic by which it is applied, are correct, the under-one-year 
group must be maintained at a number equal to 72% of the total 
of those now under five years in order to preserve a stationary pre-
school population. 
The third column of figures in the pre-school table gives the 
number by which the under-one-year population falls short of being 
72% of the total under five years. The total shortage for the 
state, in 1930, was 162,158. It appears that the under~one-year 
group was only a little more than one quarter the size (26.3%) 
necessary to maintain a stationary school population. It is ob-
vious that the pre-school population is falling far short of main-
taining itself, and th3:t a very substantial saving in public school 
expenditures is possible if the present rate per pupil is not greatly 
increased. . 
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TABLE 37.-PRE-SCIIOOL POPULATION OF M,SSOURI, BY COUNTIES: 1930 
(The total and the Rural-Form given separately\ 
Number by which 
those under one year 
Popul. tion Under Population Under 
fall short of being 
72 % of the total County One Year Five Years under five years* 
The State 
$8,120 Tot.l 305,942 162,158 Rural-Farm 20,900 110,083 58,359 
Adair: 
Total 281 1,465 773 Rural-Farm 134 751 406 Andrew: 
Total 215 1,067 553 Rural-F~Lrm 143 768 409 
Atchison: 
Total 246 1,345 722 Rural-Farm 171 940 505 Audr:.dn: 
Total 392 1,881 962 Rural-Farm 150 698 352 Harry: 
462 Total 2,373 1,246 Rural-Farm 341 1,691 876 Ba rtoIl: 
Total 279 1,329 677 
Rural-Farm 177 842 429 
nates: 
Tot.l 353 1,873 995 
Rural-Farm 251 1,234 637 
lknton: 
Total 247 1,195 613 
Rural-Farm 155 8S9 463 
Bullinger: 
265 782 Tot.l 1,455 
Rura!-Farm 222 1,203 644 
Boone: 
Total 478 2,466 1,297 
Rural-Farm 159 846 450 
Buchana.n: 
Total 1,268 6,839 3,656 
Rura.l-F'lrm 147 789 421 
Butler: 
Total 522 2,724 1,439 
Rural-Farm 268 1,472 791 Caldwell: 
Total 179 998 539 
Rural-Farm 115 618 329 Callaway: 
280 758 T01al 1,443 
Rural-Farm 139 832 460 C:tmden: 
Total 210 1,061 553 Rural-Farm 137 707 373 ('ape Girardeau: 
575 3,186 1,718 Total 
Rural-Farm 218 J ,195 642 C:trrol!: 
Total 319 1,661 876 
Rural-Farm 202 1,045 550 
Carter: 
Total IS3 733 374 
Rural-Farm 80 496 277 
C<lss: 
Total 315 1,678 893 
Rural-Farm 173 983 534 Cedar: 
Total 176 867 448 
Rural-Farm 135 687 359 
*Computed as follows from the Mort<dity Statistic., 1925, Twenty-Sixth Annual Report of the 
Department of Commerce: Deaths (uot including still-births) in Missouri for those under 1 year 
were 4,665, and for those 1-4.9 years wcre 1,764. Therefore tho •• under 1 year contributed 72% of 
all the death. under 5 years. This proportion i. fairly constaut for the years 1925 to 1929 inclusive. 
Now since the under 1 year group i. contributing 72 per cent of the deaths, and the 1-4.9 year group 
i. contributing 28 per cent of the deaths, it is obvious that these two parts of the total pre-school popu-
lation will have to be maintained in the proportions indicated if an exactly stationary pre-school popu-
lation is to result. That is, there will have to be enough births to maintain 72 per cent of the whole 
pre-school population in the under 1 year age group . If this under 1 year age group falls .hort of main-
taining its 72 per cent of the total, a declining population will result. That is, fewer children will reach 
the age of five. This la.t column shows how far the under 1 year age group i. falling .hort of supplying 
the nece.sary 72 per cent. 
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TABLE 37.- PRE-SCIIOOL POPULATION Ol~ MISSOURI, BY COUNTIES : 1930 (CONTINUED) 
(The Tota l and the Rural-Farm given separately) 
I Number by which 
I those un de r one year 
Population Under Population Under 
fall short of being 
72 % of the t otal 
County One Year Five Years under five years* 
Chariton : 
Total 296 1, 688 919 
Rural-Farm 206 1,162 630 
Christian: 
Tota l 267 1,353 707 
Rural-Farm 213 1,099 578 
Clark: 
Total 139 791 430 
Ru ral-Farm 97 543 293 
Clay: 
Total 414 2 , 113 1,107 
Ru ra l-Farm 11 2 578 304 
Clinton : 
Total 194 1,078 582 
Rural-Farm IDS 562 299 
Cole: 
Total 492 2,458 1,277 
Rural-Farm 131 673 35 3 
Cooper: 
Total 299 1 ,580 838 
Rural-Fa.rm 146 806 434 
Crawford: 
Total 202 1 ,180 647 
Rural-Farm I H 82H 452 
Dade : 
Tota l 201 1,060 562 
Rural-Farm 165 848 445 
Dallas: 
Tota l 207 1,089 577 
Rural-Farm 17 1 ~ 1 7 489 
D 3viess: 
Tota l 238 1 , 164 601l 
Rural-Farm 161 814 425 
D eKalb: 
Total 144 774 413 
Rural-Farm 125 601 307 
D ent: 
Total 206 1,174 639 
Rural-Farm 135 815 451 
oug las: 
Total 352 1,742 902 
Ru ral-Fa rm 2')7 1,487 773 
D 
D uokHn: 
Total 946 4,605 2,36~ 
Rural-Farm 683 3,222 1,636 
F ranklin: 
Total 519 2,794 1,492 
Rural-F arm 196 1, 183 655 
G 3sconade: 
Total 203 1,088 580 
Rural-Farm 107 557 294 
entry: 
Total 227 1, 187 627 
Rural-Farm 156 751 384 
G 
G reene: 
Total 1,299 7 ,009 3,747 
Rural-Farm 304 1,684 908 
rundy: 
Total 245 1,240 647 
G 
Rural-Farm 120 60 1 312 
H arrison 
Total 271 1 ,459 779 
R ural-Far m 200 1,054 558 
*Computed as follows from the Mortality Statistics, 1925, .Twenty-Sixth An nual Repo rt of the 
De partment of Commerce: Deaths (not including still-births) in Missouri fo r those under 1 year 
were 4,665, and for those 1-4.9 years were 1,764. Therefore those under 1 year contributed 72% of 
all the deaths under 5 years . This proportion is fairly constant for the years 1925 t o 1929 inclu,ive . 
Now since the under 1 year group is contributing 72 per cent of t he de>ths, and the 1-4.9 year group 
is contributing 28 per cent of the deaths, it is obvious t hat these two parts of the to t al pre-school popu-
lation will have to be maintained in the proportions indicated if an exactly stationary p re~8chool popu~ 
lation is t o result. That is, there will have to be enough births t o maintain 72 pe r cent of the whole 
pre-school popUlation in t he under 1 year age group . If this under 1 year age grou p falls short of main- . 
taining its 72 per cent of the total, a declining popu lation will result. That is, fewer childre n will reach 
the age of five. T h is last column shows how fa r the u nder 1 year age gro up is falling short of supply-
ing the necessary 72 per cent. 
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TABLE 37.-PRE-SCHOOL POI'ULATION OF MISSOURI, BY COUNTIES: 1930 (CONTINUED) 
(The Total and the Rural-Farm given separately) 
Number by which 
those under one year 
Population Under Population Under 
fall short of being 
County 
72 % of the total 
One Year Five Years under five years* 
Henry: 
Total 373 1,859 965 
Rural-f'arm 200 1,005 523 
Hickory 
Total 104 613 337 
Rural-Farm 81 484 267 
Holt: 
Total 215 1,079 561 
Rural-Farm 150 703 356 
Howard: 
Total 213 1,055 546 
Rural-Farm 129 622 318 
Howell: 
Total 370 2,060 1,113 
Rural-Farm 218 1, 389 782 
I ron : 
Total 272 1,20-1 594 
Rural-Farm 120 561 283 
Jackson: 
Total 6,213 32,631 17,281 
Rural-Farm 22-1 1,292 706 
] asper: 
Total I,OB4 6,03R 3,263 
Rural-Farm 181 1,046 569 
Jefferson: 
Total 293 2,663 1,624 
Rural-F.trm. 123 706 385 
Johnson: 
Total 326 1,634 850 
Rural-Farl'! 218 1,121 589 
Knox: 
Total 139 74-1 396 
Rural-Farm 9[) 50S 27.1 
Laclede: 
Total 336 1,681 aN 
Rural-Farm 2-17 1,200 617 
Lafayette: 
Total 474 2,538 1,353 
Rural-Farm 20G 1,188 649 
La'rnence: 
Total 384 1,984 1,044 
Rur.ll-Farm 20S 1,100 584 
Lewis: 
Total 145 782 418 
Rural-Farm 75 450 249 
Lincoln: 
Total 19·f 1,075 580 
Rural-Farm 12(, 678 362 
Linn: 
Total .11.1 1,818 995 
Rural-Farm 119 791 450 
Livingston: 
Total 285 1,410 730 
Rural-Farm ISO 691 347 
McDonald: 
Total 273 1,463 780 
Rura.l·Fartn 208 1,138 611 
Macon: 
Tot:d 336 1,775 942 
Rural-Farm 2 11 1,078 565 
Madison: 
Total 224 1,121 583 
Rural-Farm 114 57.1 300 
-
'Computed as follows from the Mortality Statistics, 1925, Twenty-Sixth Anoual Report of the 
Department of Commerce: Deaths (not including still-births) in Missouri for those under I year 
were 4,665, nnd for those 1.-4.9 year. were I, 764. Therefore those under 1 yenr contributed 72% of 
all the deaths under 5 years. This proportion is fairly constant for the years 1925 to 1929 inclusive. 
Now since the under 1 year group is contributing 72 per cent of the deaths, and the 1-4.9 yenr group 
is contributing 28 per cellt of the deaths, it is obvious that theBe two parts of the total pre-school 
population will have to be maintained in the proportions indicated if an exactly stationary pre-school 
population is to result. 'rhat is. there will have to be enough births to maintain 72 per cent of the 
whole pre-school population in the under 1 year age group. If this under 1 year age group taIls short 
of maintaining its 72 per cent of the tot.al, a declining population will result. That is, fewer children 
will reach the age of five. This laRt column shows how far the under 1 year age group is falling short 
of supplying the necessary 72 per Ct~nr. 
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TABLE 37.-PRE-SCIIOOL POPULATION OF MISSOURI, BY COUNTIES: 1930 (CONTINUED 
(The Total and the Rural-Farm given separately) 
Number by which 
those -under one year 
Population Under 
fall short of being 
Population Under 72 % of the total 
County One Year Five Years under fi ve ycars* 
Maries: 
Total 185 947 496 
Rural-Farm 153 812 431 
Marion: 
Total 517 2,712 1,435 
Rural-Farm 101 632 354 
Mercer: 
Total 157 830 4010 
Rural-Farm. 115 659 359 
Miller: 
Total 326 1,810 977 
Rural-F"m 185 1,016 546 
Mississippi: 
386 1,837 936 Total 
RUr3I-Farm 261 1,266 650 
~lonitcau: 
Total 182 992 532 
Rural-Farm 116 578 300 
Monroe: 
Total 150 go! 469 
Rural-Farm 109 592 317 
1\100 tgomery: 
181 1,029 559 Total 
Rural-Farm 115 651 353 
Morgan: 
204 1,077 572 Total 
Rural-Farm 135 737 395 
New Madrjd: 
Total 730 3,841 2,035 
Rural-Farm 540 2,728 1,424 
Newton: 
Total 496 2,661 1,419 
Rural-Farm 294 1,576 840 
Nodaway: 
42! 2,280 1,220 Total 
Rural-Farm 277 1,457 772 
Oregon: 
304 1,465 750 Total 
Rural-Farm 222 1,099 569 
Osage: 
260 1,304 678 Total 
Rural~Farm 189 936 484 
O,.ark: 
Total 252 1,266 659 
Rural-Farm 225 1,134 591 
Pcmiscot: 
Total 913 3,511 2,334 
Rural-Farm 692 3,442 1,786 
Perry: 
280 775 Total 1,466 
Rural-Farm 182 961 509 
Pettis: 
Total 506 2,773 1,490 
Rural-Farm 185 1,029 555 
Phelps: 
Total 291 1,556 829 
Rural-Farm 181 9222 482 
Pike: 
Total 239 1,367 745 
Rural-Farm 125 717 391 
Platte: 
Total 215 1,162 621 
Rural-Farm 120 681 370 
*Computed as follows from the Mortahty StatIstICS, 1925, fwenty-SIl<th Annual Report of the 
Department of Commerce: Deaths (uot including still-births) in Missouri for those under 1 year 
were 4,556, and for those 1-4.9 years were 1,764. Therefore those under 1 year contributed 72 % of 
alI the deaths under 5 years. This proportion is fai r ly constant for the years 1925 to 1929 inclusive. 
Now sine. the under 1 year group is contributing 72 per cent of the deaths, and the 1-4.9 year group 
is contributing 28 per cent of the deaths, it is obvious that these two parts of the total pre-school popu-
lation will have to be maintained in the proportions indicated if an exactly stationary pic-school popu-
lation is to result. That is, there will have to be enough births to maintain 72 per cent of the whole 
pre-school population in the under 1 year age group. If this under 1 ye.r age group falls short of main-
taining its 72 per cent of the total, a declining population will result. That is, fewer children will reach 
the age of five. This last column shows how far the under 1 year age group is falling short of supplying 
the necessary 72 per cent. 
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TABLE 37.-PRE-SCHOOL POPULATION OF MISSOURI, BY COUNTIES: 1930 (CONTINUED) 
(The Total and the Rural-Farm given separately) 
Number by which 
those under one year 
Population Under Population Under 
fall short of being 
72 % of the total 
County One Year Five Years under five years* 
Polk: 
Total 283 1,608 874 
Rural-Farm 211 1,227 672 
Pulaski: 
Total 215 1,154 615 
Rural-Farm 136 .735 393 
Putnam: 
Total 229 1,100 563 
Rural-Farm 165 818 423 
Ralls : 
Total 183 915 475 
Rural-Farm 99 516 272 
Randolph: 
Total 325 1,764 945 
Rural-Farm 116 652 353 
Ray: 
Total 329 1,690 887 
Rural-Farm 164 906 488 
Reynolds: 
Total 267 1,261 640 
Rural-Farm 181 890 459 
Ripley: 
Total 246 1,305 693 
Rural-Farm 175 960 516 
St. Charles: 
Total 452 2,210 1,139 
Rural-Farm 181 886 456 
St. Clair: 
Total 247 1,226 635 
Rural-Farm 186 960 505 
St. Francois: 
Total 768 4,010 2,119 
Rural-Farm 105 628 347 
St. Louis County: 
Total 3,419 19,447 10,582 
Rural-Farm 201 1,221 678 
S tc. Genevieve: 
Total 218 1,112 582 
Rural-Farm 118 56+ 288 
Saline: 
Total 452 2,329 1,224 
Rural-Farm 193 I,OH 543 
Schuyler: 
Total 99 524 278 
Rural-Farm 63 350 189 
Scotland: 
Total 126 635 331· 
Rural-Farm 98 .. 73 242 
Scott: 
Total 480 2,665 1,438 
Rural-Farm 232 1,212 640 
Shannon: 
Total 270 1,383 725 
Rural-Farm 153 865 469 
Shelby: 
461 Total 150 849 
Rural-Farm 94 546 299 
Stoddard: 
Total 569 3,004 1,593 
Rural-Farm ~10 2,143 1,132 
Stone: 
Total 289 1,424 736 
Rural-Farm 240 1,178 608 
*Computed as follo ws from the Mortality Statistics, 1925, Twenty-Sixth Annual Report of 
the Department of Commerce: Deaths (not including still-births) in Missouri for those under 1 ye>r 
were 4,665, and for those 1-4.9 years were 1,764. Therefore those under 1 year contributed 72 % of 
aJ! the deaths under 5 years. This proportion is fairly constant for the years 1925 to 1929 inclusive. 
Now since the under 1 year group is contributing 72 per cent of the deaths, and the 1-4.9 year group 
is contributing 28 per cent of the deaths, it is obvious that these two parts of the total pre-school 
population will have to be maintained in the proportions indicated if nn exactly stationary pre-school 
population is to result. That is, there will have to be enough births to maintain 72 per cent of the whole 
pre-school population in the under 1 year age group. If this under 1 year age group falls short of main-
taining its 72 per cent of the total, a declining population will result. That is, fewer children will reach 
the age of five. This last column shows how far the under 1 year age group is falling short of supplying 
the necessary 72 per cent. 
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TABLE 37.-Pu,·ScnOOL POPULATION OF M,SSOUR" BY COUNTIES: 1930 (CONTINUED) 
(The Total and the Rural·Farm given separately) 
-
Number by which 
those under one year 
POji~l: t~oe~:; nder 
fall short of being 
Population Under 72 % of the total 
County One Year under fi ve years* 
Sullivan: 
1,367 Total 286 698 
Rural.Farm 193 1,019 540 
Taney: 
207 1,023 529 Total 
Rural·Farm 142 706 366 
Texas: 
Total 429 2,220 1.169 
Rur.11·Farm 339 1,732 908 
Vernon: 
Total 351 1,928 1,037 
Rural·Farm 218 1,152 611 
\Varren: 
Total IU 59] 301 
Rural-Farm 72 392 210 
Washington : 
Totol 388 1,856 948 
Rurn.l .. Farm 156 806 ·124 
Wayne: 
1,450 751 Total 293 
Rural.Farm 200 986 509 
Webster: 
Total 333 1,770 941 
Rural-Farm 259 1,351 7]3 
Worth 
Total 112 574 301 
Rural·Farm 88 450 236 
Wright: 
Total 389 1,879 963 
Rural·Farm 298 1,413 719 
St. Louis City: 
58,·i83 30,852 Total 11 ,255 (Technically a county) 
*Computed as follows from the Mortality Statistics, 1925, Twenty·Sixth Annual Report of the 
Department of Commerce: Deaths (not including still-births) in Missouri for those under 1 year 
were 4,665, and for those 1-4.9 years 'Were 1,764. Therefore those under 1 year contrib.1.ltcd 72% of 
all the deaths under 5 yea.rs. This proportion is fairly constant for the years 1925 to 1929 inclusive. 
Now since the under 1 year group is contributing 72 per cent of the deaths, and the 1-4.9 year group 
is contributing 28 per cent of the deaths, it is obvious that these two parts of the t(}tal pre-school popu-
lation will have to be maintained in the proportions indicated if an exactly stationary pre-school popu-
lation is to result. Tlwt is, then: will have to be enough births to m~lilltain 72 per cent of the whole 
pre-school population in the under 1 year age aroup. If t his unllcr 1 year age group falls short of main-
taining its 72 per cent of the totnl, n declining population will result. That is, fewer children will reach 
the age of five. This lilst column shows how f~Lr the under 1 year <tgc group is falling short of lIuppiy-
ing the.: necessary 72 per cent. 
Table 38 is a summary of the pre-school data, featuring the 
county showing the largest numerical discrepancy in the under-one-
year group, (Jackson), the county showing the smallest discrep-
ancy in this group (Schuyler), and the average for the counties of 
the state. 
It appears that Missouri's school population has been declin-
ing, in general, for about thirty years. Figure 46 shows this 
graphically. The peak of school enumeration, as found in the 
Census, was reached in 1900. 
Attention must be called to the fact that the table on pre-school 
population omits those who were five years of age at the census 
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TABLE 38.-SUMMARY OF Tn]~ TABLE FOR TilE PRE~SCIIOOL POPULATION OF MISSOURI: 1930 
County 
The State* Tot.l _____ _____________ _ 
Rural-Farm __ __________ _ 
County having the largest dis-
crepancy in the under-one~ 
groupt 
Jackson: TotaL _________________ _ 
Rural-Farm ____________ _ 
The numerical average for all 
the counties::f:: 
The average county: TotaL ______ _______ ____ _ 
Rural-Farm ______________ _ 
County having the smallest dis-
crepancy in the under-one-
year group. 
Schuyler: TotaL _________________ _ 
Rural-Farm ___________ _ 
Population Under 
One Year 
58,120 
20,900 
6,213 
224 
506 
183 
99 
63 
Population Under 
Five Years 
305,942 
110,083 
32,631 
1,292 
2, 669 
983 
524 
350 
Number by which 
those under one year 
fall short of being 
72 % of the total 
under five years 
162,158 
58,359 
17,281 
706 
1,416 
511 
278 
189 
*These figure, are slightly different from those given in the Census totals for the state. 
'tAlthough Jackson County has the largest discrepancy 0_ any regular count;r, the city "f St. Loui. 
has an even larger one. However, although St. Louis city is technically a county, for the sake of keeping 
the table consistent the Jackson County figures nrc used. The St. Louis figures are: Population under 
one year, 11 ,225; Population under five years, 58,483, Number by which population under one year 
fulls ,hort of being 72 per cent of population under five years, 30,852. 
:r:Since there Was no county which was average in every respect, the ftverage county Was computed 
by taking the total £gures for the state and dividing by the number of counties. 
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Fig. 4.fl.-'.rlle ~'l'end in Missouri's ,School Enumeration, 
According to the Federal Census, 1000-1930. 
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elate in :980. Strictly interpreted these belong in the pre-school 
group, Slnce the legal school age in Missouri starts at six. To the 
popUlation under five (805,942) must therefore be added all those 
five years of age (67,924) in order to get more exactly the whole 
pre-school population. This total was 873,866 in 1930. The age-
five group was omitted from the table because its mortality rate 
was not available. 
This preliminary discussion of the pre-school population shows 
how important it is in the affairs of the state. Further investiga-
tion is needed. 
Young People.-We define young peoplc as those between the 
::ges of fifteen and thirty. A lengthy table (Table 89) has been 
prcpared to classify the young people by counties. The rura1-
farm young people are grouped separately from the rural-nonfarm 
(village) and then both classes are combined under a heading call-
ed . All Rural Young People. Each of 'these three main divisions 
is subdivided into three age groups: 15-19, 20-24, and 25-29. 
We find (lOBO census) 422,070 rural young people in the state. 
Sixty-two per cent of these (262,574) are on farms, and 38% (159,-
496) live in villages. It is to be regretted that this publication had 
to go to press before the sex distributions for these young people 
became available for the 1930 census. It is believed that signifi-
can t sex differences exist. 
The Extension Service in A.gricultttre and Home Economics 
of the Missouri College of Agriculture is now developing plans to 
reach the rural youth of the state. This has long remained an 
almost unexplored field of service. The data herein presented for 
the state and the counties should be useful in estimating the size 
of the problem. 
T,\nI.E :;q.-YOUNG PEOPLE IN THE RURAL-FARM ASD RURAl. NON-FARM (VII,LACF.) POPULATION 
By COUNTIES: 1930* 
- -_ .. 
The 
Age State Adair Andrew Atchison Audrain Barry Barton 
----- ---------------
15-19 114,924 894 861 867 765 1,697 864 
Rural-Farm 20-24 81,910 641 713 733 574 1,262 610 
(Farm) 25-29 65,740 532 600 599 521 873 477 
Total 2.62,574 2,067 2,174 2,199 1,860 3,832 1,951 
----- ---------------
15-19 57,110 21S 318 428 472 311 502 
Rural-NoI1- 20-24 53,349 169 299 438 479 302 444 
farm (Village) 25-29 49,037 153 263 316 334 259 383 
Total 159,496 540 880 1,182 1,285 872 1,329 
---------------
15-19 172,034 1,112 1,179 1,295 1,237 2,008 1,366 
All Rural 20-24 135,259 810 1,012 1,171 1,053 1,564 1,054 
You ng People 25-29 114,777 685 863 915 855 1,132 860 
Total 422,070 2,607 3,054 3,381 3,145 4,704 3,280 
*Computcd from U. S. Census 1930, PDpu[i;tiD~, Vol. Ill, Part T, table 14, pp. 1347-1354 
Bates 
1,375 
972 
835 
3,18 
53 
46 
373 
1,373 
1,91 
1,43 
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4,55 
3 
4 
8 
5 
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TABLl, 39, CONTINUED 
Buch- Capo Gir-
Benton Bollinger Boone anan Butler Caldwell Callaway Camden ardcau 
--------
815 1,092 1,050 946 1,305 712 1,051 777 1,281 
640 727 627 699 838 545 690 536 889 
524 597 540 628 665 437 538 388 732 
1,979 2,416 2,217 2,273 2,808 1,694 2,279 1,701 2,902 
- ----
264 174 483 654 439 408 279 255 475 
311 154 416 543 388 356 262 296 458 
327 139 364 617 332 329 183 272 351 
902 467 1,263 1,814 1,159 1,093 724 823 1,284 
-
1,079 1,266 1,533 1,600 1,74+ 1,120 1,330 1,032 1,756 
951 881 1,043 1,242 1,226 901 952 832 1,3+7 
851 736 904 1,245 997 766 721 660 1,083 
2,881 2,883 3,480 4,087 3,967 2,787 3,003 2, 524 4,186 
Carroll Carter Cass Cedar Cha.riton Christian Clark Clay Clinton 
-----
---1,168 373 1,188 Sll 1,258 1,113 561 658 610 
909 230 843 642 966 846 464 467 47l 
776 172 777 499 739 628 388 423 369 
2,853 775 2,808 1,952 2,963 2,587 1,413 1,548 1,450 
------
----~ 
----- ----
342 208 698 249 566 225 26+ 650 323 
336 200 793 168 532 238 237 661 256 
275 173 642 158 455 193 223 690 237 
953 581 2,133 575 1,553 656 724 2,001 816 
-- ----- -------
J ,510 581 1,886 1,060 1,824 1,338 825 1,308 933 
1,245 430 1,636 810 1,498 1,084 701 1,128 727 
1,051 345 1,419 657 1,194 821 611 1,113 606 
3,806 1,356 4,941 2,527 4,516 3,2+3 2,137 3,549 2,266 
Craw- Doug-
Cole Cooper ford Dade Dallas Daviess De Kalb Dent las Dunkli!l 
-------------------------
782 906 811 869 975 912 647 806 1,355 2,829 
312 630 489 671 621 681 51o! 547 929 2,047 
405 538 380 557 504 576 444 447 677 1,418 
1,699 2,074 1,680 3,097 2,100 2,169 1,605 1,800 2,961 6,29 4 
--... ---
-----------------------------
203 333 310 266 142 383 229 361 185 872 
159 281 238 223 156 351 151 314 203 734 
153 270 226 177 126 297 201 250 143 676 
515 884 774 666 424 1,031 581 925 531 2,282 
---------------------
-----------
985 1,239 1,121 1,135 1,117 1,295 876 1,167 1,540 3,701 
671 911 727 894 777 1,032 665 861 1,132 2,781 
558 808 606 734 630 873 645 697 820 2,09{ 
2,214 2,958 2,454 2,763 2,524 3,200 2,186 2,725 3,492 8,576 
Fra.nklin Gasconade C;entry Greene Grundy Harrison Henry Hickory Holt HO\\'ard 
-----------------------
J ,358 629 799 1,916 617 1,231 1 , 131 506 79.1 (,63 
871 433 633 1,425 507 946 879 370 634 512 
745 374 531 1,096 446 773 699 295 494 461 
2,974 1,436 1,963 4,437 1,570 2,950 2,709 1,171 1,921 1,636 
----------------------
1,091 543 472 570 201 460 508 122 430 284 
980 509 449 631 169 379 429 79 408 285 
835 458 408 561 144 348 339 102 339 253 
2,906 1,510 1,329 1,762 514 1,187 1,276 303 1,177 822 
----
---------
2,449 1,172 1,271 2,486 818 1,691 1,639 628 1,223 947 
1,851 942 1,082 2,056 676 1,325 1,308 4-!9 1,042 797 
1,580 8"0 939 1,657 590 1,121 1,038 397 833 714 0_
5,880 2,946 3,292 6,199 2,084 4,137 3,985 1,47+ 3,098 2,458 
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'l'AnJ.l~ 39, CON'l'INUl-:D 
La- Law-
Howell J ro n Jackson ];lsper Jeffe rson Johnson Knox Laclede inyette T<.'Ilce Lewis 
- ---- - - -
----- --------
1,357 526 1,415 1,305 965 1,289 630 1,197 1 ,195 1,384 611 
821 278 1,042 863 623 965 492 789 974 947 477 
698 252 917 667 451 806 417 579 781 756 370 
2,876 1 ,056 3,374 2,835 2,039 3,060 1,539 2,-'65 2,950 3,087 1,458 
---
-----
- - - --------------
------
--
342 475 3,177 1,094 512 302 246 159 709 685 458 
328 437 3,017 976 4()') 302 2+2 1+6 (,47 652 400 
256 338 3,396 797 450 2+1 219 n s 567 514 322 
926 1,250 9,590 2,867 1,371 845 707 HI 1,923 1,851 1,180 
---------
-------------
1,699 1,00\ 4,592 2,399 1,477 1,591 876 1,3S6 1,904 2,069 1,069 
1,149 715 4,059 1, 839 1,032 1 , 267 734 ')3-' 1 Jill 1,59') 877 
954 -'90 4,313 1,'164 901 I,CH7 636 715 1,348 1,270 692 
3,802 2,306 12, 964 5,702 3,410 3 ,905 2,246 3,006 4,~73 4,938 2,638 
l.iv- Mc -
Lin- ing- Don- Madi- Mar- IVl er- Mill- Missi~- Moni-
coIn Linn ston aid Macon son l\f;\rics ion ct'r cr sippi teau 
----- ------------
---- - - ------- ---- ---- ----
787 910 795 1,173 1,316 54:1 724 62S 63.1 1,066 1,169 678 
559 710 611 7'.12 976 320 469 HH 567 663 851 491 
447 564 505 637 801 25H 39S 455 4li7 528 606 404 
1,793 2,184 1,911 2,602 3,093 1,121 1,591 1,531 1'(,67 2,257 2,626 1,573 
----- --- - --- ---- ---- - -- --- --
---- --- - - -- - -
474 3-'8 188 301 453 140 lOX 324 205 366 264 H2 
398 282 142 272 +18 117 113 26X 174 ·130 210 358 
349 258 142 230 372 120 88 26H lli5 351 207 319 
1,221 8n +72 803 1,243 377 3U9 S60 SH 1,1+7 6S1 1,119 
-- ------- - - - --- ----
---- ----- - - -~---
----
1,261 1,268 983 1,'174 1,76~ 683 832 ~52 83H 1,432 1,433 1,120 
9S7 992 7S3 1,064 1,394 437 -'82 716 741 I ,O~i3 1,061 849 
7<)6 822 647 867 1,173 378 486 723 632 87'! 813 723 
3,014 3,082 2,383 3,40S 4,336 1,498 1,9()O 2,391 2,2 11 3,4(H 3,307 2,692 
Mont- New 
Mon- gam- Mor- Mad- Ncw- Nod- ()re- Pcmis-
roc cry ~an rid ton ;\W,IY gOB O,age O,,,rk cot Per!'r Pettis 
--- - ----- - ------------ ---- - --------- --
803 il2 744 2,456 1,670 1,467 1 ,061 1,015 959 3,131 883 1,084 
S79 460 S23 1,78S 1 ,116 1,\05 714 666 6·fO 2,528 S71 826 
SII 398 H2 1,331 854 ~13X 488 528 532 1,904 499 697 
I ,H'i3 1,590 1,709 S ,S72 3,MO 3,510 2,26.1 2,20'1 2,131 7,563 1,95.1 2,607 
------ - ---- -------- ----
~------ ---- ---------
417 449 303 I,OS3 S69 513 363 29() 111 5<)7 206 167 
343 432 285 90S 522 4~3 305 289 123 S{'S 161 174 
301 350 246 752 470 42.1 225 2-'2 75 50S 141 163 
1,061 1,231 83-> 2,710 I,S61 1,429 893 83 1 3m 1,673 .10K 504 
--- -- ---- - - - - ---- -------- - -- ---- ------
1,220 1,18 1 1,047 3,509 2,239 1, 980 1,434 1,30S 1,070 3,728 I ,OS,) 1,251 
922 892 808 2,690 1,638 1,598 1,019 'iSS 763 :1 , 096 732 1,000 
812 748 688 2,083 1,324 1,361 713 780 607 2,412 640 860 
2,9S4 2,821 2,543 8,282 5,201 4,939 :1,156 3,040 2,4+0 9,236 2,461 3,111 
Phelps Pike Platte Polk Pulaski Putnam Ralls Randolph Ray Reynolds Rinley St. Charles 
--- --------------- ----------
839 796 857 1,257 766 822 617 746 1,023 74-1 'iSS 838 
509 S77 606 973 449 633 470 565 728 +70 594 629 
450 476 523 808 344 504 411 478 670 331 400 540 
1,798 1,849 1,986 3,038 1,559 1 ,959 1,498 1,7H9 2,421 1,54S 1,94\1 2,007 
- - - -- - -- - ----------------- --- ---------
290 432 432 434 384 274 362 361 428 249 354 385 
294 437 450 429 359 233 311 289 412 233 28S 326 
229 385 418 329 288 202 279 277 38+ 197 207 32S 
813 1,254 1,300 1,192 1,031 709 \152 927 1,224 679 846 1,036 
--- - - - -------- - --- -------------------
1,129 1,228 1,289 1,691 1,ISO 1,096 97'i 1,107 1,451 993 1,309 1,223 
803 1,014 I,OS6 1,402 808 866 781 854 1,140 703 879 955 
679 861 941 1,137 632 706 690 75S 1,054 528 607 865 
2,6113, 103 3,2864,230 2,590 2,668 2,450 2,7163,645 2,224 2,79S 3,043 
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St. C,"ir St. Francois St. Louis Stc. Genevieve Sa..linc Schuyler Scotland Scott Shannon Shel by 
--- ------ ------- -----------
996 727 1,639 597 1,172 448 526 1,188 845 665 
672 4-08 1 , 187 362 935 297 456 754 476 517 
520 284 929 305 794 263 367 561 362 .406 
2,188 1,419 3,755 1,264 2,901 1,008 1,349 2,503 1,683 1,588 
--- ---.------ -----
314 2,209 8,598 148 652 206 228 695 383 363 
249 1, 914 9,083 122 698 188 179 489 338 300 
197 1,678 9,760 144 567 178 159 419 290 267 
760 .\,801 27,441 414 1,917 572 566 1,603 1,011 930 
---- -- ------- ---------------
1, 310 2 ,936 10,237 745 1,82+ 654 754 1,883 1,228 1,028 
931 2,321 10,270 484 1,633 485 635 1,243 814- 817 
717 ] ,Y61 10,689 449 1,361 -HI 526 980 652 673 
2,94 81 7,220 31,196 1,67K 4,HIS 1,5 80 1,915 4,106 2,694 2,518 
Stud- Sulli- I Toney Ver- \\'ar- Wash- Web-d~rd Stollt' van 'f' cx,,ts non ren in g-ton Wayne ster Worth Wright 
----- - -
.---
-------- --
--------- -----
2,32 3 988 1,057 617 1,471 1 ,238 428 773 931 1,382 446 1,279 
1,+711 775 776 434 1,017 93.1 345 471 596 937 369 892 
1,005 583 617 355 867 683 303 352 'f.l.l 722 313 75 6 
4,798 2,346 2,450 1,406 3,355 2,856 1,076 1, 5% 1,982 3, (J·11 1,128 2,927 
-----
-,.~- --
---- - ----- -----
..• ---
---------
S9S 2S~) 425 264 351 278 250 Mil 368 344 157 450 
524 197 343 244 361 345 2('S (,3 1 321 320 1-16 367 
370 187 28 1 236 303 363 231 517 251 287 122 352 
1 ,4~N 643 1,()+~ 7H 1,015 986 H~ I,SOR ~40 'lSI 425 1,169 
----
.. _- .. _-
-- ---- -- ---- - ---------------
2,91 R 1,247 1,4S2 88 1 ] ,822 1,516 678 1,433 I 299 1,726 (i03 1,729 
1 ,9~4 972 1,119 678 1,378 1,280 61.1 1,102 '9 17 1,257 SIS 1,259 
1,3 75 770 WIS 591 1,170 1,(H6 5J.! 869 706 1,009 +.1.1 1,108 (',2 87 2 ,~n·:~ J ,4~)9 2,150 4,370 3 , 8+2 1,82.1 .1 , 40+ 2/)22 .1 .')~12 1,553 4 ,0% 
Birth and Death Rates.-Births and deaths 'which occurred 
prior to H)J 0 in Missouri are not r ecordec1. In 1909 the state 
1cgislattll'e cl-eatecl the Division of Vital Statistics, and in 1911 
Missotll'i was admitted to the Federal Death Registration Area.' 
In 1927' Missot1ri \\'as included in the Federal Birth Registration 
1\ rca. 
TAnI.E 4().- --BIRTIIS ANO DEATHS WI1'H R.,,-'!" I·: T'lm 1,000 P OI'VI.A'I'lON FOR l\1IS~OUlU: 1911 
1'(') 1931* 
-- -- -----
Rate pcr 1,000 Population 
.. --... --
Year Estimated Popula tion Births Deaths Births Dcaths 
--
1931 .1,651,898 liO,20 1 43, ~J99 16.48 12,04 
1930 3 , 029 , 367 liZ , Oil 42,924 17.08 11. X2 
In') 3 , 599,265 W,9RO H,262 16 .9+ 12.:N 
1928 .1,523 , (JOO 63,{O I ·J5,219 17. 99 12.83 
1927 3,510,000 61i,401 40 , HS.1 18.91 11 . 63 
1926 .1,498,000 66,oll 42,68+ 19.04 12.20 
1925 .1,483,7.10 68,293 4 1,332 19.60 11.86 
192+ 3,+5.1 , 376 68,%1 40,463 19.9.1 11. 71 
1913 3,413,971 6ti,6fJl 4 1, 8.13 19.36 12.15 
1922 3,432,566 M,388 38,417 18.75 11.19 
1921 .1,421,162 66,970 36, 210 19.57 W.5S 
lnO 3,409 , 758 65,·1-16 42,572 19.18 12.48 
1919 3,398 , 353 61, 193 39,282 lS .01l 11. .1.1 
1918 .1,386,94X 64,001 51,925 J 8.8'1 15.33 
1917 3,.175,543 67,041 45,5M 19.86 1304'1 
1916 3,364,13'1 73,'~86 H,70S 21. R-t 13.28 
191.1 3,352 ,7.1+ 
I 
71,543 40,863 21. 33 12.18 
1914 .1,341,329 73,925 41,743 22.12 12.4') 
1913 3,329,924 75,231 42,1.10 22.5') 12.6.1 
1912 3,319,519 75,452 42,139 22.73 12.69 
1911 3,307,115 H,130 43,479 22.41 13.14 
*Annual Report of Birth, Death, Stillb irth, Infant Mortalitv and Maternal Death Statistics for 
'Missou ri, 1931, State Board of Health, p. 7. . 
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A complete record of births and deaths annually from lUll 
to 1931, inclusive, is found in Table 40. Missouri shows a g'eneral-
1)' falling birth rate, from somewhat over .22 per 1000 of population 
in the period 1911 to 1 !H4 to the low point of 16.48 pel' 1000 reach-
ed in 1931. Missouri's record in birth rate is shown in comparison 
with that for the United States Registration Area in Figure 47. 
'The national trend resembles Missouri's in the general downward 
movement, but the rates of the national, in recent years, have aver-
aged about two points higher. 
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1"ig. 47.-Birtlt Rute Pel' 1000 Populutlon 111 Missollri un,1 
in the U. S. Uegistratioll Area, 19lfi·1930. Data forming 
hasis {)f ]!'igs. 47 to 56, inclusive, weI'e taken from Annunl 
Heport of Birth, Death, Still hirth, Infant Mortn1ity anti 
~raternal Death Stntist!c-s for Missouri, 1931, State Board 
of Health, p. 7. 
In deaths per 1000 of the population the Missouri experience 
shows a rate which stays close to 12 per 1000 popUlation except 
f0r the high rate of 15.3:3 in 1918 (war conditions) and the low 
point of 10.58 in 1921. Since the latter date the Missouri death 
rate has tended to increase slightly, while the national rate has 
tended to decrease slightly. This comparison appears in Figure 
48. As to infant mortality rate, Figure 49 gives the only data 
here reported. In deaths per 1000 live births the Missouri record 
is rather consistently below that of the nation, both having a gen-
eral moderately downward trend. For 1931 Missouri's rate 'was 
63.17 per 1000 live births. On a county basis within the state the 
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average rate was (i1';)1 for 1!);n with the lG largest cities omitted. 
'laken separately these cities had an infant mortality rate of G.j.4G 
per 1000 livc births for the same year, 19;31. This apparclltly Ull-
favorable showing of the cities may be due to a more complete re-
porting of deaths, as will be pointed out later. 
A series of maps is included to show the birth and death rates 
ill the state on a county basis for the year 1931.* Map 50 gives 
the twenty countiest having the highest birth rate. All are south 
(If the Missouri River, and most are typical Ozark Mountain coun-
ties. The remainder are in the lowlands of Southeast Missouri . 
Pig. 50.- 'l'he 'l'wC'nty COllllti e8 I-laving the I-Iighest Birth 
Hate in ]()31 (Ex<:lusiye of ,TelTcl'soll City in Cole County). 
By contrast \,'e have Map 51 picturing the 18 countiest having 
t!le lowest birth rate in 1931. All but two of these are north of 
the river. A line encircling these counties would fairly well in-
clude the state's areas of highest soil fertility. 
*The year 1931 was selectee! because the report of \he State Board of Health for that 
year was ll10re complete than for 1932, tht: last report. The variation in county rates! from 
year to year is slight . 
tThese counties are Butler, 2i.99; Carter. 23.30; Colc, 21.1\1; Dallas. 20.54; Dunklin, 
29.09; Iron, 25.il; Maries, 21. 94; Miller, 20.90; Mississippi, 24.18; Osage, 21.39; Ozark, 
22.23; Perry, 21.10; Pulaski, 23.32; Reynolds, 22.38; St. Francois, 20.5~; Scott, 21.58; Stod· 
dard, 20.08; Stone, 26.53; Texas, 21.74; Webster, 20.45. 
tThese counties are: Andr'ew, 11.22; Buchanan, 12.53; Davies. 12.23; "entry. 12.57; 
Jackson, 12.63; Lewis, 11.98; Monroe, 9.88; Randolph, 11.15 ; Scotland, 12.29; Shelby. 11.82; 
DeKalb, 13.65; Howard, 13.40; Knox, 13.60; Linn, 13.58; Marion , 13.84; Ralls, 13.27; Ver· 
non, 13.58; Worth, 12.98. 
Fi,!.!.', ;)1.-____ .'1'1\1' Eig,-II!l'Pll (+oll11ti(ls lInvillg' tlie Lowest Birt.ll 
Haip ill B):n CJ<;xdl1Hi"e of ;\lohf'}'ly ill H.llHlolplt ('0 .. 11':l1l~ 
niiJ:!l ill .\lUl'iOll Co., lllldKl1llsas ('ity ill .T:wl\soll Co.). 
I"ig-. ;':!.-- JI'I", I'll('\"ell ConntiPH HaYing til,; lIigh(!st Death 
Hate ill 1!!:.n (J<lxeIusIYtl of the cit.y of .Joplin III ,Jasper 
C01lnt,I·). 
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l\1ap 52 shows the 11 counties'" having the highest death rate 
111 19;31. These counties are well scattered throughout the state. 
State eleemosynary institutions are located in two of them. Aside 
from this fact there seems to he 110 obvious contributing cause for 
a high death rate. 
*These counties are: Adair, 13.62; Butler, 15.12; Callaway, 18.54; Clay, 13.41; Jasper, 
13.45; Macon, 13.75; Mississippi, 14.13; Pemiscot, 14.24; Phelps, 16.28; Pike, 13.64; Vernon, 
1(,.50. 
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The lowest death rates for 1931 are found in the 26 counties* 
featured on Map 5:3. There seems to be a distinct geographic 
significance in the location, of these counties. With the exception 
of five scattered counties in the north and west, and one county in 
the southeast lowlands, these counties of lowest death rate are 
massed in the Ozark area. It will be recalled that the Ozark coun-
ties also had the highest birth rates. 
I,'ig. G3.-'1'he ~eweJltY-f.\ix Conn tips 'fTaYing- tllp LOW~8t 
Dentl! Rate ill 1981 (I;::xcln~ive of St .• TOH"ph ill Dl1cllannll 
Co" nll<l Spl'ingfi('lll in (;l'el'lll' Co.). 
The ratio of the birth rate to the death rate is called the vital 
index. This is found by dividing 100 times the birth rate by the 
death rate. If the ratio is much above 100 the population is consider-
ed to be a healthy and increasing one. If the ratio is less than 100 
the population is below par in health and vitality. The vital index 
was computed for all counties. 
It was found (Map 51) that fiv,e countiesT had a vital index: 
less than 100. In two of these the existence of an eleemosynary 
institution may be a factor in the high death rate and the result-
ing low vital index. There is no obvious geographic significance 
to the location of these five counties. However, four of the five are 
north of the river. 
***These counties are: Atchison, 6.42; Barry, 8.21; Benton, 8.11; Bollinger, 6.05; Buch· 
anan, 7.13; Camden, 7.45; Christian, 8.48; DeKalb, 8.42: Dent, 8,50; DaugJas; 7.09; Greene, 
7.76; Hickory, 8.16; Laclede. 8.49; McDonald, 5.89; Maries, 6.33; Mercer, 7.29; Oregon, 
6.54; Ozark, 4.11; Pulaski, 7.22; ;Reynolds, 6.50; Scott, 8.11; Shannon, 7.60; Stone,8.11; 
Sullivan, 8.29; Taney, 5.70; Wright, 7.32. 
tThe vital index for these counties was: Andrew. 92; 1\[onroe, 90; Randolph. 89 ; .\'er· 
non, 82; Callaway, 78. 
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FI~. ;,.1. ... '1'1,,· 1<'1"" ,('''"l1ti .. , lIn\'llI;.:' :I "Itnl lullex ot: 
I.e", n,Hil ')00 III 1:,:;1. 
I.'k. :;~, ..... ·I·II" 'l'hll'I." ·H"'·"H ('''lIull,'s IIH\'IIl~ n Vital IlI,Iex 
of 0",·,. :!OH In 1\1:: I 11,:,1'1""11',, "f I II .. !'ItIl'H or ("HPI' (:i,.a,. · 
dellll III ('III'I' (;I,.:lI'II"HlI ('0. Hll,1 Kjll'I));.:'lI,·I,1 In (;l'el'll'~ Co.). 
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The must instrtldiv{' map of al\ is Map 55, showing the :37 
counties* ha viug' a vital index of over ~W() in 1 !l:n. fro attain a 
'*Th(' vitnl iJl(h~ x: fIll' thc'!"I(' COlltJtit'S was: ,\h:liil"tJl'. 23 r); U:u'ry, 206; H('nton. 229; Bol-
linger, 256; Cam,len, 260; Cape (~il';mka\l. 21 ~; Cartl" ·. 241; Chri.stian, 231, Dallas, 219; 
Douglas, 241; Dunklin . 2.12; Ca"'''llllllc, ZO.); (:I'<:"ne, 212; Hickory, 223; Tron, 263; Laclede, 
209; McDonald, 274; Maries, .147; M,'1'c,'1', 2(,0; lIIilll"', 242 Newton, 208;' Oregon,298; 
Osage, 239; Ozark, 540; Perry, 24(,; Pulaski. 323; H('YI101,ls. 343; l{iplcy, 232; Scott, 266; 
Shannon, 262 ; StOildard, 301'; StOlle, J37; Taney , 2.1.1 Texas, 223; Wayne, 202; Webster, 
215; Wright, 252, 
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vital index of this size the county must have not only a low death 
rate but a high hirth rate. Since infant mortality is high it is 
clearly a difficult task to maintain a low death rate in the face of 
;l high birth ratc. The counties featured on this map appear to 
have accomplished this. \Vith exceptions too few to notice, the 
Ozark counties show a clear cut advantage in vital index. And 
among these mountain counties the most remarkable vital index 
(.f 540 is credited to Ozark County. The death rate (-1.11) of this 
c()unty is the lowest in the statc (all cities ancl counties included ). 
Unfortunately we cannot accept the Missouri records of births 
and deaths at their face value. In another section of this study 
we presented a table called Net Changes In The Major Sources ~f 
MisSOUl"i Population, by Decades, Since 1850. Accepting the cen-
~us reports as correct we computed, for that table, that Missouri 
had an excess of births over deaths of -108,970 for the del'ade 1920 
to 1930. The birth and death records of the State Board of 
Health, for the same period, show an excess of only ;~-1-!,~47. A 
l'l umber of probable errors in the ;"lissouri records are recognized 
by those in charge of the registration. It is known, for instance, 
that the F ederal check 0 11 birth registrations in Missouri for H)27~ 
indicated that only G9% of the births had been recorded. In 1927 
the Federal authorities admitted Missouri to the Birth Registra-
tion Area upon finding that D~(/; , of her births had been recorded . 
I n both cases, however, the ~ 11CJrtage l11ust have been gTea ter than 
indicated , since the Federal judgment was based on an incom-
plete COU11t.* 
In 1931 there were only six states reporting a 100\Tl' birth r" te 
than Missouri, while New York reported the same ;·ate . \Vith a 
more highly industrialized population, and with a longer eXI)cri-
clIce of reporting vital statistics, it seems obvious that New York 
would have a lower birth rate. Such comparisons are part .,f tlIe 
e"idence that the Missouri birth reports are far from compi'2te. 
As to the accuracy of the Missouri death registration, thc.se in 
charge of the recorels expl(~!;'; cr)!;siderable doubt. \Ve are told 
that in some sections of the ~tate, notably in the Ozark:;, the dead 
'ITe sometimes buried in boxes of home constn,ction, and without 
the aiel of an undertaker. Frequently, in such cases, no report 
(If the eleath is made. Missouri has no law which compels anyune, 
even doctors or undertakers, to ,"cport births 'Jr deaths. 
In the light of these comments we are force,j to raise the ques-
tion as to whether the high vital index records of the Ozark COtlll-
'*The Ft!deral count is based on retUl"I1S1 from mail carriers. 
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ties are due more to a healthful environment or more to the failure 
to report deaths. It is certainly true (comparatively speaking) 
that they report well as to births, since we know that the highe~t 
birth rates are in the Ozark counties. The state registration author-
ities assert that births are now reported more accurately than 
deaths, although the Federal authorities consider that Missouri 
has been recording as many as 90 % of her deaths ever since 1911. 
Tentatively \ve conclude that the birth and death statistics of Mis-
souri give us a working basis for understanding conditions in the 
\"ariotls counties of the state, but that care must he taken not to 
apply them milll1te1}·. This problem llC'cds l11l1ch further study. 
'/1$..--- - .-- - -- .. --.. .... -.... --- ... ........ _- .-. . _. __ .. _ .•. _-_._- - -_. __ .. _--- -
Fig'. :;G.-Birth and Death Hates for the Sixteen 1'1'illdpaJ Cities o f ~Ii,;­
souri, ·1931. 
In Figure 56 the 16 leading cities of Missouri are arranged 
in their order of birth rate and of death rate . Independence has 
both the highest birth rate and the highest death rate. On the 
other end of the scale University City has the lowest birth and 
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death rates. It happens that these arc the only two cities which 
have a significant vital index. That for Independence is signifi-
cantly high (154) and that for University City is significantly low 
(:32). Comparisons for the other cities can be made by inspection 
of the chart. 
Unpaid Family Workers in Agriculture.-At this point we 
come upon an interesting relationship of the farmer class to the 
other classes of population. In the] 9ao United States Census for 
Missouri, under the title "Persons 10 Years Old and Over Engaged 
in Gainful Occupation,-etc.,"* and under the term "Agriculture" 
of this classification, we find a sub-heading called Unpaid Family 
\Yorkers. From the standpoint of the farmer this item must ap-
pear not only illogical but ironical in it table which purports to 
list those engaged in "gainful" occupations, but which actually 
classifies 11 per cent of all his producers, and 48 per cent of all 
farm l~borers as "unpaid." The signific.ance of this item seldom 
,! ppears to workers in other classes, for they are accustomed to 
regard farming as not only a business but a "mode of life." Some 
think the farmer is fortunate to have this unpaid labor, and they 
consider the work a benefit to the children. While these views 
llIay have merit, they disregard the primary economic possibility 
that the consumer of farm products gets the benefit of hundreds of 
hour~ of human energy expenditure for which the "unpaid" work-
er gets no compensation comparable with that received hy minors 
engaged in other occupations. It will not suffice to say that the 
farmer, with unpaid labor, is able to produce more, and so gIve 
kIck to' his family an equivalent of the unpaid energy expended. 
\Yhatever may be the technical ~t;:(tus of the ;wuage farmer as the 
manager of a bi.lsine!'s. the fact remains that he regards himsell 
«,5 does society) as a single producer whose aim is not to return 
dividends to stockholders in the business, but to secure a re\vard 
sufficient to support his family. just as the adult male in other oc-
cnpations does. Other occup<ltions which employ child labor first 
pay these workers a wage and then pass this cost on' to the con-
sumer as a necessary charge. 
The fact that the Census does not find unpaid family workers 
in mining, unpaid family workers in the building industry, etc., 
etc. shows the incongruity of the farmer's situation. Farming 're-
mains as the one industry in which the family is both the produc-
tion and the consumption unit. In other industries the individual 
has become the productive unit. 
*Table 20, p. 1303, in Population , Volume lIT. Part T. 
TABLE 41.-l"XPAID F"UIILY ""ORKERS IX ~hSSOURI AGRICCLTURE (TE!i YEARS OF AGE OR OLDER): 1930* 
(Total 39,660; "fale 37,-127; Female 2,232) 
Per cent 'Yhich the Total Lnpaid Famih~ "~orkers in Agriculture is of the Following: 
All Employed AI! Emplored I All E~lployed i All E~ployed All Other in Wholesale All Employed in Paper! All Employed 
All Persons and Retail All Employed Printing and Farm Laborer!; in the 
Engaged in (Not Owners Trades Except Building in Public 
Agriculture or ~·Ianagers\ Automobiles Industry Sen"ice 
11 48 23 53 161 
*Data computed from 1930 Census of Population, YoL 3, Part I , p_ 1362_ 
tA,-erage per industr), of all . 
In 111 in the 
Allied All Employed II nd1endent Automobile Postal 
Industries in ~fining Han Trades Factories Service 
188 20:! i 306 323 354 
Average 
of Alit 
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In 1930 there were nearly 40,000 unpaid family workers in 
agriculture, as shown in Table 4·1. The same table shows that this 
number was equal to 23% of all persons employed in wholesale and 
retail trades, except automobiles, 53% ,of all persons employed in 
the building industry, half as large again (161 %) as all persons 
(-mployed in public service in Missouri, and so on for the other 
comparisons which the reader can make for himself. In the case 
c.f the last occupation listed in the table, it appears that the unpaid 
workers in agriculture are three and a half times the total number 
cngaged in Missouri's postal service. 
Does the situation just discussed constitute a large and COI1-
t illUOUS subsidy which the fanner class IS providing for other class-
es of the population? Can it be said that the farmer exploits the 
labor of his own family? Is this one of the subtle disadvantages 
which the fanner class suffers as an almost inevitable consequence 
of the peculiar and unique nature of the farming occupation? The 
discussion has been presented in this manner in order to raise such 
questions as the foregoing, and to list, as .a problem for further 
study, the whole question of what disadvantages the farmer suffers, 
jf any, from the unusual character of his occupation. 
A summary will be found in Section V. 
IV. MISSOURI AMONG THE STATES 
The relationships of population within a single state have been 
tre-a ted in the preceding sections. Another aspect of the problem 
is the question of how Missouri's population compares, as a whole, 
with that of other states. Not only is this a matter of wide inter-
est, but is sometimes indispensable as a basis for evaluating the 
internal data. In fact, the national figures, or those of adjoining 
states, have already been employed at several points in the preced-
ing discussions to guide the interpretation of the state situation. 
For this section we have chosen a number of significant items to 
present on a comparative basis. In most of these the status of Mis-
souri is featured, first among all the states, and then among the 
,,;Vest North Central Division of states, of which she is a part. The 
device used to feature Missouri in several of the items of compari-
son is to set her numerical status as equal to an index of 100 and 
to range the other states above or beIfnv this index according to 
their relative position. Since the state of Missouri is printed con-
sistently in bold faced type each table serves the purpose of a com-
bined graphic at;ld numerical presentation. 
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Comparative Total Population.-'l'he first table of , the type 
just described is called Comparative Population of All States 
Cfable 4;3). Missouri's population of ;l,G2~),8G'I is set equal to the 
index 100. Nine states exceed Missouri in total popul<ltiol1. The 
highest index is ;147, for Nc\v York. 'l'he lowest index is i), for 
Nevada. These figures mean that New York has 347% of, or 3.·17 
times, the population of l\lissol1ri, while Nevada has only ;;'/~) of 
the Missouri figure . The comparative population of any state rela-
ti ve to Missouri em be read at once from the table in the same man-
ner. Thus Illinois has 'iomewhat 1110re than twice the Missouri 
total, as "hown by her index of ?10, while Arkansas has ju st ahoilt 
one-half, since 11(']' index is [ii. 
'J''\BI,I'; i-2.-COMPARfl.l'IVE POPUl,ATI ON 01~ AI. !. STAT ES 
Bnscd on 1\·1issollri as 100 
Total Population 
Stat(' Rank (lfJ30) 
----- - -.- .. - - -... - -.-- .. - .. - . .. _- . __ ._--- - --
New Yor k . .. __ __ ... _ 
Pcn os), "':!. nia . __ _ 
IJlinoil; 
Ohio ___ .. . _ 
Tcx:ls __ _ 
6 C.ilifo rnia _ .. _ 
7 Michigan _ .... - _ 00 _ 
8 :M:u,sachllsctts __ ~ __ 
9 New J er:H· Y_ ~ .. ___ _ 
10 MISSOURL __ . 
11 Indj:t n~L . .. . ..... .. __ __ .. .. ___ . 
12 North Carolina . _ _ 
13 WiSCOlI!~in ., _" 
1·~ Gcorgi,L _ _ _. __ 
15 Alnbam a.. __ .. _ 
1(j Tl.! nn eS5(~ (· _ _ _ 
17 Kl·ntllcky __ _ .. 
1 H 1v1intH:so f:a __ _ 
19 lOw:I ____ . 
20 Virginia .. 
21 Oklaboma 
22 LO ll isia I1tl 
23 Mi5lijs~ipri __ 
24 Kans:ls __ .. _ .. 
25 Arknns:ls .. 
26 South Ca roli na . , ___ _ _ 
27 W(:st Virginia _____ .. 
28 I'vbryland ___ . .. . .. _ 
29 Cnnnt!r.: ticHt __ _ , ., _ _ 
30 \Vashingtnn __ __ _ 
31 Flnrida ..... .. __ .. 
32 Nebra ' ka ...• _ ... __ _ . __ . .. ___ 
33 Colorado __ ". __ . ___ .. " . .. 
34 Oregon ____ .". 
3S Maine .. ____ _ 
36 Soulh Dakota ____ __ ... 
37 Rhode Island . _____ .. _ 
38 North Dakota ....... __ 39 Monutna ____ ____ ____ _____ .. __ _ 
40 Vtah .. _____ . _ .. ____ ..... _ .. . __ 
41 District of Columbia._ ... ___ ... . 
42 New Hamp,hirc __ . ___ .. ... ___ _ 
43 Idah o __ _____ ..... __ __ ___ ... _ ... _ 
44 Arizona .. ___ ..... ____ .. _ ... __ . . 
45 Nev.- Mexicn ___ ,, ___ __ .. ~ ___ __ _ 
46 VermonL_ ... ... __ _ ... 
47 Delaw:ln: __ .. _ .. . ___ '_" _ 00 _ _ __ 
48 Wyoming_ .... . ____ ... .. ____ __ _ 
4<) N ev:tdo .. ___ __ ... .. 
12 ,588 ,06G 
'J,63 1,350 
7,630,6H 
(),646,697 
5,82-1,715 
S ,677 ,251 
4,842,325 
4,21~,614 
+'(HI,3H 
3,629,367 
3,23R,S03 
3 ,170,276 
2, ()3~) ,00(; 
2, ~08 ,50!; 
2,,6·l6 ,24K 
2 , 6 16,5S G 
2,614,SW) 
2, 563., 9~ 3 
2,·l7n,~)3~) 
2,·~21 ,851 
2,3'16 ,(HO 
2,101,.193 
2,OOY,HZI 
1,880,99<) 
1 ,8+3 ,482 
J ,738,765 
1,729,20S 
I ,G 31 ,.126 
I, GOG ,Y03 
1,%3,3% 
1,·168,211 
1,377 ,963 
1,035,79 1 
953,786 
7~7 ,423 
692 ,84<) 
687,497 
680,845 
.537 ,U06 
507 ,847 
480,869 
465,293 
445 ,032 
435,573 
423,317 
359,614 
238,380 
225,565 
91,058 
Relative Popula t ion 
Based 0 11 Misso uri <l S 100 
347 
265 
210 
183 
1611 
1.16 
133 
117 
111 
100 
8~ 
87 
HI 
80 
73 
72 
72 
71 
G8 
67 
66 
58 
55 
.12 
51 
48 
48 
45 
H 
43 
40 
38 
29 
26 
21 
19 
I ') 
19 
15 
1-1 
13 
13 
12 
12 
12 
10 
7 
(, 
3 
The companion table (Number 4i3) calleel Comparative Pop-
ulation of the \iVest North Central Division of States affords a 
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comparison of Missouri's population with that of the ul her states 
in the same division, namely, Minnesota, Iowa, Kansas, Nebraska, 
South Dakota., and North Dakota. Missouri's index of J 00 h,~ad3 
the list. The second state is Minnesota, with an index of 71. 
This means that Minnesota has only 7'1% as m.any people as are 
found in Missouri. In other '''''orcls, 1Ennesota has n persons to 
e\'ery 100 living' in Missouri.'~ The Kansas population is about 
one-half that of l'.Tissouri, and in each of the two Dakotas the pop-
ulation is just 19% of that of Missouri. It is clear, therefore,. that 
1\1issouri has a large population advantage over the other states in 
her division. 
TABLE 43.-COlIPARATI"F. POPULATIO~ OF THE \-VEST NORTH Cl<:STR:\L DIVISION OF ST;\T£S 
Bused on ?v1issouri as 100 
Rank State (1930) . on Missouri as 100 
Total Population I Relative Population Based 
-----1------------------1----------------
I 
? 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
MISSOURI 
Minnesota 
Iowa 
Kansas 
Nebras.\>a 
South Dakota 
North Dakota 
3,629,367 100 
2,563,953 71 
2,470,939 68 
1,880,999 52 
1,377,963 38 
692,849 19 
680,845 19 
Comparative Population Rank, for Four Decades.-li1 Table 
42 we saw that Missouri held tenth place in population among all 
the states, for 19ao. From decade to decade a number of changes 
in relative standing will normally occur. The relative rank of 
the states for 1900, 1910, 1920, and 1930 appears in Table H . It 
seems that l\,Iissouri was much nearer the top in 1900, for she then 
occupied fifth place. In Hno she dropped to seventh place, then in 
1 D20 to ninth place, and arrived at her present tenth position at the 
IDao census. Among her own West North Central Division states 
she has maintained her leacling position consistently over the four 
periods, as is shown in the companion table, Number 45. 
In common with Missouri's loss of five places in the national 
standing, since 1900, . we find that t11ree other states (Kentucky, 
Nebraska, and New Hampshire) have also fallen back five places 
each. One state (Vermont) has decreased seven places, and one 
state (Iowa) has lost nine places. Therefore, only five states have 
decreased as much as, or more than, Missouri in relative standing'. 
A fact of general national interest is that the popUlation rank. as 
between states, is tending to stabilize, as is shown by the succes-
sively fewer changes in relative ranks since 1900. For the period 
*The reader is cautioned that in all these tables the figures for every other ~tate are 
relative to the Missouri population as the base. It is therefore correct to say that Minnes-ota 
has 71 percent as many people as are found in 1fissouri? for this is using 11isEic.~uri 3.5 the 
base. On the other hand, it is incorrect to say that the pOf)Ul?tion of Missouri is 29 percent 
greater than that of :Minnesota., for this is using 1\1innesota, as the base. 
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HlOO to 1910 there were H"t changes, for the period 1910 to 1920 
there were 31 changes, and for HJ20 to 1980 only 21 changes oc-
curred. 
TABI.F. 44.-Cm ..fI'ARA1'IVE POPULATION STANrHNG OF MISSOURI IN THE RANK OF ALI. STATES 
FOR FOUR I)"'C,\lllO" 1930. 1920, 1910, AND 1900 
----------------7 
Rank in Population State Population 
1930 ---1-9-3-0--1---1~9~2~0~· -I---1-9-IO---I ---1-9-0-0--
New York . . _._. ____ ___ _ . _____ ___ . 12,.lHS,066 I I I 1 
Pennsylvania__ __ ____ ___ 9,611,350 2 2 2 2 
Illinoi,_. ____ ___ ___ ·___ 7,630,6H 3 3 3 3 
Ohio. _. __ _ . _·· · _· · · · __ 6,(,.16,6'17 4 ·1 4 4 
Texas._._ . .... _· ____ __ ·_ 5,R24,715 5 5 5 6 
California . __ . ___ . __ .. 5,677,251 Ii 8 12 21 
Michigan .. -1,8+2,325 7 7 8 9 
Massllchllsctt's -. --- - - .. - - - - -- - .. -,.-- '~,249,61·J 8 t1 6 7 
New I."cv._. __ ___ - . -- 'I,MI,3H 9 In 11 16 
MISSOURL . . . - -. - 3,629,367 10 9 7 5 
[ndian"._ . 3 ,2 38, 503 11 11 9 8 
N~rth Carolin"___ _ 3,170,27(, 12 14 16 15 
WlSeon''''-_ . . __ ... · . . . ... . .... . 2 ,'I)'J,n06 13 1.1 13 13 
Georgia .. _. _... .... 2,'11)8,506 H 12 10 11 
Alab"m" ... -.- . -- 2,{,H,,2+,~ 1.5 18 18 18 
Tenl}('R!W(~_ .. ___ . ___ . 2,6}fi.5'i6 16 19 17 14 
Kentucky .. .... -- .. 2,1>1-1,18') 17 15 14 12 
Minnesotn . _ __ ____ . 2J5(d,{1~3 18 17 19 19 
I~w~-c - - -. - ... 2,-(7n,'I .W 1'1 1(, 15 10 
Vlrglllla ... __ ... . 2,'121,851 20 20 211 17 
Oklahoma_ __ __ 2,3'.16,IHO 21 21 2.1 30 
Louisian:L __ . 2,IOl,S')3 22 22 2·~ 23 
Mississipp;.. ____ .. 2,1I1I'I ,HZI 2.1 23 21 20 
Kansa,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1, XH'l, ')'1') 2-f 2.J 22 22 
Arkan'a' .. __ . . __ . 1,8H,4H2 25 25 25 25 
South Carolin:L 1, 73K, U;S 2(:i 26 26 24 
West Virgini;!.. .. 1,72'), 211S 27 27 28 28 
Maryland .. __ .. 1,{il1,SZ6 28 28 27 26 
ConnccticuL _ _ .. ~_ 1,()()(),~){l.1 2') 2C) 31 2~} 
Washington _ .. __ . I ,5(,3,3% 3n .W 31l 34 
Florid,,_ . . _ .. ___ _ .. 1,·168,211 31 32 33 3J 
Nebraska __ ._ .... _ 1, 377 ,%3:l2 31 29 27 
Colorado_ . . __ .. . 1,11''',7'11 3.1 33 32 .12 
Oregoll _____ _ .. '153,78(' H H 35 36 
Maine ___ __ .... . 7'17,423 :15 .1.1 H 31 
South Dakota .. (,'12.8,('1 36 J7 36 38 
Rhode Island _ {iX7,4'17 37 38 38 35 
North D"kot,, _ _ ('Xn,H'1,) 3H 3(, 37 ·HI 
Montana . ____ .137,1111(, .l~ 39 -III '13 
Utah ____ ._ ... ... _ . 5117.847 -In ·10 41 ·12 
District of (,,,111111 hia _ .. 'IH6, Hm 41 42 ·13 4 I 
New Hamr,hir" ... 4('.1,2'.1.1 -12 ·11 3'1 37 
Idaho _____ __ _ ..... . HS,n :12 ,H 43 45 46 
Arizona __ . __ . ____ . ·U.S,571 H 46 '16 47 
New Mexico __ _ . _. 423,317 H H H 44 
Vermollt ___ _ ..... 35",(,]4 46 45 42 39 
Delaware ___ __ .. _ 2.lH,3HO 47 47 <J7 +5 
Wyoming __ ... _... 22.1,%5 48 48 48 48 
Nevada .. ... __ .. ,,_._~ __ .. .:.::.:..: .. _ ... _. _ _ _ ":1_1 ,()~~ __ . _ __ ~ _ __'4..:') ___ --'4.:..9 ___ __'4.:..9 __ 
1930 dat" from I!J30 ('cnslI8 on Poplliation, U. S. SlImIT",r)" Tahle 32. 1900 .. 1920 data from 1920 
Census on PopUlation, Vol. 1. p. Ifi. 
TAUI.I-: 45.-CoMI'AJ~ATlVE POI'UI,I\'J'WN f;TANtHNG OF MISSOURI IN TilE RANK (H' TII1~ WI.':ST NORTH 
CENTRAl. Dlva,iON STATI':S, FOR FOUR Dt-;C'AIlI-;S: 1930, 1920, 1<)10, AND 1900 
--------.--.-.. --- ..... --... ~.-------
State Population J930 
Rank in Population 
1930 1920 1910 1900 
.-----.~----
3,629,367 1 1 1 1 
2,.563,'15,1 2 3 3 3 
2,.1,70,')3'.1 3 2 2 2 
1 HHO <)<)<) 4 4- 4 4 
1;377:963 5 5 5 5 
W2,849 6 7 6 6 
ti80,H'15 7 6 7 7 
MISSOURI. ____ .. .... _. __ ._ 
Minnesota __ ~ ~ _ ~ ~ _ .. _ .. M _ • • Iowa _____ ___ ____ " __ .... . _ 
Kansas _ ~ ~ ____ ~ _ .. .. _ ~ ~ '" _ .. 
Nebraska __________ .. _ .... _ . . 
South D.kota ____ .... _ .... __ .. 
North D"kot". __ _ .... . . ___ _ 
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Comparative Landi Area.-The total area of the United States 
was 2,973,776 square miles in 1930. This was divided among the 
states as shown in Table 46. Missouri, with her 68,727 square 
miles is given the index number 100. Seventeen states are larger 
than Missouri. Texas comes first with a relative index of 382. 
This means that Texas has a land area equivalent to 382% of, or 
3.82 times, that of Missouri. Rhode Island, with an index of 2, 
is the smallest state. All index figures are given to the nearest 
whole number. Rhode Island's index in hundredths is only 1.55. 
This means that Texas is 246 times the size of Rhode Island. 
Within the West North Central Division Missouri stands sixth 
in land area in the list of seven states. The largest .1£ the group, 
Kansas, has 19% more area than Missouri, according to Table 47. 
Rank 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
TABLE 46.-COMPARATIVE LAND AREA of ALL STATES, AND REI.ATIVE SIZE 
Based on 1vIissouri as 100 
State 
Texas ____ • ___ _______ __ ___ . __ 
California ______________ ____ _ 
Montana. ___________ . ___ . __ _ 
New Mexico ______ __________ _ 
Arizona ____________________ _ 
Nevada ____ ___________ __ __ _ _ 
Colorado ___________________ _ 
wyoming __________________ _ 
Oregon . ____________________ _ 
ldaho ___________________ . ___ _ 
Utah _____ ___ _______________ _ 
Kansas. ____________________ _ 
Minnesota __________________ _ 
South Dakota _____ ______ ____ _ 
Nebraska. __ __________ ______ _ 
North DakClta ______________ _ 
Oklahoma . ______ __ _________ _ 
MISSOURI. ____ __ __________ _ 
~;~;~i~~t~~~-:~~== = == == = = === == Michigan ___ __________ ______ _ 
lllinois _______________ _____ _ _ 
[owa _____________ __________ _ 
wisconsin __________________ _ 
Florida ________ .. ____________ _ 
Arkansas ___________________ _ 
Aabama ____________ _______ _ 
North Carolina ________ ______ _ 
New YorL _________________ _ 
t!/~i~i~~n~i_-_~ ~ ~ = = = = == = = = = = = = = Pennsylvania _______________ _ 
Tennessee __________________ _ 
Ohio _______________________ _ 
Virginia ____________________ _ 
Kentucky __________________ _ 
r ndiana ____________________ _ 
SOllth Carolina ______________ _ 
Maine _____________________ _ 
West Virginia _______________ _ 
Maryland __________________ _ 
vermont __ _________________ _ 
New Hampshire _____________ _ 
Massachusetts ______________ _ 
New Jersey ________________ _ 
Connecticut _________________ _ 
Dela ware ___________________ _ 
Rhone lsland _______________ _ 
Land area 
(sq. miles) (1930) 
262,398 
155,652 
1+6,131 
122,503 
133,SIO 
109,821 
!OJ ,658 
97,548 
95,607 
83,354 
82,IS{ 
81,77{ 
80,858 
76.868 
76,808 
70,183 
69,414 
68,727 
66,836 
58,725 
57,480 
56,043 
55,586 
55,256 
54,861 
52,525 
51,279 
48,740 
47,65+ 
46,362 
45,409 
44,832 
41,687 
40,740 
40,262 
40,181 
36,045 
30,495 
29,895 
24,022 
9,941 
9,124 
9,031 
8,039 
7,514 
4,820 
1,965 
1,067 
Relative Size 
with Missouri as 100 
382 
226 
213 
178 
166 
160 
151 
142 
139 
121 
120 
119 
118 
112 
112 
!O2 
!O1 
100 
97 
85 
84 
82 
81 
81 
80 
76 
75 
71 
69 
67 
66 
65 
61 
59 
58 
58 
52 
44 
43 
35 
14 
13 
13 
12 
11 
7 
3 
2 
Land area data from 1930 Census, Vol. I. Population, page 13. 
R,mk 
---
I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
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TABLE 47.-COMPARATIVE LAND AREA OF THE WEST NORTH CENTRAL DIVISION 
OF STATES, AND RELATIVE SIZE 
Based on Missouri as 100 
Land Area Relative Size with 
State (square miles) 1930 Missouri as 100 
Kansas 81,774- 119 
Minnesota 80,858 118 
South Dakota 76,868 112 
Nebraska 76,808 112 
North Dakota 70,183 102 
MISSOURI 68,727 100 
Iowa 55,586 81 
115 
Comparative Density of Population.-Table ~18 departs from 
the previous method of comparison. It shows the population den-
sity for the nation, for each geographic division, and for the West 
North Central states, in terms of persons per square mile. lHis-
so uri's density of 52 .8 is considerably greater than that for all 
states combined (41.3), and is twice as great as the average in her 
own division (26.0). The very sparse settlement of tile Dakotas 
is shown to be only nine or ten persons to the square mile. 
TAnr.r~ 48.-CO~fI>ARATIVf: DENSITY OF' POl'ULATION (I'ER SQUARE TvftI.E) FOR TH E UNITED 
STATE~, TIlE DIVISIONS 01-' STATES, AND WITHIN TUg WEST NO RTH Cr::NTRAI. 
])rVI'ION OF STATES (1930) 
------------·-·---------1 
United S tates 
Density 
(persons per sq. mi.) 
-----
41.3 
--------------------------1-------------
Geographic Division 
New England 
Middle Atlantic 
East North Ccntr:t1 
Wl~st North Central 
South Atlantic 
I~:ast South CClltnd 
West Sou t h Central 
Mountain 
l>acHic 
131. 8 
262.6 
103.0 
26.0 
58.7 
55.1 
28.3 
4.3 
25.S 
--------------_·_---------1-------------Missouri 
io\vi1 
Minnesota 
\Vest North Ccntl':tl Kansas 
Ncbraskn 
North Dakota 
South Dakota 
1930 Census, Volume I Population, page 13. 
52.8 
'H.S 
31.7 
23.0 
17.9 
9.7 
9.0 
Comparative Proportion of Foreign White Stock.-The ques-
tion as to whether a generous admixture of foreign white stock:!: 
i3 desirable in a state population will not be discussed here. The 
fact is that states vary between very wide limits in the proportion 
of this class within their borders, as is shown in Table 49. North 
Carolina has less than one percent of her popUlation in the foreign 
white class, while Rhode Island has a proportion (,f 6"i.8%. The 
ether states are scattered rather uniformly between these limits. 
:Missouri occupies thirty-first place among all states, \vith 17 . 2~'O 
of her population foreign white stock. 
*Foreign whi~e stock is defined in the cenSUS as the sum of th", foreign·born white, 
and thc native white of foreign or mixed parentage. 
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TABLE 49.-C0?1PARATIVE PROPORTION OF FOREIGN WHITE STOCK I~ THE POPULATION, 
FOR ALL STATES* 
Rank 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
State 
Rhode Island _______________ _ 
Massachusetts ______________ _ 
ConnecticuL _______________ _ 
New York _____________ ____ _ _ 
North Dakota ______________ _ 
New Jersey ______ ___________ _ 
Minnesota ______ _ ___________ _ 
wisconsin __________________ _ 
New Hampshire ____ _________ _ 
Michigan ___________________ _ 
Illinois. _____________ _______ _ 
Montana ___________________ _ 
South Dakota ___ ____________ _ 
~~s;si~lgvt~~1i;-----= = = = = = = = = = = = = = CaEfornia ________ _________ _ _ 
Nevada _____ ____ __ ______ ___ _ 
Maine ______________________ _ 
Utah _______________________ _ 
Nebraska ___________________ _ 
vermont ________________ ___ _ 
Oregon _____________________ _ 
Io\va _____________________ _ _ 
Ohio _______________________ _ 
Wyoming ___________________ _ 
colorado __________________ _ _ 
1daho _________ _____________ _ 
Delaware ___________________ _ 
Maryland _______ __ _________ _ 
Kansas ___________________ __ _ MIssoURI ____ ____________ . 
Indiana. ___________________ _ 
Arizon a _______________ _____ _ 
Florida _____________________ _ 
\Vest Virginia _______________ _ 
Texils _______ _______________ _ 
l.ouisiana ________________ . __ 
New Mexico ________________ _ 
Oklahoma _______________ ___ _ 
Kentucky _______ ___________ _ 
Virginia. ___________________ _ 
Arkansas _____ . _____________ _ 
Alabama ___________________ _ 
Tennessee. ______ _ :.. ________ _ _ 
Georgia . __________ ~ ___ . ____ _ 
Mississippi __________________ _ 
South Carolina ______________ _ 
North Carolina ______________ _ 
Total Foreign White Stock 
in the State Population** 
466,053 
2,763,142 
1,039,109 
7,676,347 
414,621 
2,257,681 
1,424,657 
1,477,367 
224,912 
2,286,133 
3,497,371 
233,788 
294,075 
647,472 
3,788,178 
2,110,112 
33,855 
279,940 
177,485 
479,853 
124,875 
307,055 
750,844 
2,005,825 
65,686 
292,006 
117,373 
50,670 
314,374 
339,405 
622,549 
510,392 
54,131 
160,832 
152,390 
416,293 
150,588 
29,002 
129,119 
118,824 
77,702 
45 , 701 
54,436 
51,236 
44,475 
28,181 
18,601 
26,385 
Per cent \Vhich Foreign 
White Stock is of the 
State Population 
67.8 
65.0 
64.7 
61.0 
60.9 
55.9 
55.6 
50.3 
48.3 
47.2 
45.8 
43.5 
42.4 
41.4 
39.3 
37.2 
37.2 
35.1 
35.0 
34.8 
34.7 
32.2 
30.4 
30 . 2 
29.1 
28.2 
26.4 
21.3 
19 _ 3 
18.0 
17.2 
15.8 
12.4 
11.0 
8.8 
7.3 
7 . 2 
6_9 
5.4 
4.5 
3.2 
2 . 5 
2.1 
2.0 
1.5 
1.4 
1.1 
0.8 
*Computed from 1930 U. S. Census. Population, Vol. 3, Part I, pp. 25 and 35. 
**"Foreign white stock" is the sum of the foreign-born \ .... hite and the native white of foreign or 
mixed parentage. 
TABLE 50.-COMPARATIVE PROPORTION OF FOREIGN \VHITE STOCK IN THE POPULATION, FOR 
THE WEST NORTH CENTRAL DIVISION OF STATES* 
Per cent Which Foreign 
Total Foreign White Stock White Stock is of the 
Rank State in the State Population** State Population 
1 North Dakota 414,621 60.9 
2 Minnesota 1,424,657 55.6 
3 South Dakota 294,075 42.4 
4 Nebraska 479,853 34.8 
5 Iowa 750,844 30.4 
6 Kansas 339,405 18 .0 
7 MISSOURI 622,549 17.2 
*Computed from 1930 U. S. Census. Population, Vol. 3, Part 1, pp. 25 and 35. 
**'"Foreign White Stock" is the sum of the foreign-born white and the native white of foreign or 
mixed parentage. 
Among her own group of states (T'able 50) Missouri stands 
last in this item. The variation between the seven states is wid.::. 
North Dakota has 60.9% and Minnesota 55.6% classified as foreign 
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white. Kansas, with 18%, is about like Missouri 111 this charac-
teristic. 
Comparative Proportion of the Population in Each Major: 
Class-Urban, Rural-Nonfarm, and Rural Farm.-The data for 
these comparisons are found in the six tables numbered 51, 52, u3, 
TABLE Sl.-COMPARATIVE PROPORTION OF URBAN POPULATION. FOR ALL STATr.Sic 
Rank State 
Urban Population 
(l930l 
1 Rhode lsland__________ _____ _ 635,429 
2 Massachusetts_______________ 3.831.426 
3 New YorL__________________ 10.521.952 
4 New Jersey_____________ __ ___ 3.339.244 
5 Illinois____ ____________ ______ 5.635.727 
6 California._________________ _ 4.160.596 
7 Connt!cticuL____ __ ____ ______ 1,131,770 
S Miehigan_______ ___ ___ ___ ____ 3.302.075 
9 Pennsylvania__________ _____ _ 6.535,511 
10 Ohio ___________ __ ______ .. ___ 4.507.371 
11 Maryland______ __ ____ ____ __ _ 974.81\9 
12 New Hampshire__ ___ _________ 273.079 
13 Washington_________________ _ ~8·i •. ;39 
14 Inniana_________ ___________ _ 1,795.892 
15 Wiseonsin_______ ____________ 1.553 ,843 
16 Utah_ __________ _____ ___ ____ _ 266,264 
17 Florida _____________ ____ ___ _ 759,778 
18 :'clawotre .. ____ __ ... ________ __ 123,146 
19 O"v~n _ .... __ ___ __ ___ ____ .. _ 489,H6 
20 MISSOURI ___ . ______ .-__ __ _ 1.859.119 
21 CnJorado_____ __ ______ ______ _ 519.882 
22 Minnesota____ __________ _____ 1,257,616 
23 Texas_ ____ __________________ 2.389.348 
24 Maine__________ ___ __ _____ __ 321.506 
25 Louisiana___ _________ ___ ___ __ 833 ,532 
26 Iowa____________ ___ _________ 979.292 
27 Kansas_ __ __ ___ __ __________ 729.834 
28 Nevada_______ _____ _________ 34.464 
29 Nehraska ___________________ 486,\07 
30 Arizona. ___ __ __ __ __ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ 149,856 
31 Tr:nnessec_______ ___ ____ _____ 896,538 
32 Oklahoma_____________ ______ 821.68 1 
33 Mont,lna____________________ 181.036 
3+ Vermont._____________ ______ 118.766 
35 Virginia________ ___________ __ 785.537 
36 Wyoming____________________ 70,097 
37 Georgia_ __ ___ __ __ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 895,492 
38 Kentucky____________________ 799.026 
39 Idaho_ ____ ___________ _____ __ 129,507 
40 West Virginia________________ 491.50+ 
41 Alabama____________________ 744.273 
42 North Carolina_______________ 809,847 
43 New Mexico________________ _ 106,816 
H South Carolina_-------------- 371.080 
45 Arkansas____________________ 382.878 
i~ ~~~?ss~ap~~~".."~:::::::::::::: m:~n 
48 North D,d{ota_________ _____ 113,306 
*Arranged from 1930 U. S. Censn. of Population, Vol. 3. Part 1. p. 29 
Per cent Which Urban 
Population iR 01 Total 
State Population 
92.4 
90.2 
83.6 
82.6 
73.9 
73.3 
70.4 
68.2 
67.8 
67.8 
59.8 
58.7 
56 .6 
55.5 
52.9 
,2.4 
51.7 
51.7 
.11.3 . 
S1. 2 
5\).2 
49.0 
11.0 
40.3 
39.7 
39.6 
38.8 
37.8 
35.3 
34.4 
34.3 
34.3 
33.7 
33.0 
32.4 
31.1 
30 .8 
30 . 6 
29.1 
28.4 
28.1 
25.5 
25.2 
21.3 
20.6 
18 .9 
16.9 
16 .6 
TABLE 52.-COMPARATIVE PROPORTION OF URBAN POPULATION, FOR THE WEST N ORTH 
CENTRAL DIVISION OF STATES* 
Per cent Which Urban 
Urban Population Population is of Total 
Rank State (1930) State Population 
1 MISSOURI 1.859.119 51.2 
2 Minnesota. 1,257.616 49.0 
3 Iowa 979.292 39 .6 
4 Kansas 729.834 38.8 
5 Nebraska 486,107 35.3 
6 South Dakota 130.907 18 .9 
7 North Dakota 113.306 16.6 
*Arranged from 1930 U. S. Census of Population. Vol. 3, Part I, p. 29. 
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54, 55, and 5H. These tables, like the others in this section, are 
arranged in sets of two, so that for each of the three population 
comparisons there are two tables, one listing all the states and the 
other listing only the West North Central states. The tables will 
hear study, since they provide so many different, and so wielely 
TAflJ,E 53 .-COMPARATIVE PROPOR1ION OF RURAL-FARM POPULATION, FOR ALL STATf:S* 
Rank 
1 
2 
3 
+ 
S 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
II 
12 
13 
1+ 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
State 
Mist\issippi ________________ --
Arkansas ______ . __ . ___ _ __ ___ _ 
No rth Dakota ___ ______ _____ _ 
South Dako" ____ ___ ____ ____ _ 
South Carolina ____ __ ________ _ 
AlabamL _____ ___ __ ___ ___ __ _ 
North Carnlina ___ __ . _____ ____ _ 
Georgia. ______ __ __ ____ _____ _ 
Tennessee. ___ _____ ___ __ ____ _ 
Kentucky ___ ... __ ______ . ____ _ 
Oklahoma ______ ___ ____ __ ___ _ 
Nehraska ___ _______ _________ _ ldaho ____________ __ __ ____ __ _ 
Texas __________ __ ______ . ___ _ 
Louisiana ___ ______ . ___ . _____ _ 
Virginia~ __ ~ ~ ____ ______ ____ _ _ 
lo\\'a ______ _____ ________ _ ___ _ 
Montana _________________ __ _ 
Kansas _______ __ ____ _______ _ _ 
New Mexico _______ _________ _ 
Minnesota __________________ _ 
\Vyo m ing ________ ___ ________ _ 
Vermont __ .. ________________ _ 
MISSOURI ______ ___________ _ 
wisconsin _____________ _____ _ 
Colorado ___________________ _ 
West Virginia _______________ _ 
I ndiana ____________ .. _______ _ 
Oregon ___________ __________ _ 
Arizona _______ ________ .. ____ _ 
Utah _______________________ _ 
Ma ine ____________ _________ _ 
Dela wa re ___________________ _ 
\Vashington _________________ _ 
Florida __________ ___________ _ 
Nevada ____________________ _ 
Michigan ___________________ _ 
Ohio ___________________ ____ _ 
hli~~l:_~~~ ~ = ==== = == == = = = = == = New Hampshire _____________ _ 
C.o.lifornia __ .. _______________ _ 
Pennsyh-ania_ .. _____________ _ 
New York __________________ _ 
Connecticut .. _____________ __ _ 
New]ersey _________________ _ 
Massachusetts- _____________ _ 
Rhode lsland _______________ _ 
Rural-Farm Population (1930) 
1,360,729 
1,117,330 
396,871 
389,431 
914,098 
1,336,+09 
1,597,220 
1,413,719 
1,213,065 
1,174,232 
1,021,174 
582,981 
186, lOa 
2,342,553 
826,882 
948,746 
964,059 
203,962 
704,601 
157,906 
888,049 
72,905 
111,898 
1,108,969 
873,008 
281,038 
447,750 
80S,GS1 
221,545 
98,819 
106,667 
161,429 
46,302 
300,143 
274,949 
16,296 
775,436 
1,004,288 
236,172 $91,401 
54,911 
579,350 
846,240 
706,446 
80,247 
121,008 
80,309 
10,289 
Per cent Which Rural-Farm 
Population is of Total 
State Population 
67.7 
60.3 
58. :1 
56.2 
52.6 
50.5 
50.4 
48.6 
46.4 
44.9 
42.6 
42.3 
41.8 
40.2 
39.3 
39.2 
39.0 
37.9 
37.5 
37.3 
34.6 
32 .3 
31.1 
30.6 
29.7 
27 . 1 
25.9 
25.0 
23.2 
22.7 
21.0 
20.2 
19.4 
19.2 
18.7 
17.9 
16.0 
15.1 
14.5 
13.0 
11. 8 
10.2 
8.8 
5.6 
5.0 
3.0 
1.9 
1.5 
*Arranged fro m 1930 U . S. Census of Population, Vol. 3, Part I, p. 31. 
TABLE 54.-COMPARATIVE PROPORTION OF RURAL-FARM POPULATION, FOR THE WEST NORTH 
CENTRAL DIVISION OF STATES* 
Per cent Which Rural-Farm 
Rural-Farm PopUlation is of the Total 
Rank State PopUlation (1930) State Population. 
1 North Dakota 396,871 58.3 
2 South Dakota 389,431 56.3 
3 Nebraska 582,981 42.3 
4 Iowa 964,659 39.0 
5 Kansas 704,601 37.5 
6 Minnesota 888,0*9 34.6 
7 MISSOURI 1,108,969 30.6 
*Arranged from 1930 U. S. Census of Population, Vol. 3, Part I, p. 31. 
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divergent, patterns of population .arrangement involving the three 
major classes. In the urban population, for instance, the propor-
tion varies from a status of 92..4% for Rhode Island to 16.6% for 
North Dakota, a range of 75.8%. In the rural-farm population 
Mississippi leads with 6/."(j1a, \vith Rhode Island on the other end 
TABLE SS.-COMPARATIVE PROPORTION Or~ RURAL-NONFARM: (VILLAGE) POPULATION, 
FOR AI.!. STATE~* 
Per cent Which the Ru ral-
Nonfarm (Village) Popula-
tion is of Total 
Rank State 
Rural-Nonfarm (Village) 
Population (1930) State Population 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
Rank 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
West Virginia _____ ___ ____ ___ _ 
Nevada __________ __ ___ _____ _ 
Arizona ___________ _________ _ 
Maine. __ . ____ . _____ _______ _ 
New Mexico. __________ _____ _ 
Wyoming. ____________ . ____ _ 
Vermont. ______ ___ ____ __ __ _ _ 
New Hampshirc _____________ _ 
Florida __ __ ____ __ ____ _______ _ 
I daho _____________ ____ _____ _ 
~i~l:i~i;~~~==== = ==== = === = = == = Montana _____________ ___ ___ _ 
Utah ____________ ___ ______ __ _ 
South Caro!in<L __________ ~ ___ _ 
Maryland __________________ _ 
Oregon __________ . ___ _______ _ 
North Dakota _______________ _ 
South Dakota ____ ____ ______ _ _ 
ConnecticuL _________ _ . _____ _ 
Kentucky ______________ __ __ _ 
Washingto'n _________________ _ 
North Carolina ______________ _ 
!Cansas ____________ __ _______ _ 
Pennsylvania ________ __ _____ _ 
0kahoma _____________ _____ _ 
Colorado ___________________ _ 
N cbrasb ___________________ _ 
Alabama ___________________ _ 
LOo~~-i;~"'a-_~~== = == = = = = = = = == = = = Georgia ____________________ _ 
I ndiana ____________ ________ _ 
Tennessee. _. _______ • ___ • ___ _ 
Arkansas _____ .. ___ __ ___ ____ _ 
Texas ______________ . _______ _ 
~f!~~8V~_-~~== === = == = = == == = Ohio ______________________ -_ 
C:lliforni:l ______ . _________ ._. 
Mi nnesota ________________ . __ 
Michigan ___________________ _ 
MississippL _________ . ______ _ 
New Jersey _________________ _ 
I llinois _____________________ _ 
New York __________________ _ 
MassachusettL _. _____ . _____ _ 
Rhode Island __ ______ _______ _ 
789,951 
40,298 
186,898 
314,488 
158,595 
82,563 
128,947 
137,303 
433,484 
129,425 
68,932 
687,568 
152,608 
134,916 
""3,587 
420,485 
242,495 
170,668 
172,511 
394,886 
641 ,331 
378,714 
763,209 
446,564 
2,251,599 
553,185 
234,871 
308,875 
565,566 
526,988 
441,179 
599,295 
633,630 
.106,953 
354,274 
1,092,814 
661,279 
512,155 
1,135,038 
937,305 
418,288 
764,814 
310,242 
581,082 
1,003,526 
1,359,668 
337,879 
41,779 
45.7 
44.3 
42.9 
39.4 
37.5 
36.6 
35.9 
29.5 
29.5 
29.1 
28.9 
28.4 
28 ... 
26.6 
26.1 
25.8 
25.4 
25.1 
24.9 
24.6 
24.5 
24.2 
24.1 
23.7 
23.4 
23.1 
22 . 7 
22.4 
21.4 
21.3 
21.0 
20.6 
19.6 
19.4 
19.1 
18.8 
18.2 
17.4 
17.1 
16.5 
16.3 
15.8 
IS .4 
14.4 
13 .2 
10.8 
8.0 
6.1 
TABLE 56.-COMPARATIVE PROPORTION OF RURAL-NONFARM (VILLAGE) POPULATION, 
FOR THE WEST NORTH CENTRAL DIVISION OF STATES* 
Per cent Which the Rural-
Rural-Nonfarm Nonfarm (Village) Popula-
(Village) Population tion is of Total 
State (1930) State: Population 
North Dakota 170,668 25.1 
South Dakotn 172,511 24.9 
Kansas 446,564 23.7 
Nebraska 308,875 22.4 
Iowa 526,988 21.3 
MISSOURI 661,279 18.2 
Minnesota 418,288 16.3 
*Arranged from 1930 U. S. Census of Population, Vol 3, Part 1, p. 31. 
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of the scale with only 1.5%, making a spread of 66.2% for this 
class. The rural-nonfarm (village) popUlation is distributed more 
evenly. In this case the spread between the highest and lowest 
state is 39.6%. 
The comparative status of Missouri with regard to these major 
classes can be stated as follows: (1) As to proportion of urban 
population Missouri stands twentieth among all the states and 
first .among the states of her own division; (2) As to proportion of 
rural-farm (fanner) population Missouri stands twenty-fourth 
among all the states and last among the seven states of her Own 
division; and (3) As to rural-nonfarm (village) population Mis-
souri ranks thirty-seventh among all states, and sixth in her own 
division of states. 
Comparative Product~on and Distribution of Notables Listed 
in Who's Who in America.-An interesting side light on the pop-
ulation is given in Tables 57 and; 58, wherein Missouri is placed 
among all the states and among those of her own division with 
respect to the production and distribution of prominent persons. 
These data are based on the total of over thirty-nine thousand 
names listed in the 1930-31 edition of Hlho's Who in America. The 
question of the validity of this information in showing what it 
pretends to show must be waived, since we lack a competent cri-
terion. The publishers of the volume* assert that the selection 
of names is as representative and as unbiased as it can be made, 
and that the age of a state is of no importance except possibly in 
the case of a few of the very youngest. 
Missouri stands nineteenth in the list .of all states, having 
produced 23 notable persons per 100,000 of her 1930 population. 
In the second column of Table 57 we observe the number of nota-
bles, in whatever states produced, wlio resided in each state in 
1930. Missouri contained 20 of these per 100,000 of her popula-
tion. It may be said that Missouri is one of the two most typical 
states in the union with .respect to these two ratings, taken to-
gether, for she stands within cne point of the national average for 
notables born within the state and within two points of the aver-
age for notables residing in the state. 
When these data regarding the production and distribution 
of notables are tabula ted ,on the basis of the seven West North 
Central Division states, we find Missouri in second place (Table 
58) but well above the average of her sister states. In .production 
of notables Missouri has 23 per 100,000 while the average in these 
"A. N. Marquis Company, Chicago. 
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seven states is 17. In the present distribution of such persons 
Missouri has 20 per 100,000 while the average is again 17. 
TABLF. 57.-COMl'ARATIVF. PRODUCTION OF NOTABLES LISTED IN Jf'llO'J Who in Arn ,. ... iuJ.*. 
FOR ALT. STATES 
Rank 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
l<l 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
State 
Vermont_ ~ ________________ _ _ 
New Hampshire _____________ _ 
Mnine _ _ ______ • __ ________ __ _ 
Massachusetts. ______ ._. ____ _ 
Delaware ___ • __ ____ _________ _ 
Connecticut- ___ ___ _______ __ _ 
IO ...... '<l. _ _ _ _ __ _ _____ .. ______ _ _ _ _ 
Rhode Island ____ __ _________ _ 
Maryland _________ _____ ____ _ 
Ohio ____________ _______ __ __ _ 
Virginia __ _______ ____ ___ __ __ _ 
l ndiana __ ~ _______ __ ______ __ _ 
New York _________ .. ___ ". __ __ _ 
\Visconsin ______ ________ ____ _ 
NevadJ. ____ ____ ____ ________ _ 
Illinois _______________ ____ __ _ 
PennsyJvuni.:l. ___ ___ ~ _____ ___ _ 
Utah ____ __ _______ ___ - ______ _ 
MISSOURI ______ _____ _____ __ _ 
Kentucky __ ___ ___ ___ _______ _ 
South CuP)lina ____ _____ __ ___ _ 
Tennessee _______ ____ • . __ ___ _ 
K<lnsas ... • ____ • __ ____ _____ __ _ 
Michigan . _______ ____ .. _____ _ _ 
New Jcrsey _______ ____ __ __ __ _ 
Minnesota ___________ .. ____ ._ 
Ncbraska ________ ___________ _ 
~~~~hvcrra;i~11f~~t~ ~= ~ ~ ~ ~ = = = = = ~ = = A I a ba m a. _______ ____ ____ ___ _ 
Geort';iu. ___ . ____ ___ . ____ ___ _ 
Mi:-;sissippi. ___ .. ___ . __ __ ___ __ _ 
Colorado ______ ___ ______ ____ _ 
South Da Iwta ____________ ___ _ 
Louisiana __ . ___ _____ ____ ____ _ 
Californ ia ____ ___ _ .. ___ _____ _ _ 
Ort'g-on ____ _____ ___ ________ _ _ 
Arkansas- ________ __ ___ .. ____ _ 
Texas. ______________ ..... ___ . _. 
Wyoming . ___ • _. _______ _____ _ 
Monto.na __ ________ __ __ 4. _. __ 
I daho ____ __ ______ ___________ _ 
Florida ___________________ ___ _ 
Arizona ___ ___ . _____________ _ 
North Dakat' ____________ ___ _ 
New M exico __ __ ___ ______ __ _ _ 
Wnshingtoll _________________ _ 
Oklahoma _______ ___________ _ 
ALL STATES ___ ___ _______ __ 
Born in St::tte. Rates per 
100.000 of the 1930 
Population 
86 
69 
64 
52 
42 
40 
38 
36 
33 
32 
31 
31 
29 
28 
26 
H 
H 
23 
23 
22 
20 
19 
19 
17 
16 
IS 
15 
IS 
14 
H 
13 
13 
10 
9 
9 
8 
8 
8 
6 
5 
5 
4 
4 
3 
3 
2 
2 
0.6 
22 
*Computed from Who', Wit" in Amuica, for 1930·31, p. 19. 
Resident in State. Rate:; 
per 100,000 of the 1930 
Populatio n 
36 
42 
28 
49 
32 
54 
15 
34 
35 
17 
20 
H 
47 
15 
49 
26 
19 
21 
20 
12 
12 
16 
14 
12 
25 
20 
18 
13 
12 
10 
13 
6 
31 
18 
9 
32 
20 
7 
9 
28 
20 
18 
17 
25 
13 
25 
20 
11 
22 
TABLE 58.-COMPARATIVE PRODUCTION OF NOTABLES LISTED IN ,rho'; 'Fho in Amfriro*, 
FOR THE WEST NORTH CgNTRAL DIVISION OF STATES 
Born in State. Ro.tes per Resident in State. Rates 
100,000 of the 1930 pcr 100,000 of the 1930 
Rank State Populo.tion Popula.tion 
1 Iowa. 38 15 
2 MISSOURI 23 20 
3 Kansas 19 14 
4 Minnesota 15 20 
5 Nebraska 15 18 
6 South Dakota 9 18 
7 North Dakota 3 13 
*Computed from Wlto', WiLo in Am(f;ca, for 1930-31, p. 19. 
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These data concerning the production and distribution of nota-
bles may have far-reaching significance for social research. Why 
should a state like Vermont have such a clear advantage over the 
other states, with her production of notables at the rate of 86 per 
100,000, while California, with her great reputation as a good place 
in which to live, and her continually mounting net gains in the 
process of interstate migration, produce only 8 eminent persons 
per 100,000? If such questions are too involved for the ordinary 
facilities of social research, they may at least serve to locate more 
immediate problems and guide social interpretations. If used 
judiciously the figures of this table may prove suggestive for cor-
relation with other data on a state basis. 
Comparative Cash Farm Income.-Since our interest 111 this 
study is more directly with the farmer than with .any other class 
of the population, ancl since the economic status is so l!11pOrtunt. 
we present Table 59 to show the comparative annual cash farm in-
come per farm, on a state basis. These figures represent average 
annual gross cash incomes for the ten-year period 1920-21 to 1930-
;)] *. To give point to the state comparisons we return in this 
table to the device of placing the Missouri figure equal to the index 
100. On this basis Missouri ranks thirty-seventh among the forty-
eight states in the annual gross cash income per farm received by 
her farmers. The Missouri income is $1292. California stands 
first in the list with an average farm income of $4236, giving her 
an index of 328. This means that California farmers received, on 
the average, 328% of, or 3.28 times, the Missouri farmer's income. 
It is an interesting circumstance that Mississippi, the state having 
the largest proportion of her people living on farms, should stand 
at the bottom of the list in this item. Her average income per 
farm was only $605, and her index, on the Missouri basis. was 47. 
Figure 57 shows the relative position of Missouri in cash farm in-
come when compared with the leading state and 'with the last state 
m the table. 
In Table 60 the comparisons of cash farm income are related 
to the West North Central Division states. Missouri, with her 
index of 100, stands at the bottom of the list. The cash farm in-
come of the state next above Missouri (Minnesota) is more than 
half as large again as the Missouri figure. The figures show that 
the Iowa farmers received two and a third times the average gross 
cash farm income of those in Missouri. 
'The data f01" number of farms are the 1925 figures. 
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TABLE 59.-COMPARATIVg ANNUAl. CASH FARM INCOME PER FAR~{, FOR ALL STATES* 
(Based on Missouri as 100) 
Rank 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
H 
45 
46 
47 
4g 
State 
Californi~L __ ______ . ________ _ 
Nevada __ ____ _______ _ ______ _ 
Arizona. _____________ . _____ _ 
Iowa __________ __ - ____ ______ _ 
Nebraska _______ ________ ____ _ 
N ew Jersey _____ __________ __ _ 
Wyoming. ________________ _ _ 
Washington ___ ___ ________ ___ _ 
North Dakota ______ ______ ___ _ 
South Dakota _____________ __ _ 
Colo rado ____ ___ ___ __ __ ___ __ _ 
Kansas _____ __ __ _____ ____ ___ _ 
I daho ____ ______ ___ ___ ______ _ 
Montana . ____ ___ . ..• __ ____ __ • 
Connecticut- __ __ ______ _____ _ 
111inois _______ __ .. ________ ___ _ 
Oregon ______ ___ .. .. __ ___ _ ____ _ 
New York ___ __ . _____ _____ ___ _ 
Vcrmon L _ _ _ . • __ . _. ___ _____ _ 
~i~ScS~\~!i~:~c_t~~ -. ~ = = = = = ,~ = = = = = = = Minneso t a ___ .... _ ... __ __ _____ _ _ 
Rhode Island ____ .. .. _ ... _____ __ _ 
UtaIL __ ___ __ . _ .. ___ .. _____ _ _ 
Florida ______ __ ______ __ ____ _ _ 
Dclawarc __ ___ __ _____ ___ ____ _ 
~i~~rsl~l~~~-_ ~ = = =:: : ~ = =:: ~ __ ____ . M,tinc _____ ____ ____ .. ___ _ ___ _ _ 
I nd in n a ___ .. _____ .. ___ ______ _ _ 
Pcnllsylv'luia __ __ .. __ ___ _ ,. ___ _ 
Ohio ______ ____ .. _____ .. __ ____ _ 
Michig-an _________ __ ___ .. ____ _ 
New H.lmpshirc __ .. _ .. .. __ ____ _ _ 
New Mcxico ______ .. ________ _ _ 
OJ,i:lhofl'l:t .. __ .. __ ."._ .. __ _ -. __ .. _ 
MISSOURL __ ___ __ __ ______ _ 
North Carolina __ _ ____ ______ _ 
~:)~7l~i:I'~1-;~·_-.~ .~ = = = = = = = = = = =: = = = = South Ca rolin:l ___ __ . .... .... ___ __ _ 
Arkansas __ __ ____ __ .... _______ _ 
'fcnncRscc _ __ ___ ." _ . ,. _ 0 __ ___ __ _ 
~~~~gt'i~gr~·i ;l = : ~ = ~: : = = =: = =:: = Kent ucky ____ _ .0_ '. __ _ __ _____ _ 
AI:tbam:L _____ _ .. _ . _' . ... _. ___ _ 
MisRi~sippL --- .. _ ... __ _ . . 0 ____ _ 
Annual Average 
per Farm 
)\4,236 
3,862 
3,519 
3,048 
2,856 
2,814 
2,621 
2,512 
2,493 
2,486 
2,425 
2,389 
2,332 
2,31 8 
2,289 
2,237 
2,171 
2,077 
2,073 
2,072 
2,072 
2,017 
1,988 
1,854 
1,666 
1,6H 
1,602 
1,595 
1 589 
1 ;:'05 
1,477 
1,471 
1,406 
1,397 
1,369 
1,330 
1,292 
994 
871 
850 
785 
749 
711 
678 
674 
664 
629 
605 
Reiative Cash I ncome per 
Farm Based on 
Missouri as 100 
328 
299 
272 
236 
220 
218 
203 
194 
193 
192 
188 
185 
180 
179 
177 
173 
168 
161 
160 
160 
160 
156 
154 
143 
129 
126 
124 
123 
123 
116 
114 
1\4 
109 
108 
106 
103 
100 
77 
67 
66 
61 
58 
55 
52 
52 
51 
49 
H 
*Anntlal average per farm for the p"riod 1920-21 to 1930-31. C"lcuifated from data furnished by 
U. S. Census of Agriculture. and Bronlcmirc's Economic Servic(', by S. H. Hobbs, Jr .• Department 
Rural Social·Ecollomicll, Uni\'(' rsity of North Carolina. The number of farms in 1925 is used. The 
reader should note that th,: r;~lIrcR ~lre gross cash f:lrm income. Since we have no record for expenditures 
it is impossible to clnimat.c the nct cash farm income. 
TADros 60.~CO/l.fl' ARATIVg ANNUAL CASH FARM INCOMI~ PER FARM, FOR THE WEST NORTH 
CENTRAL DIVISION OF STATES 
Based on Missou ri as 100 
Rank St.>It<: 
Annual Average 
per Farm 
Relative I ncome per Farm 
Based on Missouri as 100 
---
I Iowa $3,048 236 
2 Nebraska 2,856 220 
3 North I)a kota 2,493 193 
4 Sou th Dn kola 2,486 192 
5 Kans:l8 2,389 185 
6 MinneRot3 2,017 156 
7 MISSOURI 1,292 100 
When computed on the basis of average annual cash income 
per person of farm population the results are somewhat different 
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from the per farm basis used above. Per person of farm popula-
tion in 1925 the gross cash incomes by states for the 'vVest North 
Central Division are as follows: Kansas $698, Iowa $685, Nebraska 
$641, South Dakota $543, North Dakota $515, Minnesota $424, and 
J\lissouri $307. The difference in result between comparisons on 
a per farm basis and a per person of farm population basis indicate 
variations in the average number of persons per farm in the several 
states. 
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Comparative Number of Persons Per Farm.-There is a rath-
er wide difference between the states in the average number of per-
sons living on each farm. With Missouri's average of 4.35 per-
sons per farm used as the base of 100, the other states of the West 
North Central Division rank as shown in Table 61. Missouri has 
next to the fewest number of persons living on each farm. North 
Dakota heads the list with 17% more persons per farm than Mis-
souri, Minnesota has 11 % more, South Dakota 8% more, Iowa 
has 5% more, Nebraska has 4%1 more, and Kansas 2% less. 
TABLE 61.-COMPARATIVE NUMBER OF FARM PERSONS PER FARM, FOR THE WEST NORTH 
CENTRAL DIVISION OF STATES: 1930 
(Based on Missouri as 100) 
Relative Number of 
Rank State 
Average Number of 
Persons Per Farm 
Persons Per Farm, 
Based on Missouri as 100 
[ North Dakota 5.10 117 
2 Minnesota 4.83 III 
3 South Dakota 4.69 108 
4 Iowa 4.55 105 
5 Nebraska 4.52 104 
6 MISSOURI 4.35 100 
7 Kansas 4.26 98 
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Comparative Spatial Separation of the Farm Population.-
The statement last made raises the question as to the relative den-
sity of the farm population among the West North Central Division 
states. Table 62 gives the answer to this question. In Missouri 
there are 30.6 farm acres to every farm person. If this is set equal 
to the index 100 we find that Minnesota has 14% more farm acres 
per person of her farm population, Iowa has 15% more, Kansas 
has twice as many farm acres per person, Nebraska two and a half 
times as many,. South Dakota three times as many, and North Da-
kota three and a fifth times as many.* 
TABLE 62.-COMPARATIVE NU,"1BER OF FARM ACRES PER PERSON OF FARM POPUI.ATION. 
Rank 
I 
2 
3 
.. 
5 
6 
7 
FOR THE WEST NORTH CENTRAL DIVISION STATES: 1930 
Based on J\.1issonri as 100 
Relative Number of 
Number of Farm Acres Farm Acres Per Person 
Per Person of Farm of Farm Population. Based 
State Population on Missouri as 100 
North Dakota 97.5 319 
South Dakota 93.6 306 
Nebraska 76 .6 250 
Kansas 66./\ 218 
rowa 35.3 115 
Minn('sota . 34.8 IH 
MISSOURI 30.6 100 
It is clear that Missouri has the densest farm population, that 
is, the greatest number of persons per acre of farm land, among the 
states of her own division. This factor of spatial separation is one 
of considerable importance to the farmer class since in a number 
of ways it retards his efforts at cooperative action, and makes the 
unit cost of schools and other services high in comparison with 
areas of denser population. In the light of the comparisons al-
ready made, the problem of spatial separation of farm people is 
less acute in Missouri than in the other states of her division. These 
generalizations as to spatial relationship are made merely to help 
define the problem. More intensive explorations which make al-
lowance for natural barriers and for land not in farms is needed. 
A summary will be found in Section V. 
*These figures are essentially a reflection of the average size of farm, in the several 
states. Tbe average acreages for 1930 were as follows: North Dakota. 495 .8, South Dakota 
438.6, Nebraska 345.4, Kansas, 282.9, Minnesota 166.9, Iowa 158.3, Missouri 131.8. 
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V. SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 
His~orical Backgt10unds 
1. The settlement of Missouri is a typical episode in the vast 
drama of westward migration across Europe and America. 
2. The first settlement in Missouri was made on the Mis-
sissippi River at the junction of the Des Peres River, a few miles 
south of St. Louis, in 1700. 
3. For approximately the half century preceding 1350, when 
the frontier vvas sweeping across Missouri, this state r~presellted 
the "point of the wedge" in the westward population llrive across 
the conti nent. 
4. During the period 1 ~'(j5 to 1840 five 'waves of migration 
can be distinguished in Missouri. The fifith wave carried the 
frontier beyond Missouri into states farther westward. (See tbe 
summary of the settlement of Missouri, under Historical Back-
grounds.) 
Sources, Movements, and Changes of Population 
5. Compared with most other states Missouri has received 
on 1y a small proportion of her population from foreign nations. 
G. At present the leading sources of Missouri's foreign-born 
are Germany, Russia, Italy, and the Irish Free State. 
7. Ever since 1850 Germany has been the greatest foreign 
contributor to Missouri's population. 
8. Foreign immigration, even from Germany, has practically 
ceased. 
9. In 1930 only 4.2% of the state population was foreign-born. 
10. The immigration of natives of the United States to Mis-
souri previous to 1870, came largely from the Middle Atlantic, 
the East South Central, and the East North Central divisions. 
11. Since about 1870 the sources of Missouri's native immi-
gration have shifted especially to the West North Central and the 
West South Central divisions, with major emphasis upon the lat-
ter. 
12. In brief, the sources of native immigration have shifted 
considerably from the near and remote eastern states to the adja-
cent western and southern states. 
13. Emigration from Missouri to the New England Division 
is continuing rather uniformly in very small numbers. 
14. Emigration to the Middle Atlantic and East South Cen-
tral Divisions is continuil1g in moderate but gradually increasing 
numbers. 
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15. Emigration to the South Atlantic Division increased to 
the moderate total of nine thousand during the decade 1910 to 1920, 
and has now started to decline. 
16. Emigration to the West North Central Division reached 
t.he high total of 59 thousand for the first decade of this century, 
but has now declined to about half that figure. 
17. Emigration to the West South Central Division, and to 
the Mountain Division, climbed to the high decennial figure of 
.about 50 thousand near the beginning of this century, declined 
rather rapidly to the year 1920, and then suddenly all but disap-
J-leared during the last decade. 
18. Emigration to' the East North Central Division has in-
creased rapidly to 80 thousand for the decade 1920 to 1930. 
19. Emigration to the Pacific Division shows a general rapid 
increase to 19;30, with a phenomenal rise to the highest figure of 
all (91 thousand) for the last decade. 
20. In brief, the most significant emigration movements from 
Missouri at present are to the acljacent northern ancl eastern states, 
and to the Pacific coast. 
21. In general summary of points 10 to 19 above, it can be 
said that the native migration now comes into Missouri chiefly 
from the adjacent western ancI southern states, and goes out from 
Missouri chiefly to the adjacent northern and northeastern states 
and to the far west. 
22. Missouri now exchanges more people with the other states 
of )ler own division than with any other eli vision. 
23. With regard to the relative changes in the sources of 
Missou ri's population the follo 'wing statements describe the situa-
tion: 
a. The foreign-born have constituted the smallest of the three 
sources of population. Their contribution has been irregular, 11as 
dwindled rapidly in general trend, and has resulted in heavy net 
losses to the state population in the last two decades (losses of 42,-
944 and 33,750 respectively). 
b. Missol1ri has lost population continuously in the process 
of interstate migration every decade since 1870. The net loss in 
these migrations was 149,908 for the decade 1920 to 1930, and thE' 
accumulated net loss by the year 1930 "vas 465,143. Therefore, in-
terstate migration has not been a source of Missouri's population 
gain since about lR?'O. Its effect has rather been to reduce the 
population. 
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All the migration losses just mentioned have occurred among 
the native whites, while the negroes have made rapid gains in the 
same process of interstate movement. The result of this situation 
i:-; that the negroes were displacing the whites at the rate of about 
one-half a person (.401) per hundred per decade during the period 
1910 to 1920, and at the increased rate of nearly one person (.904) 
per hundred per decade during 1920 to 1930. 
c. As a source of state population the excess of births over 
deaths increased consistently tn a peak of 560 thousand in the dec-
ade 1890 to 1900, and has decreased almost as consistently dur-
ing the intervening three decades. (The decade 1!)20 to 1930 
breaks the perfect consistency of this trend, with an increase rather 
than a decline in the excess of births over deaths.) 
Since, during the last two decades, there were net losses in 
both the foreign-born and the interstate migrants, it appears that 
the excess of births over deaths was the sole cause of increase in 
the total population of the state. If the birth rate continues to 
decline it seems highly probable that the state will be faced by a 
stationary or declining Ropulation in the near future . 
24. The period 1860 to 1870 was the time of greatest numer-
ical increase, when 53!) thousand persons were added to the state 
population. From that time the decennial increases have diminish-
ed rapidly to the lowest point of 187 thousand in the decade HllO 
to 1920. The 1820 to ] 9ao increase (225,312) broke the long dovvn-
'Nard trend. Instead of interpreting this recent gain as the begin-
ning of a change in trend, the available evidence indicates that .the 
net gain in Missouri's population for 1930 to 19-:1-0 will be the 
smallest in her history, if, indeed, there is any gain at all. 
25. About the year 1878 the rate nf increase in Missouri's 
population fell to a point just equal to that of the Gnitetl States as 
a whole, and since that time has remained well below the national 
rate. 
26. The city of St. Louis, with the status of a county, con-
tains 2.2.7% of Missouri's population. 
27. Excluding St. Louis City Copnty there are five (lther 
counties (Buchanan, Greene, Jackson, Jasper, and St. Louis) vih!ch 
stand out with populations far above the average. These five 
counties include 25.8% of the state population. 
28. The average land area of the 115 counties is ti98 square 
miles, and the average population is 31,559. 
29. The largest county in population (St. Louis City Connty) 
has 149 times the population of the smallest county (Carter). 
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30. The average population of the six most populous CGUll-
ties* is 42 times the average population of the six least popuJrJus.** 
31. The six most populous counties include almost 50% of 
the state population, leaving 50% to be divided among the re-
maining 109 counties. 
32. All counties in the state, except Madison, gained popula-
tion in the 20-year period] 850 to 1870. 
33. All counties except Platte and Franklin gained popula-
tion during the period 1870 to 1890. 
34. In the period 1890 to 1910 a sharp reversal in the popula-
tion increase of many counties set in, so that -19 counties lost pop-
ulation during this interval. 
35. From 1910 to 1930 a total of 88 counties lost population, 
while only 27 gained. 
36. By a liberal interpretation it may be said that the general 
areas of recent gain conform rather closely to the pattern of early 
settlement. 
37. Eleven counties have increased in population continually 
for the last three decades, while !i8 counties have declined con-
tinually in the same periods. 
38. In ]930 Missouri had 1() cities of 10,000 or more popula-
tion. 
39. The cities of 10,000 or more, accounting for only 11.47, 
of the total population in 1850, have so increased at each census 
that by 1930 they constituted 43.7% of the state population. 
40. The cities of 10,000 or more seem to have reached the 
peak of their advantage in proportionate gain with the cen~us of 
1910. Since that time their decennial advantage, i. e., rate of in-
crease, has been consistently growing smaller. 
41. A rough prediction based 011 the assumption that the 
trend noted in item 40 will continue, indicates that the places of 
10,000 or more will stabilize, or reach their maximum proportion, 
at about 48% of the total population at about the year 1950. 
42. The tendency of places of 10,000 or more in Missouri to 
add a continually smaller per cent to their proportion of the state 
population, and thus to reach their maximum proportion in the 
near future, is paralleled strikingly in both Iowa and 'N ew York , 
the only other states examined in this connection. 
'St. Louis City County, Jackson , St. Loui&, Buchanan, Greene, and Jasper. Their 
average population is 293,229. 
'-Carter, Hickory, Worth, Schuyler, Warren, and SC0tland. Their average popUlation 
is 7,059, 
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43. In the 50 vears from 1880 to 1930 the urban population 
increased from one -quarter (25.2%) of the population to one-half 
(51.2%), while the rural population decreased from three quarters 
(74.8%) of the population to one-half (48.8%). In exact figures 
the urban population, in 1 DoO, exceeded the rural by 2.4%. The 
urhan class began to outnumber the rural at about the year 1927. 
44. The rural population (including both farm and village) 
reached a clear peak in 1900, since which time it has been declin-
ing. Incidentally, exactly the same statement can be made con-
cerning the neighboring state of Iowa. 
45. The recent losses in total rural population, just noted, 
are found to be entirely in the farmer (rural-farm) portion of the 
rural class. The farmers lost 10.G% of their number in the decade 
'1910 to 1920, and another 8.'2% in the decade] 920 to 1930, amount-
ing, in the second case, to nearly 100,000 persons. 
46. \Vhile the true farmer clas$. (rural-farm) was being rc-
duced, the other portion of the rural classification, namely, the 
village (rural-nonfarm) was adding to its numbers. In the decade 
1910 to 1920 the villagers increased by 12.2';'{, almost equal, in 
proportion, to the urban gain. In the 1920 to '1930 period the vil-
iage gain \vas S.57c. In round numbers the village increase for 
the last decade was 47,000. 
47. In the percentage distribution of the state population 
among the three major classes (urban, village, and farm) the farm-
er class suffers a continually increasing disadvantage. This is 
primarily a matter of farmer-urban relationship. In 1£no the pro-
portion of urban people in the total population was almost exact-
ly the same as that of farmers. By 1920 these proportions had so 
changed that the urban class had an 11.1% advantage over the 
farmers, and by 1930 this urban advantage had increased to 20.6~{, . 
48. The increasing disadvantage of the Missouri farmer in 
comparison with the urban class is not a phenomenon peculiar to 
the population of Missouri. The spread between urban and farm 
is, in fact, much more striking on a national scale. For 1!l20 the 
spread was 21.6% in favor of the urban, and by 19:30 the disparity 
had increased to 31.5%. Therefore, the trend of urban-fanner re-
lationship in Missouri is paralleled exactly in the nation as a whole. 
On the national sCCl.1e, however, the process is about ten years fur-
ther advanced than in the state of Missouri. 
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Composition, Characteristics, and Distribution of the Population 
in 1930 
49. In 1930 the state population was distributed among the 
three major classes as follows: Urban, 51.2,/(, ; Farm (rural-farm), 
~;O.6%; Village (rural-nonfarm), 18.2%. 
50. Missouri's 1930 farm population of 1,108,969 is far above 
the average of 628,281 for all states. 
51. The urban percentage age distribution is consistently 
smaller than the rural-farm distribution in every 5-year group up 
to age 20. For the same age groups the rural-nonfarm (village) 
distribution consistently falls between the urban and the rural-
farm. 
52. The urban percen1tage age distribution is consistently 
larger than the rural-farm distribution in every 5-year group be-
tween 20 and 44, And, as in the above item, the rural-nonfarm 
(village) distribution consistently falls between the urban and the 
rural-farm. 
53. In the farmer class (rural-farm) we find 500 persons ill 
the "producing ages" (20 to 64) to every 500 in the dependent ages, 
or one farm producer to each farm dependent. 
54. In the urban class we find 633 persons in the "producing 
ages" (20 to 64) to every 367 in the dependent ages, or 1.72 urban 
producers to one urban dependent. This indicates that each urban 
"producer" supports only .58 of a dependent. 
55. Combining items 53 and 54 it turns out that the farmer 
" load," on a per capita basis, is 42% higher than is the urban. The 
factor of productive labor on farms by those under 20 and over 65 
tends to offset the fanner disadvantage shown in these comparisons. 
56. The three major classes differ considerably in the dis-
tribution of the sexes. In the village classes the sexes are almost 
exactly equal, there being, in 1930, 100.6 males to 100 females. In 
the farmer class there were 111 males to 100 females, and in the 
urban class only 95 males to 100 females. 
57. The ratio of males to females is falling rapidly in the five 
largest cities of the state, (St. Louis, Kansas City, St. Joseph, 
Springfield, and Joplin) . In 1890 the ratio was 112.5 males to 100 
females. By 1930 this ratio had fallen to 94.2 males to 100 females. 
58. In the population of the state there is an increasing per-
centage of native whites of native parentage found at successive 
census periods. This applies to all three of the major classes. 
There is a corresponding decrease in percentage for native whites 
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uf foreign or mixed parentage, and an even more marked decrease 
in foreign-born whites. 
59. Numerically speaking the chief additions of negroes to 
the population have been in the urban class. In 1930 the negroes 
constituted 9.1% of the state population. 
60. The greatest proportionate gain of negroes has been in 
the farm class. In 1920 there were only 20 thousand negroes on 
farms. By 1930 this had risen to 30 thousand. The negroes are 
now 2.7% of the farm population. 
61. The combined numbers of all other races beside whites 
and negroes make up less than one-half of one per cent of Mis-
souri's population. 
62. The average size of Missouri families fell from 4.7 in 
1900 to 4.4 in 1910, to 4.1 in 1920, and finally to 3.6 in 1930. 
63. The median size of the farm family in 1930 was 3.63 per-
sons, in comparison with a median size of 3.07 persons for the vil-
lage and 3.05 persons for the urban family. 
64. The proportion of village women who are divorced is 
nearly three times as great, and for urban women the proportion 
is more than four times as great, as for the farm women. 
65. It is computed that in the pre-school population the num-
uer in the under-one-year group must remain 72% of the total 
number in the under-five-year group in order to maintain a sta-
tionary school population. In 1£)30, on this basis, there was a 
shortage of 162,158 boys and girls in the under-one-year group, as 
a result of the falling birth rate. 
66. The peak of Missouri's school enumeration (age 6-19 
years, inclusive) was reached at about the year 1900, with a total 
of nearly one million boys and girls. The 19:30 school enumeration 
was down to approximately 923 thousand. 
67. There were 422 thousand rural young people (ages 15 to 
29 years, inclusive) in Missouri in 1930. Sixty-two per cent of 
these were living on farms and 38% in villages. 
68. During the last twenty years Missouri has experienced 
a generally falling birth rate, from somewhat over 22 per 1000 of 
population in the period 1911 to 1914 to the low point of 16.48 per 
1000 in 1931. This is similar to the national trend, but it aver-
ages, for recent years, about tVI'O points lower. 
69. Since 1920 the Missouri death rate has tended to increase 
slightly, while the national death rate has tended to decrease slight-
ly. These two rates have remained nearly equal and have varied 
somewhat around the figure of 12 per 1000 of population. 
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70. Missouri'li infant mortality rate shows a slow downward 
trend, and continues to remain below the national average. 
71. With a few exceptions the Ozark Mountain counties show 
a clear cut ad vantage in the vital index (ratio of births to deaths). 
Thirty of the 37 counties having a vital index over 200 are Ozark 
counties. 
72. There are 40,000 unpaid family workers in Missouri agri-
culture. This is twice as many as all the persons employed in 
the mining industry in Missouri, over three times as many as are 
employed in Missouri's automobile factories, and three and one: 
half times the number employed in the postal service of the state. 
Missouri Among the States 
73. In total population Missouri ranks tenth among all the 
states of the nation, and first among the .seven states in her own 
geographic division (the West North Central Division). The oth-
er states in her division range from 19% to 71% of Missouri's 3,-
629,367 people. 
74. In population rank among all the states Missouri was 
fifth in 1900, seventh in 1910, ninth in 1920, and tenth in 1930. 
Among the states of her own division she maintained first place in 
al! four periods. Only five states in the nation have lost as many 
or more points as Missouri in relative standing. 
75. In land area Missouri ranks eighteentl,1 among all states, 
and sixth among the seven states of the West North Central Di-
vision. 
76. Missouri's population density of 52.8 to the square mile 
is considerably greater than that for all states combined (41.3), 
and is twice as great as the average in her own division (26.0). 
77. In the proportion of foreign white stock* in the popula-
tion the states vary from 67.8% for Rhode Island to less than one 
per cent for North Carolina. Missouri, with 17.2910, occupies thir-
ty-first place. In this characteristic she stands last among her 
own division states and varies greatly from most of them. The aver-
8ge (unweighted) for the other six states is 40.3%. 
78. In proportion of urban population Missouri stands twen-
tieth (with 51.2%) among all the states, and first in her own di-
vision. 
79. In proportion of rural-farm (farmer) population Missouri 
stands twenty-fourth (with 30.6%) among all states and last 
among the states of her own division. 
'Foreign white stock is the sum of the foreign-born white and the native white of foreign 
or mixed parentage. 
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80. In proportion of rural-nonfarm (village) population Mis-
souri ranks thirty-seventh among all the states (with 18.2%) and 
sixth among the states of her division. 
81. In the production of eminent persons, as found in the 
1930-1931 edition of Who's Who in America, Missouri stands prac-
tically at the average for all states, with a production of 23 notable 
persons per 100,000 of her 1930 population. She stands second 
among the states of her own division. 
82. As to the distribution of eminent persons, as found in the 
1930-1931 edition of Who's Who in Am1erica, it appears that Mis-
souri gives residence to such notables at the rate of 20 per 100,000 
of her 1930 population. The average for all states is 22. Among 
her own division states Missouri shares first place with Minnesota 
in this item. 
83. In regard to the income received by her farmers, Mis-
souri ranks thirty-seventh among the states, with an average* cash 
farm income of $1292. In this item she stands last among the 
states of her own division. Her figure is far below the state next 
above her in the list. In the leading state of her division (Iowa) 
the farmers received two and a third times the average cash income 
of Missouri farmers_ On the basis of income per person of farm 
population the states rank as follows: Kansas $698, Iowa $685, 
Nebraska $641, South Dakota $543, North Dakota $515, Minne-
sota $424, Missouri $307. On this basis the Kansas farm population 
had an av.erage annual cash farm income per capita, two and a 
quarter times as large as that received l1y the Missouri farm pop-
ulation. 
84. In comparative spatial separation the Missouri farm peo-
ple live closer together than do those of the other states in the 
West North Central Division, that is, there are more farm people 
per acre of farm land_ The difference between Missouri and four 
of the other six states is very pronounced. 
Problems for Investigation 
In the course of this study a number of population problems 
significant both to the state in general and to the farmer class in 
particular have emerged. The most important of these are pre-
sen ted in the list below_ 
1. The Relative Place of Cities in the State Population.-Our 
discussion has brought out the fact that the conibined populations of 
*The average for the period 1920-21 to 1930-31. 
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all cities of 10,000 or more reached a peak of proportionate gain at 
the census of 1910, since which time their gains have consistently 
fallen off. Does this finding apply with particular force to certain 
,izes of cities and not at all to otbers? Are the increases or decreases 
a concomitant of the genera.l state (and national) development, or are 
they resultants of mere size status and other local factors? Are the 
lhanges noted peculiar to this state? These and similar questions 
arise in this inquiry. 
2. Popuwt£on Changes of Incorporated Places.-This is some-
what similar to the first inquiry, but in scope it applies to all incor-
porated places. The primary variables will probably be size and time 
period. Perhaps these places should be rega.rded as trade centers for 
fanners. Lively has so regarded them in his studies of such places in 
Minnesota. 
3. Relationship of lv1:ajor Poplllai'ion C[asscs.-In the recent 
trends of the three major classes we have ShOWI1 how the farm class 
is being "squeezed" between the urban and village classes, numerically 
speaking. A more careful analysis of this trend is needed. This proj-
ect is closely related to the first two. 
4. The Growth Phenomenon as /lpplied to Sma:ll Pop1llations.-
Up to this point the word "growth" has not been used in this publica-
tion, for growth is a specific kind of change which refers to the process 
of continuous instantaneous comj)otlndings on a continually changing 
base. The true growth phenomenon, typical of biological organisms, 
applies also to very large human populations, as nations. Should it 
be applied also to the changes in small populations like classes, cities, 
and vilJages? This is a technical problem, but it must he solved before 
it will be legitimate to use the word "growth" in such an investigation. 
Current studies applying to small populations commonly employ the 
term "growth" and then fail to treat the changes as true growth 
phenomena. 
5. Changes in Classes of Places.--This is another technical prob-
lem, but one which must be overcome before effective study of the 
changes in the size of groups of places can be carried 011. In studies 
where one desires to measure the amount of change in stich groups 
over periods of time he is forced arbitrarily to select as the size of 
place under consideration either its size at the beginning or its size at 
the end of the given period. In either case he is dealing with a chang-
ing unit and is therefore not measuring the behavior of any specific 
entity. Inste,a.d of this confusing and indeterminate method of study 
it may be that small populations should be classified into groups rep-
resenting patterns of change over the given time period. 
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6. Areas of Recent Popltlation Loss.-Attention has been called 
to the fact that practically every county in the state gained popula-
tion up to about 1900, when a sharp reversal set in, leaving only 
2~' counties which registered a gain between 1910 and 1930. Is 
there any causal significance to the fact that the areas of greatest 
population loss are, in general, the areas of highest soil fertility? 
vVhat, in particular, are the associated factors in these areas of 
greatest loss? In this problem the development of snme kind of 
population stability index might be undertaken. 
7. Spatial Separation of Farm People.-Proximity of residence 
is a primary factor in social relationships even in these days of 
e<1sy communication and rapid transportation. Careful studies of 
the effect of sparse popUlation and of natural barriers should yield 
information valuable to the farmers in developing class solidarity. 
To some observers this factor of spatial separation, resulting prima-
rily from the fact that each farm business is spread over many 
acres, seems like a fundamental disadvantage inevitable in farm 
life. Comparative studies, involving the other major classes, are 
needed. Comparative costs of services and comparative facility 
of cooperation should be featured. 
8. Dependent Ve1'SllS Sttstaining Popnlation in the Major Classes. 
-The core of this problem is the comparative load of dependents 
which the producers of each class carry. This will involve a close 
study of the question whether agriculture provides a subsidy to 
food consumers because of the large number of unpaid family 
\vorkers on the farm. The declining number of pre-school chil-
dren, due to a falling birth rat(', must be considered in this connec-
tion. 
9. Contrasting TJlpes of FO'J'III. Life.-A standard device for ex-
ploring a given phenomenon is to mark the limits between which 
it occurs. This general approach could be used to compare select-
ed Ozark mountain farm popUlations with those of other areas, say 
in northwest Missouri. The contrasts in economic status, in social 
organization, and in attitudes would doubtless prove illuminating 
to those attempting to serve the interests of the whole farm class. 
The relative success of farmers in the German or other special 
types of communities in the state might be included in a study of 
this type. 
10. The Status and Needs of Farm Young People.-The basic 
importance of this problem is seen in the fact that the farm youth, 
as a group, are intrusted with the active continuity, change, or 
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renewal of rural culture, since the young people are the carriers 
of the culture. What are the chief needs of these youth? Are 
present organized and unorganized agencies meeting the needs? 
Is a process of selective migration going on in the ranks of farm 
youth? These are among the questions that will need to be con-
sidered. 
11. Relative Proportion of the Sexcs.-At one point in the study 
it was shown that the ratio of males to females was falling at a 
rapid rate in the five largest cities. In 1890 there were 112.5 males 
to 100 females, while by 1930, after a continuous decline, the nnm-
ber of males to 100 females had reached the low figure of H4.Z. 
The farm population, on the contrary, seems to be maintainmg a 
proportion of about 111 males to 100 females. 'rherefore, on the 
basis of the present urban figure (94·.2 per 100), the farm population 
has nearly 18% more males than the urban population of the five 
largest cities. One might infer that this large ditference would 
have significant effects on the relationships between the sexes, on 
family life, on relative economic efficiency, and perhap;, in other 
ways. Whether pursued as a separate study or as part of the 
larger theme of urban-farm relationships this question of the rela-
tive proportion of the sexes should be given careful examir,ation. 
12. The Significance of Interstate 1I1igration.-This inquiry will 
start with the fact that Missouri has lost population continuously, 
every decade since 1870, in the process of interstate migration, and 
that her total accumulated deficit in these movements reac\1ed '11)5 
thousand by 1930. The problem appears more acute, from the 
s tandpoint of the white race, in the fact that all these losses were 
whites, while negroes were adding to their numbers. For the 
white race alone there was a net loss of 183 thousand in the decade 
1920 to 19JO. During the same decade the negroes increased by 
34 thousand. And by 1930 the accumulated losses of the whites 
totaled 527 thousand, while the accumulated gains of the negroes 
reached 63 thousand. Since the displacement of whites by negroes 
is only about one per cent per decade, and since this process may 
vary from decade to decade, there seems to be no adequate basis, 
as yet, for thinking that the increase of negroes will generate a 
serious race problem. On the other hand the facts do suggest the 
hypothesis that Missouri is proving more attractive to negroes than 
to whites in the process of interstate population movement. The 
fact of such a heavy interstate migration, nationally speaking, is 
in itself indicative of a vast process of cultural interchange. . 
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To investigate the implications of such facts and hypotheses 
is a very large undertaking. At present it is probably beyond the 
capacity of the research agencies in the state. Yet much can be 
done to explore and expand the data already accumulated, in an-
ticipation of some more pretentious attack on the whole problem 
at a later date. 
13. Registration of Births and Deaths.-This is a rather tech-
nical problem aimed to develop some measure to show the true 
number of births and deaths, and the degree to which these are 
reported. Accurate knowledge of births and deaths would pro-
vide a basis for tracing inter-county migration ancl 'wider popula-
tion movements . 
